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Author’s Preface
One of important characteristics of a human being, among others, is that
he is Homo cultus, a creature of culture. We can rightly ask why the foreword
for the book No. 6, of I hope expensive edition “Monument Srebrenica”, we
begin with the statement that man is a cr eature of culture. There are many
reasons for this and many answers to this, but one certainly important for this
text and on this occasion. If we accept the fact that “culture is the way in which
one human community lives and regulates their relations with nature, with
others and with God, and this relationship is transferred in science, technology
and art, in its economic system and its institutions” (R. Garoudy ), we see that
the man, unfortunately, cannot only wander, but, sometimes, and pounces on
his own value, to himself, to other people as beings of the same species, we
clearly witnessed gross human history. The crime of genocide is just one man’s
destructive activity when on “pounces on his own value, to himself.” We have
no intention, explicit and elaborate spread, in anthropological and sociological
sense, very complex notion of culture. We will mention, on this occasion, the
basic function of culture, as well as some of the types of and forms of the
same. Not engaging in more detail in the multifunctionality of culture we will
stress its: socialization, cognitive, communication, protective and normative
function. In addition to this, a very significant function of culture is also the
“function of emotional strain”, and the function of maintaining, and extending
the progress of human society. Miroslav Ilić, rightly states that “the essential
meaning of culture ... that facilitates the survival and progress of human
society.” As the content of man’s individual and collective experience, past
and present generations, culture manifests itself in many different types and
shapes. As a rule, we distinguish between general culture and a multitude of
individual specific types of cultural practices. The special significance of the
human individual and social existence have a culture of work, health education,
educational, physical, linguistic, political, and other forms of popular culture.
We can also talk about the US, Bosniak, France, Croatia, Ottoman, Serbian,
Western European and other cultures. In addition to these, so to say, conventional
types of culture expression of a human, for their existence, especially in the
present day, the importance of having memories and culture, the culture of
5

forgetfulness, the culture of denial and the like. We are particularly interested
in the ratio of culture and genocide, more specifically the ratio of the individual
nature of the crop, such as the popular culture, the culture of memory, the
culture of forgetfulness, the culture of denial and the formation of genocidal
consciousness, genocidal ideology and direct genocidal process. We are
witnessing that, these days, from the smaller entity, its President and Minister
of Education of the Entity Government opposed the study of the crime of
genocide against Bosniaks committed in the war against Bosnian society and
state from 1992 to 1995. The Entity Minister of Education Dane Malešević
emphasizes the ban in schools of that entity textbooks to mention the genocide
in Srebrenica and the siege of Sarajevo by Serbian Republic Army. Also, the
Entity President Milorad Dodik says, “it will never happen that schools of the
Republic of Srpska enter textbooks that say that Serbs committed genocide
and that they are to be blamed for the siege of Sarajevo.” These attitudes of
Malešević and Dodik are nothing but a negation or denial of genocide as a
form of construction of the culture of forgetfulness. The recall of genocide is
a process that takes place in eight stages. The first phase is the classification,
division into us and them, the second phase is the symbolization, “they” will
be marked to make it easier to recognize. The third stage is the process of
dehumanization, when designated group deprives humanity. The fourth stage
is an organization that regularly made public and pseudo-state authorities. The
process of polarization is the fifth stage of genocide when it comes to increased
hate speech. In the sixth stage the victims are identified and separated, so that
the identification phase is due to their ethnicity or religious affiliation. Very
soon after the beginning of identification the seventh stage of genocide starts
and it is extermination. The last eighth stage of genocide is denial phase. All
these phases are predictable but not inevitable. It is worth noting that all stages
work throughout the process. At each stage, preventive measures can stop it.
It should now be clear to everyone that, even Malešević and Dodik are direct
participants in the last stage of genocide. The denial of genocide and holocaust
in many countries of the world are punishable by law.
After thus explicitly mentioned opinions of Malešević and Dodik,
there are two issues. But before these issues let us remember. Genocide
against Bosniaks is indisputable legal fact which is best witnessed by the so
far convictions of international and national courts. Also the fact is proved
that the siege of Sarajevo lasted for 1,425 days during which 11,541 persons
were killed, of which 1,601 were children. The first question is: when, how,
why and on the basis of which legal act, has the right to prohibit the victims
of genocide, and those who committed genocide, to face the truth, in the
educational process, which unquestionably occurred, and that is the crime of
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genocide against Bosniaks. Imagine what the reaction would be met only the
thought of someone in schools throughout the democratic world to prohibit the
study of the crimes of Holocaust. Let us only recall that so far the International
Court of Justice, the highest judicial authority in the system of the United
Nations, the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the national courts of
some European countries, brought a number of final judgments for the crime
of genocide against the “Bosnian Muslims”/Bosniaks in the war against
Bosnian society and state from 1992 to 1995. We also consider important to
emphasize the fact that the European Parliament on 15 January 2009 adopted
a resolution to commemorate the “11 July in the European Union as a day
of remembrance of the genocide in Srebrenica.” Also, in June 2005 the US
Congress (Senate and House of Representatives) passed the resolution on the
genocide in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The second issue that arises on the basis
of attitudes, the aforementioned entity officials, is, if this is a typical example
of a culture of denial, the denial of the genocide, is not it also a prerequisite that
the committed crime of genocide happen again. Bosniak historical experience
tells us that genocide is unpunished and forgotten crimes constantly repeat.
Fostering a culture of remembrance, is primarily aimed at the prevention
of future crimes of genocide and removal of the consequences (social, political,
demographic, material, cultural, health, psychological, etc.) of the committed
genocide. Fostering a culture of remembrance is especially important if
one considers that the socio-political and historical-cultural factors of the
renewal of the genocide against Bosniaks have not been removed. It would be
necessary, not only through education system/s, to draw up a comprehensive
program of prevention, as well as national political program, which would
effectively counter the genocidal potencies in which Bosniaks, unfortunately,
still live and where they will live in a time that is before them. The culture of
memories should not be reduced only to a narrow set of issues related to the
genocide committed during 1992-1995, but should be extended to the specific
socio-historical context in which the Bosniaks lived, live and in which they
will live. Firstly it is necessary to demystify historical lack of knowledge”biased historiography”. Until now, the history of Bosnia and Bosniaks,
especially medieval, was written by Serbian and Croatian intellectuals. For
example, Dragoljub Dragojlović in a book: History of Serbian literature in the
medieval Bosnian state, issued in Novi Sad in 1997, said that in the medieval
Bosnia everything was Serbian, a tombstone, alphabet, a church, people and
the state. When this historical ignorance, or more vividly told mythological
perversions of history be associated with ethnic prejudices about the Bosniaks
as ethnic Turks that is enough prerequisites for prejudiced consciousness that
qualifies Bosniaks as someone else’s, not ours, “renegades”, who have no
7

place in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The objectively scientific question is: how
to overcome scientifically rationally irrational mitologisms against Bosniaks
in Serbian and Croatian historiography. We believe that in this business there
is only one way and that is: the truth demystifies mythological history. Where
do you start? From medieval to contemporary Bosnia. Demystify it from
Serbian and Croatian prejudiced historiography. Write in textbooks, learn
good and affirm all that is Bosnian. On this occasion, we will mention only
some of the indigenous and authentic Bosnian contents. Banate of Bosnia,
Bosnian Ban Kulin, Bosnian Kingdom, Bosnian Parliament, Bosnian alphabet
bosančica, Tepčija Batalo Bosnian, Prince Bosnian Batic, Bosnian King
Tvrtko I, Bosnian tombstone, the Bosnian dinar, Bosnian costumes, Bosnian,
marriage in the Bosnian way, Bosnian epitaphs, Bosnian Church, Bosnian
style of construction, Bosnian mountain horse, Bosnian cow Buša, Bosnian
Tornjak, Bosnian lily, Bosnian wig, Bosnian Primorje, Bosnian Podrinje,
Bosnian Posavina, Bosnian Majordom, Bosnian Sanjak, Bosnian Zelaya,
Bosnian meat pie, Bosnian coffee, Bosnian friend, Bosanska Vila, Bosanski
Novi, Bosnian Kostajnica, Bosnian Grahovo, Bosnian Brod, Bosnian Šamac,
Bosnian Gradiška, Bosnian Vjestnik, Bosnian Post Office, the Bosnian spirit,
the Bosnian song sevdalinka, the river Bosna, the nation Bosnian Bosniaks/
Bosniaks, the state of Bosnia (and Herzegovina).
We believe that it is unquestionable, from the position of scientific
rationalism, to remember and cherish the culture of remembrance of Bosnia and
identity all of its attributes as an effective barrier of prejudice historiography,
but reasonably the question raises: Is it right to remember the genocide. The
answer is given by Anre Johan Vetlesen a professor of philosophy at the
University of Oslo in his book Studies of evil. To the question: Is it right to
remember evil, Vetlesen answers: “memory of evil is human, fully human.”
This issue is closely linked with the issue of forgiveness and reconciliation.
We find unambiguous answers to these questions at Vetlesen’s. He argues:
“Forgiveness and forget are not obligations of the victims.” The process
of reconciliation is possible without forgetting the genocide and without
witness’s forgiveness but to initiate this process “a process of forgiveness,
at any cost, must begin so that a criminal sees himself as a criminal throughvery painful-introspection.” “Painful introspection of” crimes of genocide in
Bosnia and Herzegovina against Bosniaks is necessary to both the individual
and collective levels. For these reasons we have decided to make the first
scientific article in this issue of “Monumenta” to the work of Sakib Softić,
Elimination of the consequences of genocide-the key to keeping the peace in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Why this particular article? Because it raised a great
daily political clamor and media spin around the fact that the International
8

Court of Justice dismissed the application for revision of a judgment from
2007. Unfortunately, a lot more was talked about the refusal of the application
rather than the legal significance of the judgment of 26 February 2007 which
confirmed the genocide against Bosniaks in Srebrenica and that Serbia was
responsible for failing to prevent genocide and punish those responsible. As
perpetrators of genocide were named the army and police, that is the Ministry of
Interior of the Republic of Srpska. The perpetrators of genocide in accordance
with international law and the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina are
obliged to take all necessary measures in order to eliminate the consequences
of the genocide and not hinder its study as the abovementioned entity officials
do. The second paper in this issue an Open letter of academic Ševket Krcić
to Noam Chomsky. Krcić indicates to Chomsky by his letter that the Dayton
legalized genocide that S. Čekić scientifically elaborated in his three-volume.
With this sequence of texts we have changed the usual structure of the content
of the previous five numbers of “Monumenta” a bit, but that, dear readers,
requires the time of the moment and socio-scientific significance of updating
the issue of genocide to the world-historical level. In the Appendices, as a
steady second part of the book, we publish articles Trebotić and fortification
Kličevac during the Ottoman rule by Aldin Husić. Then follow two articles
by: A. Đozić and R. Djedović: Settlements Panađurište and Baratova in
Srebrenica at the late 19th century and Settlements Pusmulići (Jasenova) and
ČiČevac (with Pribičevac) in Srebrenica in the late 19th century. After these
two you have a chance to read Sead Selimović’s work: The renewal and social
development of Srebrenica in the period 1945-1953. In the third part of the
book where we mostly publish documents of the crimes of genocide, this
time we publish Summary of judgement to Assistant Commander for Security
and Intelligence of the Headquarters of the Army of Republic of Srpska
Zdravko Tolimir for genocide in Srebrenica. The introduction to the text, a
summary and preparation of the text was done by Vedad Gurda. Each text
is scientifically explicated, with the main intention to responsibly face the
truth about the genocide, and that it never in this form repeats to no one else.
The Edition Monumenta Srebrenica invites you to, with knowledge and truthtelling about the genocide against Bosniaks in Srebrenica and other sociohistorical truths from the distant and recent past of Srebrenica, with fostering
a culture of remembrance, none in defiance, every year instal one brick into
a harmonious and tolerant coexistence of Bosniaks Serbs and other citizens,
both in Srebrenica and throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina.
										
Professor Adib Đozić
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GENOCIDE

Sakib Softić

ELIMINATION OF OUTCOMES OF GENOCIDE – KEY
FOR PRESERVATION OF PEACE IN BOSNIA AND
HERCEGOVINA
Abstract
This article deals with establishing outcomes of crime of genocide
found by the Judgment of the International Court of Justice in The Hague
on 26 February 2007 in the case Bosnia and Herzegovina versus Serbia and
Montenegro in respect of violation of Convention on the prevention and
punishment of the crime of genocide and thinking how to eliminate them in
the interest of protecting peace and security at the West Balkan region.
Key words: genocide, Judgment, VRS, international law, peace
1. Introduction
On 26 February 2007, the International Court of Justice in The Hague
delivered Judgment in the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina versus Serbia and
Montenegro in respect of violation of the Convention on the prevention and
punishment of the crime of genocide. It was established that the genocide
was committed against a group of Bosnian Muslims as such in and around
Srebrenica.
As perpetrators of genocide named were members of the Republic
Srpska Army (VRS), respectively Bosnian Serbs forces: VRS and MUP
(Ministry of Interior) of Republic Srpska. Serbia was found responsible for
failing to prevent genocide and punish perpetrators.
Some officers of the Main Headquarters of Republic Srpska Army, that
planned and committed genocide were receiving salaries and other benefits
from Federal Republic of Yugoslavia but were appointed to their commands
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by the President of Republic Srpska and were subordinated to the political
leadership of Republic Srpska. The officers that planned and committed
genocide were exercising elements of public authority of the Republic Srpska.
The International Law obliges all countries not to recognize conditions
created by serious violations of peremptory norms of general International
Law and, also not to give support in maintaining such condition. Prohibition
of genocide presents peremptory norm of the general International law.
Republic Srpska was created on 9 January 1992, and never attained
international recognition as sovereign state, but it had de facto control
over substantial part of Bosnia and Herzegovina territory and loyalty of
large numbers of Bosnian Serbs. It had kept the elements of statehood and
territory gained by genocide even after conclusion of the General Framework
Agreement on Peace for Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Objectives of genocide campaign were achieved in qualitative sense.
The Serb ethnic space was expanded to the West of Drina River by genocide
removal of majority Bosniak population. Undertaking measures in accordance
to the International Law, which is the obligation of international community as
whole, that would ensure that genocide does not pay off is the key to preserving
peace not only in the Balkans.
2. Facts established or confirmed by the Judgment1
1. The International Court of Justice, for the first time in its history,
found a country – Serbia – responsible for violating the Genocide Convention.
Therefore, this Judgment has its historical value not only to Parties concerned,
but also for development of International Humanitarian Law as a whole. The
Court ruled, inter alia, that:
a) Serbia violated the obligation under the Genocide Convention to
prevent genocide that occurred in Bosnia and Herzegovina, specifically
in and around Srebrenica in July 1995;
b) Serbia violated its obligation under the Genocide Convention
by failing to arrest persons indicted for genocide and complicity to
genocide, including Ratko Mladic, and transfer them for trial by the
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY);
1
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See Judgment in the CASE CONCERNING THE APPLICATION OF THE
CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT OF THE CRIME OF
GENOCIDE (BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA v. SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO)

c) Serbia violated its obligation to comply with provisional measures
ordered by the Court on 8 April and 13 September 1993 in this case,
inasmuch as it failed to take all measures within its power to prevent
genocide in Srebrenica in July 1995.
d) That Serbia must take immediate and effective steps in order to
satisfy its obligations under the Genocide Convention, as specified in
Article II of that Convention, or any other measures specified in Article
III of the Convention, and to transfer those indicted for genocde or any
other of such crimes for trial at the ICTY, and to fully cooperate with
that Tribunal.
2. The ICJ established participation of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (FRY, later Serbia) in the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which
confirmed the nature of the armed conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina as an
international conflict. This Judgment, together with the final judgments of the
ICTY in the Tadic and Celebic cases indisputably confirms that the war in
Bosnia and Herzegovina was an international armed conflict in which FRY
participated as a belligerent party. This international armed conflict, conducted
on the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the armed forces of FRY, or the
armed forces under its control, constituted an act of aggression by FRY against
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The subject of this case was not to establish the character of the armed
conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina nor is establishing the existence of an
armed conflict a required condition for establishing the existence of genocide.
The crime of genocide can be committed in any armed conflict but also in
peace time. Therefore, this subject was not of particular interest to the Court.
Nonetheless, the Court, when dealing with the issue of responsibility
of FRY for genocide committed in Bosnia and Herzegovina, established that
the Army of FRY had participated in the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
Court found that there was sufficient evidence confirming direct or indirect
participation by the official army of FRY, along with the Bosnian Serb armed
forces, in military operations in Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, the Court
limited FRY’s military participation to the operations prior to the events in
Srebrenica.2
2

Ibid., para. “ 386... It is true that there is much evidence of direct or indirect participation
by the official army of the FRY, along with the Bosnian Serb armed forces, in military
operations in Bosnia and Herzegovina in the years prior to the events at Srebrenica.
That participation was repeatedly condemned by the political organs of the United
Nations, which demanded that the FRY put an end to it (see, for example, Security
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In addition to the direct participation of the army of FRY in the military
operations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Court established that FRY was
providing considerable military and financial support to Republika Srpska,
without which it could not have conducted its crucial military and paramilitary
activities.3 Part of this aid, it was found by the Court, was used to commit
genocide in and around Srebrenica.4
July 1995 operations in and around Srebrenica were coordinated from
Belgrade, the capital of FRY.5
Also, the Court established that FRY, during the critical period, “had the
position of influence over the Bosnian Serbs who devised and implemented the
genocide in Srebrenica, unlike any of the other States parties to the genocide
Convention owning to the strength of the political, military and financial links
between the FRY on the one hand and the Republika Srpska and the VRS on
the other, though somewhat weaker than in the preceding period, nonetheless
also during the events in Srebrenica remained very close.”6

3

4

5
6
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Council resolutions 752 (1992), 757 (1992), 762 (1992), 819 (1993), 838 (1993)). It
has however not been shown that there was any such participation in relation to the
massacres committed at Srebrenica (see also paragraphs 278 to 297 above). Further,
neither the Republika Srpska, nor the VRS were de jure organs of the FRY, since none of
them had the status of organ of that State under its internal law.”
Ibid, para. «241. The Court finds it established that the Respondent was thus making
its considerable military and financial support available to the Republika Srpska, and
had it withdrawn that support, this would have greatly constrained the options that were
available to the Republika Srpska authorities.”
and «394.... While the political, military and logistical relations between the federal
authorities in Belgrade and the authorities in Pale, between the Yugoslav army and the
VRS, had been strong and close in previous years (see paragraph 238 above), and these
ties undoubtedly remained powerful, they were, at least at the relevant time, not such that
the Bosnian Serbs’ political and military organizations should be equated with organs of
the FRY. It is even true that differences over strategic options emerged at the time between
Yugoslav authorities and Bosnian Serb leaders; at the very least, these are evidence that
the latter had some qualified, but real, margin of independence. Nor, notwithstanding the
very important support given by the Respondent to the Republika Srpska, without which
it could not have “conduct[ed] its crucial or most significant military and paramilitary
activities” (I.C.J. Reports 1986, p. 63, para. 111), did this signify a total dependence of
the Republika Srpska upon the Respondent.”
Ibid, para. 422. «...Undoubtedly, the quite substantial aid of a political, military and
financial nature provided by the FRY to the Republika Srpska and the VRS, beginning
long before the tragic events of Srebrenica, continued during those events. There is thus
little doubt that the atrocities in Srebrenica were committed, at least in part, with the
resources which the perpetrators of those acts possessed as a result of the general policy
of aid and assistance pursued towards them by the FRY.” See also para. 412.
Ibid,, para. 437.
Ibid., para. «434. ... position of influence, over the Bosnian Serbs who devised and

3. The Court established that genocide was committed in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and that Republika Srpska committed that genocide. In the
factual and legal description of the crime of genocide, the Court fully adopted
and accepted the findings of numerous ICTY judgments.7
During the time pertaining to the crime of genocide Republic Srpska
enjoyed the elements of de facto independence.8
During the commission of the crime of genocide, the Army of
Republika Srpska was subordinated to the political leadership of Republika
Srpska. The perpetrators of the genocide were acting on behalf of Republika
Srpska and were exercising elements of public authority of Republika Srpska.9

7

8

9

implemented the genocide in Srebrenica, unlike that of any of the other States parties to
the Genocide Convention owing to the strength of the political, military and financial
links between the FRY on the one hand and the Republika Srpska and the VRS on
the other, which, though somewhat weaker than in the preceding period, nonetheless
remained very close.”
Ibid., para. “290. … The Trial Chambers in the Krstić and Blagojević cases both found
that Bosnian Serb forces killed over 7,000 Bosnian Muslim men following the takeover
of Srebrenica in July 1995 (Krstić, IT-98-33-T, Judgment, 2 August 2001, paras. 426-427
and Blagojević, IT-02-60-T, Judgment, 17 January 2005, para. 643). Accordingly they
found that the actus reus of killings in Article II (a) of the Convention was satisfied. Both
also found that actions of Bosnian Serb forces also satisfied the actus reus of causing
serious bodily or mental harm, as defined in Article II (b) of the Convention - both to
those who where about to be executed, and to the others who were separated from them
in respect of their forced displacement and the loss suffered by survivors among them
(Krstić, ibid., para. 543, and Blagojević, ibid., paras. 644-654).”
“Ibid., para. 297. … The Court concludes that the acts committed at Srebrenica falling
within Article II (a) and (b) of the Convention were committed with the specific intent
to destroy in part the group of the Muslims of Bosnia and Herzegovina as such; and
accordingly that these were acts of genocide, committed by members of the VRS in and
around Srebrenica from about 13 July 1995.”
Ibid., para. “... 235. It will be convenient next to define the institutions, organizations
or groups that were the actors in the tragic events that were to unfold in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Of the independent sovereign States that had emerged from the break-up of
the SFRY, two are concerned in the present proceedings: on the one side, the FRY (later to
be called Serbia and Montenegro), which was composed of the two constituent republics
of Serbia and Montenegro; on the other, the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. At the
time when the latter State declared its independence (15 October 1991), the independence
of two other entities had already been declared: in Croatia, the Republika Srpska Krajina,
on 26 April 1991, and the Republic of the Serb People of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
later to be called the Republika Srpska, on 9 January 1992 (paragraph 233 above).The
Republika Srpska never attained international recognition as a sovereign State, but it
had de facto control of substantial territory, and the loyalty of large numbers of Bosnian
Serbs.”
Ibid., para. “388.... There is no doubt that the FRY was providing substantial support,
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4. The Court established that genocide was committed against the
Muslims of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Article II of the Genocide Convention sets a requirement that an act
is committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, national, ethnic,
racial or religious group as such.10
Also, it is not necessary that object of the crime of genocide are all
members of a group regardless of where they might be found. The crime
of genocide exists even if the intent of committing genocide is limited to a
specific geographical area. Therefore, in the Court’s opinion:
“199. . . Second, the Court observes that it is widely accepted that genocide may
be found to have been committed where the intent is to destroy the group within a
geographically limited area.”

The quantitative criterion for the existence of the crime of genocide
is modified by the qualitative criterion. Existence of genocide is not only
evaluated by the number of victims but also by their description.11
inter alia, financial support, to the Republika Srpska (cf. paragraph 241 above), and that
one of the forms that support took was payment of salaries and other benefits to some
officers of the VRS, but this did not automatically make them organs of the FRY. Those
officers were appointed to their commands by the President of the Republika Srpska, and
were subordinated to the political leadership of the Republika Srpska. In the absence of
evidence to the contrary, those officers must be taken to have received their orders from
the Republika Srpska or the VRS, not from the FRY. The expression “State organ”, as
used in customary international law and in Article 4 of the ILC Articles, applies to one or
other of the individual or collective entities which make up the organization of the State
and act on its behalf (cf. ILC Commentary to Art. 4, para. (1)). The functions of the VRS
officers, including General Mladić, were however to act on behalf of the Bosnian Serb
authorities, in particular the Republika Srpska, not on behalf of the FRY; they exercised
elements of the public authority of the Republika Srpska. The particular situation of
General Mladić, or of any other VRS officer present at Srebrenica who may have been
being “administered” from Belgrade, is not therefore such as to lead the Court to modify
the conclusion reached in the previous paragraph.”
10 Ibid., para. “193. … The Court recalls first that the essence of the intent is to destroy the
protected group, in whole or in part, as such. It is a group which must have particular
positive characteristics - national, ethnical, racial or religious - and not the lack of them.
The intent must also relate to the group “as such”. That means that the crime requires
an intent to destroy a collection of people who have a particular group identity. It is a
matter of who those people are, not who they are not. The etymology of the word - killing
a group - also indicates a positive definition; and Raphael Lemkin has explained that
he created the word from the Greek genos, meaning race or tribe, and the termination
“-cide”, from the Latin caedere, to kill (Axis Rule in Occupied Europe (1944), p. 79)...”
11 Ibid., para. “200. A third suggested criterion is qualitative rather than quantitative. The
Appeals Chamber in the Krstić case put the matter in these carefully measured terms:
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Having in mind such definition of a protected group, the Court based
on the results of proceedings identified protected group as the group of the
Bosnian Muslims and part of that group that was target of genocide were
“Bosnian Muslims of Srebrenica and Bosnian Muslims of Eastern Bosnia”.
The Court had taken these findings from the ICTY and accepted them fully.12
5. The Court accepted as factual evidence that citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and especially the Muslims of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the
period of aggression from 1992 to 1995, were subject to crimes in the form
of killing members of the protected group, Article II (a) of the Convention,
equalling to genocide in physical sense of the word, thus they cannot be
subject of dispute any longer. The Court analyzed the events in Sarajevo,
Drina River valley: (a) Zvornik (b) Detention camps: (i) Camp Susica, (ii)
Camp Detention-Corrective House Foca (iii) Camp Batkovic; in Prijedor (a)
Kozarac and Hambarine, Camps (i) Camp Omarska, (ii) Camp Keraterm, (iii)
Camp Trnopolje; Banja Luka: (i) Camp Manjaca; Brcko: (i) Camp Luka.
Analyzing the presented evidence, the Court established that during
the period from 1992 to 1995 mass killings were perpetrated in specific areas
and detention camps throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina. Mainly the Bosnian
Muslims as members of the protected group were the targets. Therefore, the
Court concluded that, throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina and during the
entire period from 1992 to 1995, mass killings occurred and that material
“The number of individuals targeted should be evaluated not only in absolute terms, but
also in relation to the overall size of the entire group. In addition to the numeric size of
the targeted portion, its prominence within the group can be a useful consideration. If a
specific part of the group is emblematic of the overall group, or is essential to its survival,
that may support a finding that the part qualifies as substantial within the meaning of
Article 4 [of the Statute which exactly reproduces Article II of the Convention].” (IT-9833-A, Judgment, 19 April 2004, para. 12; footnote omitted.)’…”
12 Ibid., para. “296. ... ‘’In this case, having identified the protected group as the national
group of Bosnian Muslims, the Trial Chamber concluded that the part the VRS Main Staff
and Radislav Krstić targeted was the Bosnian Muslims of Srebrenica, or the Bosnian
Muslims of Eastern Bosnia. This conclusion comports with the guidelines outlined
above. The size of the Bosnian Muslim population in Srebrenica prior to its capture by the
VRS forces in 1995 amounted to approximately forty thousand people. This represented
not only the Muslim inhabitants of the Srebrenica municipality but also many Muslim
refugees from the surrounding region. Although this population constituted only a small
percentage of the overall Muslim population of Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time, the
importance of the Muslim community of Srebrenica is not captured solely by its size.”
(IT-98-33-A, Judgment, 19 April 2004, para. 15; footnotes omitted.)
The Court sees no reason to disagree with the concordant findings of the Trial Chamber
and the Appeals Chamber.”
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element (actus reus) of the crime of genocide, as defined in the Article (II) (a)
of the Convention were fulfilled.13
6. The Court, further, established that throughout Bosnia and
Herzegovina the Bosnian Muslims as the protected group, during the entire
period between 1992 and 1995, were victims of massive mistreatment,
beatings, rape and torture that caused serious bodily and mental harm from
the Article II (b), thus the requirement of this Article from the Convention
on genocide was fulfilled. The Court analyzed the events in Drina River
valley: (a) Zvornik (b) Foca (i) Camp Batkovici, (ii) Camp Susica, (iii) Camp
Detention-Corrective House Foca; in Prijedor (b) Camps: (i) Camp Omarska,
(ii) Camp Keraterm, (iii) Camp Trnopolje; Banja Luka: (i) Camp Manjaca;
Brcko: (i) Camp Luka, based on which it concluded that the requirement from
the genocide Convention is fulfilled. Therefore, also in this case the material
element (actus reus) of genocide is fulfilled.14
7. The Court also established that the protected group was subject of
deportation and expulsion and that its historic, religious and cultural heritage
was subject of destruction. Furthermore, established was the existence of
detention camps throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina where people were
killed, harmed and exposed to terrible living conditions.
13 Ibid., para. “276. On the basis of the facts set out above, the Court finds that it is
established by overwhelming evidence that massive killings in specific areas and
detention camps throughout the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina were perpetrated
during the conflict. Furthermore, the evidence presented shows that the victims were in
large majority members of the protected group, which suggests that they may have been
systematically targeted by the killings. The Court notes in fact that, while the Respondent
contested the veracity of certain allegations, and the number of victims, or the motives of
the perpetrators, as well as the circumstances of the killings and their legal qualification,
it never contested, as a matter of fact, that members of the protected group were indeed
killed in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Court thus finds that it has been established by
conclusive evidence that massive killings of members of the protected group occurred
and that therefore the requirements of the material element, as defined by Article II (a) of
the Convention, are fulfilled. At this stage of its reasoning, the Court is not called upon
to list the specific killings, or even to make a conclusive finding on the total number of
victims.”
14 Ibid., para. “319. … Having carefully examined the evidence presented before it, and
taken note of that presented to the ICTY, the Court considers that it has been established
by fully conclusive evidence that members of the protected group were systematically
victims of massive mistreatment, beatings, rape and torture causing serious bodily
and mental harm, during the conflict and, in particular, in the detention camps. The
requirements of the material element, as defined by Article II (b) of the Convention are
thus fulfilled...”
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8. The Court found that the Army and the Police of Republic Srpska
participated in the acts of genocide.15
9. The Court found that the individuals who participated in the
commission of the crime of genocide exercised elements of public authority of
Republika Srpska. As has already been stated, Republika Srpska in the critical
time had elements of de facto independence, and conducted all attributes of the
authority on the territory that it controlled. The Judgment states the following:
“388... The functions of the VRS officers, including General Mladić, were however
to act on behalf of the Bosnian Serb authorities, in particular the Republika Srpska,
not on behalf of the FRY; they exercised elements of the public authority of the
Republika Srpska...”

10. The crime of genocide was perpetrated in the United Nations safe
area. The Security Council Resolution number 819 dated 16 April 199316 by
declaring Srebrenica as safe area,17 established protected areas in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Resolution 824 further increased the number of the safe areas
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.18

15 Ibid., para.“288. The VRS and MUP [Ministry of Internal Affairs, i.e. the Police] of the
Republika Srpska from 12 July separated men aged 16 to approximately 60 or 70 from
their families. The Bosnian Muslim men were directed to various locations but most were
sent to a particular house (“The White House”) near the UNPROFOR headquarters in
Potočari, where they were interrogated. During the afternoon of 12 July a large number
of buses and other vehicles arrived in Potočari including some from Serbia. Only women,
children and the elderly were allowed to board the buses bound for territory held by the
Bosnia and Herzegovina military. Dutchbat vehicles escorted convoys to begin with, but
the VRS stopped that and soon after stole 16-18 Dutchbat jeeps, as well as around 100
small arms, making further escorts impossible. Many of the Bosnian Muslim men from
Srebrenica and its surroundings including those who had attempted to flee through the
woods were detained and killed.”
16 Security Council Resolution 819 (1993) ( S/RES/819,16 April 1993 )
17 “The Security Council on 16 April 1993 adopted Resolution 819 by which Srebrenica
was declared as safe area. The Resolution was dangerously incoherent. During six hours
long consultations before its adoption formed was wide consensus within the Security
Council by which something ought to be done in order to prevent Serbs to ethnically
clean Srebrenica using brutal force. But, in decision-making, which was necessary due
to danger that town might fall, the Council had agreed to create protected zone but it
failed to specify which “zone” that was and how it can be protected. Resolution masked
but did not resolve any of the fundamental differences in opinion and view of establishing
protected zones.” J. W. Honig - N. Both, Srebrenica, Hronika ratnog zločina, Sarajevo
1997. p. 130.
18 Security Council Resolution 824 (1993), (S/RES/824, 6 Maj 1993).
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“…68 as with the Resolution 819 (1993) in the Resolution 824 (1993)
all demands of the Council were directed at the Serbs ...”19 Then Security
Council Resolution number 83620 followed, with the aim to increase security
in the protected zone. Despite all of this, the Bosnian Serbs committed
genocide in the UN protected zone which puts before UN a specific obligation
of eliminating outcomes of genocide.21
The United Nations did not stop the Serb attacks on the safe area.22
19 Report of the Secretary Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution 53/35 (1998),
“Srebrenica Report”, 15 November 1999.
20 Security Council Resolution 836 (1993) (S/RES/836, 4 June 1993), Ibid., p. 43
21 Judgment in the CASE CONCERNING THE APPLICATION OF THE
CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT OF THE CRIME OF
GENOCIDE (BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA v. SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO),
para “278. . The atrocities committed in and around Srebrenica are nowhere better
summarized than in the first paragraph of the Judgment of the Trial Chamber in the
Krstić case:
‘The events surrounding the Bosnian Serb take-over of the United Nations (‘UN’) ‘safe
area’ of Srebrenica in Bosnia and Herzegovina, in July 1995, have become well known to
the world. Despite a UN Security Council resolution declaring that the enclave was to be
‘free from armed attack or any other hostile act’, units of the Bosnian Serb Army (‘VRS’)
launched an attack and captured the town. Within a few days, approximately 25,000
Bosnian Muslims, most of them women, children and elderly people who were living in
the area, were uprooted and, in an atmosphere of terror, loaded onto overcrowded buses
by the Bosnian Serb forces and transported across the confrontation lines into Bosnian
Muslim-held territory. The military-aged Bosnian Muslim men of Srebrenica, however,
were consigned to a separate fate. As thousands of them attempted to flee the area, they
were taken prisoner, detained in brutal conditions and then executed. More than 7,000
people were never seen again.’(IT-98-33-T, Judgment, 2 August 2001, para. 1; footnotes
omitted.)…’”
22 Ibid., 283. On 2 July the Commander of the Drina Corps issued an order for active
combat operations; its stated objective on the Srebrenica enclave was to reduce “the
enclave to its urban area”. The attack began on 6 July with rockets exploding near the
Dutchbat headquarters in Potočari; 7 and 8 July were relatively quiet because of poor
weather, but the shelling intensified around 9 July. Srebrenica remained under fire until
11 July when it fell, with the Dutchbat observation posts having been taken by the VRS.
Contrary to the expectations of the VRS, the Bosnia and Herzegovina army showed
very little resistance (Blagojević, IT-02-60-T, Trial Chamber Judgment, 17 January 2005,
para. 125). The United Nations Secretary-General’s report quotes an assessment made by
United Nations military observers on the afternoon of 9 July which concluded as follows:
‘the BSA offensive will continue until they achieve their aims. These aims may even be
widening since the United Nations response has been almost non-existent and the BSA
are now in a position to overrun the enclave if they wish.’ Documents later obtained
from Serb sources appear to suggest that this assessment was correct. Those documents
indicate that the Serb attack on Srebrenica initially had limited objectives. Only after
having advanced with unexpected ease did the Serbs decide to overrun the entire enclave.
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3. Relevant Law
3. 1. Vienna Convention on Law on Treaties
The Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties (1969), specifically Article
5 of the same, defines peremptory (ius cogens) norm as the “norm accepted
and recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm
from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a
subsequent norm of general international law having the same character.”23 In
case that a new peremptory norm of general international law emerges, any
existing treaty which is in conflict with that norm becomes void and terminates
(Article 64).24
3. 2. Rules on Responsibility of States for internationally 		
wrongful acts25
The International Law Commission’s Articles on Responsibility
of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, in Chapter III entitled: Serious
Breaches of Obligations Under Peremptory Norms of General International
Law prescribes consequences for breaches of peremptory norms. Article
40 of the Articles applies to International responsibility of States arising as
consequence of serious breach of peremptory norm of general international
Serb civilian and military officials from the Srebrenica area have stated the same thing,
adding, in the course of discussions with a United Nations official, that they decided to
advance all the way to Srebrenica town when they assessed that UNPROFOR was not
willing or able to stop them.” (A/54/549, para. 264)
23 Article 53 of the Vienna Convention Law on Treaties stipulates:
Article 53Treaties conflicting with a peremptory norm of general international law (jus cogens)
A treaty is void if, at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts with a peremptory norm
of general international law. For the purposes of the present Convention, a peremptory
norm of general international law is a norm accepted and recognized by the international
community of States as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted and
which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general international law having
the same character.
24 Article 64 of Vienna Convention on Treaties stipulates:
Article 64 Emergence of a new peremptory norm of general international law (jus cogens)
If a new peremptory norm of general international law emerges, any existing treaty
which is in conflict with that norm becomes void and terminates.
25 United Nations A/RES/56/83 from 28 January 2002. Responsibility of States for
internationally wrongful acts
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law. “A breach of such an obligation is serious if it involves a gross or
systematic failure by the responsible State to fulfil the obligation.”26
Article 41. 2. of the Rules,27 which relates to the consequences arising
from breaches within this Chapter prescribe that no State shall recognize as
lawful a situation created by a serious breach of a peremptory norm of general
international law, nor render aid or assistance in maintaining that situation.
International Legal Commission of the UN gave examples of International
Treaties whose breach is in fact breach of peremptory norms of international
law. Breaching prohibition of genocide is a breach of peremptory norm of
international law.28
Art. 40(1) in that Chapter declares that “This chapter applies to the
international responsibility which is entailed by a serious breach by a State
of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international
law.”    Genocide is generally accepted as prohibited by peremptory norms
of general international law, as it constitutes a wrong which “shocks the
conscience of mankind” (See, inter alia, Reservations to the Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, ICJ Reports (1951)
15, at 23). Furthermore, the Commentaries to the Draft Articles cite the fact
that the ICJ in the Genocide Case, at the Preliminary Objections case, decided
that “the rights and obligations enshrined by the [Genocide] Convention are
rights and obligations erga omnes,” that is that, “for the purposes of State
responsibility, certain obligations are owed to the international community as
26 Ibid Article. 40. Implementation of this Chapter
Chapter III
Serious breaches of obligations under peremptory norms of general international law
Article 40
Application of this chapter
1. This chapter applies to the international responsibility which is entailed by a serious
breach by a State of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general
international law.
2. A breach of such an obligation is serious if it involves a gross or systematic failure
by the responsible State to fulfil the obligation.
27 Article. 41. entitled:
Particular consequences of a serious breach of an obligation under this chapter, states:
1. States shall cooperate to bring to an end through lawful means any serious breach
within the meaning of article 40.
2. No State shall recognize as lawful a situation created by a serious breach within
the meaning of article 40, nor render aid or assistance in maintaining that situation.
3. This article is without prejudice to the other consequences referred to in this part
and to such further consequences that a breach to which this chapter applies may
entail under international law.
28 Yearbook 1966, vol. II, p. 248.
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a whole, and that by reason of the importance of the rights involved. All States
have a legal interest in their protection.” (Commentaries to the Draft Articles,
pp. 277-78).
Art. 40(2) of the Draft Articles declares that “A breach of such an
obligation is serious if it involves a gross or systematic failure by the
responsible State to fulfill the obligation.” That the “seriousness” of the
breach requirement is satisfied is clear from the very Commentaries to the
Draft Articles which declare that “It must also be borne in mind that some of
the peremptory norms in question, most notably the prohibitions of aggression
and genocide, by their very nature require an intentional violation on a large
scale,” thereby establishing the seriousness of the violation without any further
requirements.
As has already been described, Article 40 serves to define breaches
covered by Chapter III. It establishes two criteria for differentiating between
serious breaches of peremptory norms of general international law and other
breaches. The first one defines character of breached obligation that must arise
from the peremptory norm of the general international law. The other one
relates to intensity of a breach that has to be of serious nature.
First criterion relates to the character of breached obligation that has to
be of peremptory nature as defined by Vienna Convention on Law on Treaties.
The concept of peremptory norms of general international law is recognized in
international practice, in the jurisprudence of international and national courts
and tribunals as well as in legal doctrine.
Obligations set in Article 40 arise from breaching the rules of conduct
that cannot be tolerated because of a threat that they bear to survival of states,
its peoples as well as basic human values.
It is generally accepted that prohibition of aggression is a peremptory
norm of the general international law. Also, it is widely accepted that the crime
of genocide and the crime of apartheid fall under this category. As for the
peremptory nature of the crime of genocide, this position has been confirmed
by numerous decisions of national and international tribunals.29 In addition,
falling into this category, by general consensus, are the prohibition of torture,
as defined in the Article 1 of the Convention against Torture and other Cruel,
29 See example: the International Court of Justice in Application of the Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Provisional Measures, I.C.J.
Reports 1993, p. 325, at pp. 439-440; Counter-Claims, I.C.J. Reports 1997, p. 243;
the District Court of Jerusalem in Attorney-General of the Government of Israel v.
Eichmann, (1961) I.L.R., vol. 36,
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Inhuman and Degrading Treatment (1984).30 The peremptory character of this
norm is also confirmed by the decisions of national and international courts.31
Second criterion that relates to the breach of a peremptory norm under
the ILC Articles is that the breach in question must be “serious” in nature.
Article 40. 2. of the Rules defines a serious breach as gross and systematic
failure by the responsible State to fulfil the obligation. The word serious means
that it is necessary to establish a specific order of proportions in order not to
trivialize the breach.
In order to be systematic, a breach must be done in an organized
way and deliberately. These expressions are almost synonimous in practice.
Indeed, a serious breach would normally be both massive and systematic.
Factors that include seriousness of breach can include size and number of
individual breaches as well as seriousness of consequences to victims. As has
already been noted, in cases of aggression and, especially, genocide, these
crimes by their very nature require violations of significant scope. A r t i c l e
41 of the Rules elaborates on particular consequences of serious breaches of
Article 40 of the Rules. It has three paragraphs. First two prescribe special
legal obligation to the States that confronted with violations from the Article
40 while the third paragraph has a form of a clause.
According to the paragraph 1 of the Article 40 States have positive
obligation to co-operate in order to bring to an end serious breach within
Article 40. Due to different circumstances that may exist, this paragraph does
not prescribe in detail what form of co-operation ought to exist. That cooperation must be organized within existing international-legal framework and
especially within the framework of the United Nations system. Therefore, this
paragraph also foresees possibility of out-of-institutional co-operation. Also,
this paragraph does not prescribe what measures ought to be taken in order
to end serious violations from the Article 40 of the Rules. These measures
must be within the framework of legal means whose selection will depend on
circumstances of each separate case.
However, it is clear that obligation of co-operation for States, regardless
if they are affected by the relevant breach, exist. They are obligated to remove
30 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1465, p. 112.
31 Cf. the U.S. Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit, in Siderman de Blake v. Argentina, (1992)
I.L.R., vol. 103, p. 455, at p. 471; the United Kingdom Court of Appeal in Al Adsani
v. Government of Kuwait, (1996) I.L.R., vol. 107, p. 536 at pp. 540-541; the United
Kingdom House of Lords in R. v. Bow Street Metropolitan Magistrate, ex parte Pinochet
Ugarte (No. 3), [1999] 2 W.L.R. 827, at pp. 841, 881. Cf. the U.S. Court of Appeals, 2nd
Circuit in Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, (1980), 630 F.2d 876, I.L.R., vol. 77, p. 169, at pp.
177-179.
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outcomes of these crimes with co-ordinated efforts. If we look at the current
situation we can conclude that such co-operation exists, and often this is the
only way in ensuring effective means for bringing to an end such breaches.
Paragraph 1 demands strengthening of existing mechanisms of co-operation,
based on ground of responsibility of all States to respond to serious breaches
within Article 40.32
While paragraph 1 of the Article 40 prescribes to States positive
obligations, paragraph 2 prescribes negative obligations. First, not to recognize
as lawful a situation created by a serious breach and second not to render aid
in maintaining such situation.
First of these obligations points to the obligation of the international
community as a whole, of a collective non-recognition of legality of situation
that directly arose from the breaches within the meaning of article 40.33 “This
does not only point to formal recognitions of such situations, but it also
prohibits acts that might imply such recognition.”34
Existence of obligation of non-recognition created by breaching
peremptory norms of general international law finds its support within
international practice and International Court of Justice decisions.35
Example of practice of non-recognition of breaches of peremptory
norms is given by the reaction of the Security Council on the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait in 1990. After the invasion, Iraq pronounced general and permanent
annexation of Kuwait. The Security Council Resolution 662 (1990) decided that
annexation is not legally valid and called all states, international organizations
and specialized agencies, not to recognize annexation and to refrain from any
action that could be interpreted as recognition. In reality none of the states
recognized annexation.
Even if injured state would recognize condition created by the acts of
breaches by encouragement of a responsible State such condition should not
be recognized.36
32 See ILC 2001. chpt IV p. 287
33 Ibid.,This has been described as .an essential legal weapon in the fight against grave
breaches of the basic rules of international law.: C. Tomuschat, .International Crimes
by States: An Endangered Species?., in K. Wellens (ed.), International Law: Theory and
Practice: Essays in Honour of Eric Suy (The Hague, Nijhoff, 1998), p. 253 at p. 259.
34 Ibid.,
35 Ibid., p. 288.
36 Ibid., p. 290. ‘’Evidently the responsible State is under an obligation not to recognize or
sustain the unlawful situation arising from the breach. Similar considerations apply even
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Second obligation contained in paragraph 2 of Article 41 forbids states
to render aid in maintaining situation created by serious breaches of peremptory
norms within Article 40 of the ILC Articles. This relates to behaviour of states
after the breach has been committed that serve to aid or assist in preserving
the situation created by such a breach. Its existence as independent obligation
regardless of the obligation of not recognizing situation created by force is
confirmed by Security Council Resolutions that were prohibiting any form
of aid to illegal regime of apartheid that was created in South Africa or the
Portuguese colonial administration.37 These resolutions express universal
ideas applicable to all situations created by breaches within Article 40.
According to Paragraph 3 of Article 40, this Article is without prejudicing
other consequences referred to in this part and such further consequences, which
breaches might arise from international law. This article has a double aim.
Firstly, it explains that serious breaches have legal consequences. Therefore,
serious breaches within article 40 lead to an international legal obligation to
end the breach, to respect a prohibition of such a breach, and to give guarantee
that they will not repeat the breach of peremptory norms. Secondly, paragraph
3 allows existence of further international-legal consequences caused by these
breaches.
The key pre-condition for implementation of this chapter is establishing
the rights of the injured state “That is a State whose individual right is disputed
or injured by international wrongful acts or which is specially injured in
another way by that act”38. This term is presented in article 42 of the Rules39
to the injured State: since the breach by definition concerns the international community
as a whole, waiver or recognition induced from the injured State by the responsible State
cannot preclude the international community interest in ensuring a just and appropriate
settlement.’’
37 See S.C. Res. 218 (1965) on the Portuguese colonies and S.C. Res. 418 (1977) and 569
(1985) on South Africa.
38 Ibid., p. 293.
39 Article 42. Responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts Invocation of the
responsibility of a State
Article 42.
Invocation of responsibility by an injured State
A State is entitled as an injured State to invoke the responsibility of another State if the
obligation breached is owed to:
(a) That State individually; or
(b) A group of States including that State, or the international community as a whole, and
the breach of the obligation:
(i) Specifically affects that State; or
(ii) Is of such a character as radically to change the position of all the other States
to which the obligation is owed with respect to the further performance of
the obligation.
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and from it derived are different consequences in other articles of the Chapter
and third part.
3. 3. The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the 		
Crime of Genocide
The Genocide Convention imposes obligations on member states to
prevent genocide and to punish perpetrators and not to committee genocide
by themselves. Also, however, this prohibition represents a peremptory norm
of international law which bounds all states members of the international
community and not only the signatories of the Convention. Also, there is an
obligation, not only for the signatories of the Convention, but for all states to
eliminate the outcomes caused by genocide. Therefore, the situation created
by genocide is legally unsustainable. The perpetrator of genocide cannot use
and enjoy the outcomes and advantages created by genocide.
This is important not only to correct injustice caused to genocide
victims but also to maintain the principles on which the international legal
order as a whole is based. Therefore, the initiative for eliminating the outcomes
of genocide cannot solely lie with the genocide victims, but must also lie with
the other members of international community as the crime of genocide is, by
definition, a crime against the entire international community.
According to Article I of the Genocide Convention, the “Contracting
Parties confirm that genocide, regardless if committed in time of peace or war,
is a crime against international law, and they are bounding themselves that
they shall prevent it and punish it.” In its Judgment in the present case, the
ICJ held:
      	 “162. Those characterizations of the prohibition on genocide and the
purpose of the Convention are significant for the interpretation of the second
proposition stated in Article I – the undertaking by the Contracting Parties to
prevent and punish the crime of genocide, and particularly in this context the
undertaking to prevent… Those features support the conclusion that Article I,
in particular its undertaking to prevent, creates obligations distinct from those
which appear in the subsequent Articles. That conclusion is also supported by
the purely humanitarian and civilizing purpose of the Convention.”
Articles II and III of the Convention on genocide define genocide and
punishable acts arising from these breaches; and according to the Article IV
individuals found in violation of any of the mentioned acts shall be punished,
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regardless is they are state officials responsible to constitution, public servants
or individuals. Articles V, VI and VII require legislation, in particular providing
effective penalties for persons guilty of genocide and other acts enumerated
in Article III of the Convention, and for the persecution and extradition of the
alleged offenders. Because those provisions regulating punishment also have a
deterrent and therefore a preventive effect, they could be regarded as meeting
and indeed exhausting the undertaking to prevent the crime of genocide stated
in Article I and mentioned in the title. On that basis this Article would rank
as merely cautionary. The remaining specific provision of Article VIII, which
talks about competent organs of the United Nations taking action, may be seen
as completing the system at the political level.40
Genocide is a crime under international law and prohibition of genocide
represents a peremptory (ius Cogens) norm of international law. In the
introductory part of the Genocide Convention it is stated that the Convention is
adopted “considering the statement of the United Nations General Assembly,
given in the resolution 96 (1) on 11 December 1946 that genocide is a crime,
under international law, contrary to the spirit and the aims of United Nations
and that civilized world is condemning it…” In the Advisory opinion on
reservation to the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime
of Genocide from 1951, the International Court of Justice held that genocide
as a crime under international law41 presents a denial of the right of existence
of entire human groups “a denial which shocks the conciseness of mankind
and results in great losses to humanity, and which is contrary to moral law
and to the spirit and aims of the United Nations”.42 The Court further draws
two conclusions from such conception of the crime of genocide. First is that
the principles underlying the Convention are principles which are recognized
by civilized nations and binding of States, even without any conventional
obligation. The second one is universal character both of the condemnation of
genocide and of the co-operation required “in order to liberate mankind from
such an odious scourge”.43 It further states:
In the preliminary phase of the proceeding for violation of the
Genocide Convention, Bosnia and Herzegovina v. FRY, it is stated that the
rights and obligations prescribed by the Genocide Convention are the rights
40 See Pparagraph 159. Judgment in CASE CONCERNING THE APPLICATION OF
THE CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT OF THE CRIME
OF GENOCIDE (BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA v. SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO)
41 Ibid., para.161.
42 Reservation to the Convention on the prevention and punishment of the crime of
genocide, Advisory opinion of may 28th, 1951. p. 12
43 Ibi.,
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and obligations erga omnes. Such position contributed to the conclusion that
the Court’s temporal jurisdiction was not limited to the time when a particular
state became a signatory of the Convention.44
The Genocide Convention is an addendum to the Annex IV of the
General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina45 that
contains the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina. This Convention is
directly implemented in Bosnia and Herzegovina as part of its constitutional
order.
		
4. Facts on the ground
The International Court of Justice with its Judgment from 26 February
2007 established that genocide was committed over part of national group of
Muslims of Bosnia and Herzegovina: specifically the Muslims of Srebrenica
and the Muslims of Eastern Bosnia, in the UN protected zone of Srebrenica.
Genocide was committed by Republika Srpska, specifically by the Army and
the police of Republic Srpska.
The Judgment does not deal with the issues of establishing the outcomes
of genocide. But the confirmed and undisputed facts are as follows:
1. Prior to the genocide campaign, the Bosniaks were majority
population in the following East Bosnia municipalities: Bratunac, Foča,
Rogatica, Srebrenica, Višegrad and Vlasenica. They further constituted
a significant part of the population in Bijeljina, Bileća, Čajniče, Gacko,
Han Pijesak and Rudo. Once the genocide campaign was completed, those
municipalities were fully “cleaned” of Bosniaks.46
Also, Bosniaks were the majority (or a significant part of the) population
in municipalities in which it was established that genocide was committed
only in physical sense of the word. Those municipalities are, among others,
Bosanska Dubica, Bosanska Gradiška, Bosanski Brod, Bosanski Šamac,
Brčko, Doboj, Prijedor and Sanski Most.
44 Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide, Preliminary Objections, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p. 595, at p. 616, para. 31.
45 ADITIONAL AGREEMENT ON HUMAN RIGHTS WHICH WILL BE
IMPLEMENTED IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
1. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 1948
46 See Demographics of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Ethnic Groups of Bosnia and
Herzegovina
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2. The economy in this region that was employing majority population
is destroyed. The process of privatization was carried out without participation
of the majority population. The private property of Bosniaks was either
destroyed or plundered.
3. Contrary to the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Republika Srpska has actively prevented the early return of
refugees. This is against the Dayton Agreement which explicitly mentions that
“early return of refugees is the key for peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina”.
It is necessary to adopt election law by which local authorities in
previously Bosniak dominated municipalities should be formed in accordance
with the census results from 1991, in the next decades and in this way prevent
advantages from the situation created by genocide.
4. The Crime of genocide affected the functioning of constitutional
organization of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Constitution of former (Socialist ) Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina defined Bosnia and Herzegovina in a following way:
“Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is a democratic sovereign
state of equal citizens, peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina – Muslims, Serbs
and Croats and members of other peoples and ethnic groups living in it.”47

Now it’s divided country consisting of two non – functioning entities.48

Ethnic group 2006

Ethnic groups 1991

Map of largest ethnic groups of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2006 municipality data (estimates).
Bosnian Serbs - red, Bosnian Croats - blue, Bosnian Muslims - green.
47 “Official Gazette of SR BiH” number 21/90 from 31 July 1990, amendment LX. This
amendment to the Constitution of Socialistic Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is in
accordance with the Constitution of SFRY and was adopted in accordance with procedure
of amending the Constitution. Previous Article 1 (1) stated that: “Socialistic Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina is a socialist democratic state and socialist self-governing
democratic union of working people and citizens, peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina Muslims, Serbs and Croats and members of other people and ethnicities...”
48 On the official Web-cite of Republika Srpska is stated: The Republic of Srpska was
proclaimed on January 9, 1992, and as a State Entity was verified by the Dayton Peace
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5. On daily basis we are witnessing denial and minimization of genocide.
It is well known that denial of genocide is the last phase of genocide. It is
necessary, in accordance with good European practice, to build into criminal
legislation of Bosnia and Herzegovina criminal offence of denial of genocide.
5. Conclusion on facts and law
The International Court of Justice established that genocide was
committed against the protected group of the Bosnian Muslim that is part of
that group the Bosnian Muslims of Srebrenica and the Bosnian Muslims of
Eastern Bosnia. Genocide was committed by Republika Srpska through its
armed forces: the Army (VRS) and the Police (MUP) of Republika Srpska.
Republika Srpska, according to the Court’s Judgment, enjoyed the elements of
de facto independence at the time when genocide was committed. In that way
Republika Srpska almost fully realised its self-declared strategic goals, but
has so far managed to avoid responsibility for committing genocide.
Serbia was made responsible for not preventing genocide.
We have established what obligations are imposed international
community in whole by the norms of general international law in case of
violation of peremptory norm of international law. It is necessary to establish
violation of peremptory norms of international law and effectuate the
elimination of the outcomes of such violations.
Judgement of the International Court of Justice of 26 February 2007
established that the peremptory norms of international law contained in the
Agreement and Paris Peace Accord, which was signed on December 14, 1995. The
signature of the Paris Peace Accord ended the 3,5 years war in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(1992 – 1995). Today, the Republic of Srpska is a parliamentary republic with the
limited international personality. Therefore, the Republic of Srpska realises some of the
interests through the mediation of the joint institution on the State level of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which is an internationally recognized state. The capital of the Republic
of Srpska is Sarajevo. The largest city, Banja Luka, with more than 200,000 inhabitants,
represents the administrative, economic and cultural centre of the Republic of Srpska.
That is contrary to Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina which reads: Article I:
Bosnia and Herzegovina: Continuation. The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
official name of which shall henceforth be “Bosnia and Herzegovina,” shall continue its
legal existence under international law as a state, with its internal structure modified as
provided herein and with its present internationally recognized borders. It shall remain
a Member State of the United Nations and may as Bosnia and Herzegovina maintain
or apply for membership in organizations within the United Nations system and other
international organizations
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Genocide Convention were violated by Republika Srpska, specifically by its
Army and the Police.
Republika Srpska is the perpetrator of the crime of genocide and the
current situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina is the outcome of the crime of
genocide.
Therefore it is necessary to take all measures in accordance with
international law for eliminations of outcomes of the crime of genocide.
Literatura:
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2. Securitiy Council Resolution 819 (1993) (S/RES/819, 16. April 1993),
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4. Report of the Secretary Pursant to General Assembly Resolution 53/35
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About the book of academician Dr Smail Čekić: “Dejtonski
(mirovni) sporazum – legalizacija genocida u R. Bosni i Hercegovini
(Dejton (peace) agreement – the legalization of genocide in Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina“, in three volumes, the Institute for research of
crimes against humanity and international law, Sarajevo, 2016, pp. 2700,
whose complex content was analyzed using the American method on 200
pages, in order for distinguished philosopher Noam Chomsky to have better overview of the structure and issues discussed in the work iteslf. Of
course, argumentation is within the three-volume Čekić’s work and in the
Archives of the Institute for research of the phenomenon of genocide and
crimes in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Čekić’s book is an invitation to think
about Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as about the Dayton agreement, in
another, more sober manner and all for the best interest of all peoples in
B&H.
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Esteemed philosopher, friend of Bosnia and the small nations,
Allow me to contact you on behalf of the Association – the Society of
philosophers of ethics and aesthetics of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Sandzak,
and ask you to pay attention, in capacity of a prominent critical analyst, to
the work of Academic dr. Smail Čekić, a historian from Sarajevo, whose
books, Impressum with reviews and editors, Introductory remarks and Final
consideration are hereby enclosed to this Letter.
Today, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 22 years after the Dayton agreement
(1995), faces a sensitive matter of further survival due to the opposing views
existing in the region. Namely, Bosnia and Herzegovina, as the oldest country in
the Balkans, which has never acted as an aggressor against any other countrvy,
or waged any war outside its own territory, was the target of the interest groups
from the East (Serbia and Montenegro) and the West (Croatia). Considering
that you are aware of the fact that the Jews and Muslims have always been
allies, that is, they were on good terms as of the time of Reconquista (1492)
when they tried to find a way out of Spain and arrived to the current territory
of Bosnia. Thus, even before the Ottomans came to Sarajevo and other places,
they build, next to each other, the Synagogues and Mosques and have always
lived in tolerating and good friendly relations. This tradition has survived until
today, after more than five centuries.
However, today when this “specific Dayton Agreement” is in force,
all the three sides in Bosnia try to pull things to their own side, two of which
have ‘home origin’ countries outside of Bosnia – Serbs in Belgrade, and
Croats in Zagreb. Bemained only the Bosniaks, regardless of the fact that the
other two nations shared that same name until the Berlin Congress (1878).
As you are well aware Bosnia today faces a Hamlet-style dilemma “to be or
not to be”! A remarkable work historic value “Dayton (Peace) Agreement –
legalization of genocide in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina” by
Academic dr. Smail Čekić was published recently in Bosnia (a review of that
work is enclosed), and we feel free to invite you to consider and propose to
the new Administration of President Trump to annul the Dayton Agreement,
review the state in Bosnia 22 years after and find the solution of Bosnia.
We belisve that you are aware of the happenings araund Bosnia today.
Namely, there is a wide – spread campaign and plot aganst this conntey from
the Hagne Tribunal and the immedite reasaon for this is the Dayton Agreement.
What sort of solution da you see for Bosnia.
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The truth about genocide and the Holocaust, in view of prominent
historians, cannot be altered. Nevertheless, the official Belgrade, official
Podgorica, and official Banja Luka committed genocide in Bosnia, as verified
by ample ICTY Judgments. We are convinced that you do have a feeling for
this sensitive moment, when Serbia and Montenegro close their eyes before
the crimes committed in Bosnia. On the other hand, you as the worldrenowned philosopher and expert for the interpretation of the genocide
and the Holocaust, might wish to go public on these matters, as the matter of
morality and justice, in the interest of all genocide victims in the internationally
recognized state of Bosnia and Herzegovina. To that end, we believe that the
work of Academic dr. Smail Čekić would be of help in course of your public
statements related to this topic. We therefore tried to summarize 2,700 pages
of Čekić’s work in around 200 pages, along with the translation of the crucial
segments of this tree-volume capital work.
Hoping that this letter of ours and the supporting material would find
you in a good health, which we sincerely hope to, and expecting your quick
public response and answer to crucial questions we raised, accept assurances
of our highest consideration.
Sincerely yours,
Academic, dr. Šefket KRCIĆ
On behalf of Philosophers of BiH and Sandzak
E-mail: dr.s.krcic@uninp.edu.rs
(Enclosure:
A brief note on the author of this letter)
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Review of the new scientific book

EPOCHAL WORK OF ČEKIĆ FOR THE BOSNIA
HISTORY ON THE DAYTON LEGALIZATION OF
GENOCIDE
Academic dr. Smail Čekić: “Dayton (Peace) Agreement – legalization
of genocide in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina” in three
volumes, Institute for the Research of Crimes against Humanity and
International Law, Sarajevo, 2016, pages 2,600
Brief information about the work
“Those who cannot remember the past
are condemned to repeat it.”
George Santayana,
American philosopher of Spanish of Spanish decent
A work in three volumes by
Prof. dr. Smail Čekić (1953) was
recently published. He is one of the
most-renowned historians of the
present, not only in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, but also throughout
Europe and the world. First volume
has 950 pages; Second volume 725
pages and Third volume 989 pages.
To read and analyze this work
thoroughly, it takes at least three
months, and also to understand the message by George Santayana, used as a
motto to this paper, for purpose of waking the readers from the anachronous
education and unproductive political image of the world. The life scientific
project by Čekić was recommended for publication by the five elite scholars
and thinkers of this era: Prof. dr. Francis Boyle, Academic Prof. dr. Muhamed
Filipović, Academic, Prof. dr. Mirko Pejanović, Academic, Prof. dr. Ferid
Muhić, Prof. dr. David Pettigrew, and genocide historian dr. Emir Ramić.
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Editor was dr. Meldijana Aranaut Haseljić. On behalf of the published the
signature was affixed by Director, Prof. dr. Rasim Muratović, scientific
advisor, and the art and graphic solution of the cover page were provided by
Academic Mehmed A. Akšamija. The work of Čekić was published in a
luxurious hard cover by printing house Amos graf from Sarajevo.
Indeed, this perfectionist and complex three-volume work was critically
analyzed by the author in his usual objective and unbiased manner, and he
wrote it in continuity for full two decades, ever since the 1995 Agreement
until 2015. He dedicated the last year of this study, along with his associates
from this Institute, to the serious editing efforts, registers, indices of the names,
and translation of the conclusions of this work (around 180 pages, a book
within a book which can be separately published) to the English language,
whose intention was to inform about this project as many as possible public
and political officers, who apparently need additional serious education on
the Dayton Agreement, objectives of that Agreement, which produced farreaching consequences with numerous goals and problems, manifested today
in the internationally recognized Bosnia and Herzegovina, region, and the
world in general. This will serve as an opportunity for the most important
figures in Bosnia and Herzegovina, including other politicians and diplomats,
learn about this problem. It seems that the original copy of the Dayton Peace
Agreement (1995) was lost, both in the place where it was executed and in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. It would be interesting that numerous analysts get a
chance to speak publicly about the scientific and research work of Čekić, and
it would be particularly valuable that this work is read by the biggest living
word thinkers: Noam Chomsky, prominent American philosopher, Jürgen
Habermas, a leading German critical philosopher, and Bernard-Henry Levy,
famous French philosopher, and Slovenian thinker Slavoj Žižek, including
other philosopher, historians, and political scientists, so that the truth about
Dayton can enter, from the world of science, the world of current politics and
diplomacy.
One month since this epochal work came to life, we can arrive at the
following conclusion: Such a work has never been written until today about
Bosnia and Herzegovina and its historic destiny that suffered due to the Serbian
and Montenegrin planned genocide, on one hand, and also due to the planned
American genocide manifested in the “Dayton Agreement” on the other hand.
Our hypothesis is clear, if the American Administration gets hold
of this work, it may prohibit it, which would not be surprising for us, given
that the author critically valued “Dayton Agreement” and all the related
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historic circumstances. We therefore expect the organization of broad and
comprehensive discussions, at all levels, about the epochal work by Čekić
“Dayton (Peace) Agreement” and this entire study. This is also an opportunity
for historian, politicians, diplomats, scholars to voice worldwide for the
protection of the oldest country in the Balkans – Bosnia and Herzegovina,
which was not only targeted by the official Belgrade and Podgorica, but also
the cunning American Administration. Given that the author did not include
the usual biography and bibliography, due to the media and readers in general,
he should do it in the next edition. We do this taking a big risk, fearing not
only that the work could be prohibited, but also for the safety and life of this
very courageous author.
A short biography of the Author:
Academician
doctor
Smail
Č E K I Ć ,
historian,
professor at the
Faculty
of
Political Science
at the University
of Sarajevo and a
director of the
Institute
for
research of war
crimes
against
humanity
and
Director of the Institute doctor R. Muratović and
international law
academician S. Čekić
in Sarajevo (from
1992 to 2014). He was born on 7 September 1953 in Gusinje, Sandžak. Parents:
Feriz and Paša. Married with four children: two daughters and four sons.
Education: academician S. Čekić, graduated history from the Faculty of
philosophy in Priština in 1976, defended his M.Sc. at the Faculty of Philosophy
in Belgrade in 1980 and PhD at the faculty of Philosophy in zadar in 1990, and
became doctor of history.
Career: professor of history in Prizren (1976-1978), the Institute
of history in Monte Negro in Podgorica (1979-1983), assistant at FPS in
Sarajevo (1985), head of the Department of defense and security (1995).
He was promoted to the title of full professor in 2001. He gives lectures in the
following disciplines: History of Bosnia and Herzegovina, History of wars
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and genocide, Studies of holocaust and genocide. From 1992 he is the director
of the Institute for research of war crimes against humanity and international
law in Sarajevo. He was a guest lecturer in many faculties and universites.
He is the member of the Bosniak academy of science and art, memeber of
Bosnaks’ Headquarters – Society for culture, science and art of Sandžak,
memeber of the Association of historians of B&H, member of World Society
of Victimology and International Association of Genocide Scholars and other
institutions of culture and science.
Works: a large number of scientific and professional works, especially
in the field of genocide. He published more than 20 books, among which
are specially printed publications from the field of history of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Sandžak: “Agresija na BiH i genocid nad Bošnjacima 19911993 (The Aggression against B&H and genocide against Bosniaks 19911993” (1994),“Genocid nad Bošnjacima u Drugom svjetskom ratu (Genocide
against Bosniaks in the Second World War)” (1997), “Historija genocida
nad Bošnjacima (The history of genocide against Bosniaks)” (1999). Among
published books especially siginificant and unavoidable for the contemporary
history of Bosnia and Herzegovina are: Agresija na Republiku Bosnu i
Hercegovinu: planiranje, priprema, izvođenje (The aggression against
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina: planning, preparation, operation) (two
volumes), Sarajevo, 2004 (The book was also published in English in 2005;
Zločin nad djecom Sarajeva u opsadi (The crime against children of Sarajevo
during the siege), Sarajevo 2010; Masovne grobnice u Bosni i Hercegovini
— sigurna zona Ujedinjenih nacija Srebrenica (Mass graves in Bosnia and
Herzegovina – the safe zone of the United Nations in Srebrenica), Sarajevo,
2010; Dejtonski (mirovni) sporazum – legalizacija genocida u Republici Bosni
i Hercegovini (the Dayton (peace) agrrement – the legalization of genocide in
Bosnia and Herzegovina) in three volumes (around 2600 pp., Sarajevo, 2016),
and more than a hundred of scientific and professional articles in different
magazines, conference proceedings, etc.
He was a leader and participant in development, monitoring and
implementation of different scientific projects, as well as in the organization
and operation of many scientific congresses, conferences and symposia both
in B&H and abroad.
He received many awards: the Golden medal of the University of
Sarajevo (2006); the Charter with golden lilly of many associations in the
municipality of Vogošća (2007); Merhamet (2008), Appreciations of the
Association of parents of Murdered children in besieged Sarajevo 1992-1995
(2008); European award for social achievements (2008) — Achen, Germany,
for the research of genocdie; Appreciation of the Fond Memorial of the Canton
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of Sarajevo (2009); Appreciation of Association of antifascists and fighters
in PLW in the Canton of Sarajevo (2009) and a Recognition of association
of recotrs of the University of Sarajevo “for extraordinary contribution
in development of the Institute for research of crime against humanity and
international law at the University of Sarajevo in the academic 2008/2009
year” (2009). He lives and works in Sarajevo.
Let us finish this appendix with the author’s attitude from the beginning
of the book “Serbian intellectual, political, military and religious authorities
maintaned themselves for a long period of time by malusage of the Yugoslavian
name, through which they laready in 1918, had a complete supremacy over thse
geopolitical teritory and peoples that live there. Within the given constellation
of powers and antifascist coallition, the Stet was renewd by abandonong the
hegemony and accepting the Platform of the People’s Liberation Movement
and based on developed federation of the country (...) The crisis of Yugoslavian
socialist state definitely questioned hegemony that was being established
for decades. Their immediate developers and beneficiaries, from the army,
diplomatic, police and party members, to the members of the Serbian Academy
of Science and Arts, universities, radios, TVs and other media, felt geopardized
in their monopolous positions (...) Those hegemonic powers evaluated da the
following confusion on the international level would make their war goals
estabilshed in the 20th century – the formation of ethnically clean Serbian
country (“Great Serbia – all Serbs in one state“) finally achieved“ – stated
academician S. Čekić. It is the opportunity to read, before the book is forbidden
or sold out.
Structure of the book in III volumes
In addition to Preface, Final considerations, and Abbreviations, this
book contains the following titles:
I – Important facts and evidence on the aggression against the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and crime of genocide against
Bosniacs – Planning, preparation, and organization of aggression against the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and crime of genocide against Bosniacs;
Genocide and other forms of crimes against humanity and international law,
Concentration camps for Bosniacs, Mass graves, Massive and systematic
rapes and other forms of sexual violence, Targeted destruction of Bosniac elite,
Forcible baptizing of Bosniacs, Massive expulsion and deportation of civilians
and civilian population; destruction of cultural wealth and confiscation of
property; Destruction of sacral facilities.
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II – Legalization of territorial capturing and crime of genocide
– Activities of the aggressor states, including international community,
related to the territorial and political division of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, “Revised” policy of the United States of America towards the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Arrangements (talks) and agreements on
the territorial division of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Banja Luka
cannot be liberated, Battle (diplomatic) for territories (trade in territories),
Legalization of the Serbian pseudo-state creation and crime of genocide,
Dayton Peace Agreement, ICTY and (non)arresting of war criminals.
III – Documents on the aggression and crime of genocide – Intent
(mens rea) to commit genocide against Bosniacs, Intent (mens rea) to
exterminate Bosniacs, public threat on disappearance of Bosniacs, Genocidal
intent on extermination of Bosniac nation leadership, Denial of Bosniacs –
“Muslims are communist creation”, Setting up of unlawful Assembly of
Serbian People in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Orders by the Serbian Democratic
Party on the forcible takeover of authorities and tasks in conditions of war,
Verification of “Serbian Autonomous Areas in Bosnia and Herzegovina”,
Instruction on practical preparations for forcible takeover of authorities in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (options A and B), “Declaration on pronouncement
of the Republic of Serbian People of Bosnia and Herzegovina”, All Serbs in
one state, Setting up of Serbian state, Access to the sea – “everlasting objective
of Serbian people”, “Strategic objective of Serbian people to live in one state”,
“Strategic objective of Serbian people in Bosnia and Herzegovina”, Intent
(mens rea), subjective (or mental, psychological) element of genocide, “This
is genocide people”, The objective is a Serbian state, “The Serbian territory is
where Serbs are”, Intention to liquidate Bosniac elite and destroy hospitals,
Planning and organization of preparations for “war in the Serbian municipality
Bosanska Krupa”, “We should also, as of this moment, place the dragon’s
head Sarajevo into the ring”, Enforcing Nazi laws to “non-Serb population”,
Striving of Serbs to live “in their state”, “Ultimate goal” – all Serbs in one
state, “This conflict is heated up to facilitate the disappearance of Muslims”
– evidence on genocidal intent, River Drina is “of the utmost strategic
relevance”, “Strategic objectives of Serbian people” are tasks, responsibility
“to implement them”, “Sarajevo is in the Serbian state”, „SDS policy is to
keep Sarajevo“, “Strategic objectives of Serbian people”, “Unification with
Serbia” – primary option, “Permanent objective is a common state”, “Turks
have to disappear fro these areas” – genocidal intent on the extermination of
Bosniacs, “... That Drina valley be integral Serbian part” – one of the “strategic
objectives of Serbian people in Bosnia and Herzegovina”, “To get rid of the
enemy from our home”, Order by Radovan Karadžić “Directive for further
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actions” – intention for the crime of genocide against Bosniacs, “A state for
Serbian people”, Radovan Karadžić admitted the directives to commit
genocide, which he “reviewed, approved and executed”, “Strategic objectives
of Serbian people”, Radovan Karadžić stood behind the genocidal plan for
“Žepa and Srebrenica”, “We keep our enemies under a complete siege”,
Evidence on Serbian looting in the occupied territory, Evidence on destruction
of cities, Order to commit genocide – “cleaning of left river bank of Una...“,
Massive liquidation of civilians in the area of Kozarac in 1992, Slaying and
massive liquidation of Bosniacs in the area of Kozarac in 1992, Order on an
organized and coordinated expulsion of Bosniac population, Order on setting
up of concentration camp Omarska – Prijedor, Order on setting up of camp in
Vlasenica, Admitting genocide in Velagići (Ključ) in 1992 and hiding of body
remains, “Operation of cleansing the terrain” – genocide against Bosniacs in
the area of Biljani (Ključ) in 1992, admitting genocide against Bosniacs,
Evidence on the siege of Sarajevo, Evidence on the occupation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina by the Serbian aggressor, Evidence on the Serbian siege of cities,
Takeover and occupation of 70% of the Bosnia and Herzegovina territory,
Evidence on the genocide committed against Bosniacs; Mining and demolition
of Mosques, Building of Serb Orthodox Church in Bosanski Petrovac from
the material looted in the local community KulenVakuf, Evidence on genocide
– liquidation of camp inmates at Korićanske stijene in 1992, Evidence on
genocide in the territory of Prijedor, Evidence on concentration camps in the
pseudo-state creation Republika Srpska, “Close the water for Sarajevo
residents ... let them die of thirst”, Evidence on genocide in the area of Bosnian
Krajina, Military medical academy in Belgrade, healthcare institution of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, took pat in the transport of mortal remains to
“safe areas” – collecting evidence on genocide, Use of Bosniac camp inmates
for a forced labor in the Yugoslav river shipyard in Belgrade, Evidence on
genocide against Bosniacs in Prijedor: “We got them and packed them in hard
cover...”, Bosniacs under the siege in Cerska and Srebrenica, Admission on
the murder of Hakija Turajlić, Vice-president of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina Government, Support of the Yugoslav Army units, Participation
of the Yugoslav Army in combat operations, Involvement of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia armed forces in the aggression against the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Engagement of the Yugoslav Army in the “attacking
maneuvers” in East Bosnia and genocide against Bosniacs, Planned expulsion
of “non-Serb population”, Involvement of Serbia in the aggression against the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and genocide against Bosniacs, Expulsion
of civilians and civilian population, Evidence on genocide against Bosniacs,
Siege of Sarajevo, Around 9,000,000 dollars from the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) for the weapons and ammunition of the
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pseudo-state creation “Autonomous Province West Bosnia”, Destruction of
civilian facilities, Shelling of cities, demolition of Mosques and other civilian
facilities, Evidence on crimes committed against civilians and civilian
facilities, Directives for committing genocide, Helplessness of Serbian
aggressor and its collaborators, Involvement of Serbian Ministry of the Interior
special units in the aggression against the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and genocide against Bosniacs, Involvement of the “joint forces” of the
Serbian Ministry of the Interior, “Republika Srpska” and “Republic of Serbian
Krajina” in the takeover of Srebrenica and genocide against Bosniacs,
Agreement on liquidation of around 8,000 Bosniacs, Units of the “Republika
Srpska Army” and the Republic of Serbia Ministry of the Interior arrested and
killed between 1,000 and 1,500 Bosniacs: evidence on genocide against
Bosniacs, Milorad Dodik regrets that the Serbian aggressor failed to takeover
Bihać, According to him “Srebrenica and Žepa” are the “biggest mistakes of
that war”, “Srebrenica and Žepa” are not the “biggest mistakes of that war”,
Assistance and support of Serbia for “the waging of armed operations”,
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) had effective
command and control over the forces of the “Bosnian Serbs”, which make
“integral part of the FRY military structure” acting as an organ of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, which (Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) “pursued
military operation required to set up great Serbia” – ICTY, Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), taking part in the aggressive wars in
the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, supported
“70,000 soldiers in the Army of the Republic of Serbian Krajina, around
200,000 soldiers in the Republika Srpska Army and Yugoslav Army, and that
amounts to almost half a million of soldiers”, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
spent by 30 August 1994 “two billion dollars in Bosnia and Herzegovina” –
for the needs of the aggressive war for territories against the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and extermination of Bosniacs. That state provided
its “maximal support” to the Serbian people “across the Drina river to create
Republika Srpska, to create Republic of Serbian Krajina”, and managed that
the so-called international community “offers legalization of a state on one
half of the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina”, by which the territory of the
FRY would be increased by “one quarter of its size, given that the Yugoslav
territory covers 102 thousand of square kilometers, whereas the population
would be increased by one tenth, and that all would be legalized”, which
“makes a foundation for a Serbian nation to practically live in one state”,
Slobodan Milošević “secured legitimacy of Republika Srpska in the world”,
and Yugoslav Army generals committed crimes against peace (aggression)
and crime of genocide “with dignity and honorably”, Slobodan Milošević is
leading a single delegation of the leadership of the FRY and its pseudo-state
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creation and marionette regime (Republika Srpska) “fighting for the Serbian
interests before the international community”, as this is “the only way to
preserve Republika Srpska“, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia “created
Republika Srpska”, “a Serbian state in the territory in which there had never
been any Serbian state” and “registered half of Bosnia”, Concealing evidence
on genocide, Serbian aggressor buried “around 5,000 Muslim mortal remains”
in the mine pit Tomašica.
This work about Dayton Agreement and its historic implications, in
addition to scientific studies, which corroborated numerous ICTY Judgments
serves as a big challenge for a new interpretation of the state of play in social
and political life in Bosnia, imposed by a powerful American Administration
in Dayton in 1995, meaning 22 years ago. The situation deteriorates on a daily
basis, which we believe is not in the interest of Bosnia or the civilized world.
To that end, the work of Čekić is based on ample relevant and valid sources
of different provenience, referenced in this scientific work, published in the
Bosnian language.
Finally, we provide you with the Final considerations of this threevolume work, which does not include the referenced documents, which
the author meticulously and methodologically analyzed. Considering your
intellectual reputation and the influence of your views on the situation in
the Balkans and Europe, I would like to ask you as a colleague to comment
this research study of Čekić, which, as such, can be interesting for further
elaboration on the development in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the region.
More details on the biography of the author and his results of work,
references, and profile, visit the web page in English language: www.
institut-genocid.unsa.ba
We would like to express our gratitude for your time, and we are
sincerely delighted with your views, published in your books “Because we
say so”, “What Uncle Sam really wants” and other writings. For that reason
we consider you a leading intellectual and the philosopher of the world.
Sincerely Yours,
Tuzla-Sarajevo-Novi Pazar
3 March 2017

Society of philosophers of ethics and
aesthetics of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and Sandzak
Academic, dr. Šefket KRCIĆ
E-mail: dr.s.krcic@uninp.edu.rs
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We invite all scientists, politicians and diplomats for a dialogue
and in the interest of reaching a relevant solution and achieving human
and historical agreement and for the interest of all peoples.
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INSTEAD OF A FOREWORD
Letter of Support
Academician Prof. Dr. Šefket Krcić – Society of Philosophers of
Ethics and Aesthetics of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Sandžak, Tuzla/
BiH – Sandžak/RS
Academician Prof. Dr. Smail Čekić – Institute for the Research of
Crimes against Humanity and International Law, Sarajevo/BiH
I was so pleasantly surprised when I found the book OPEN LETTER
TO THE PHILOSOPHER AND BIG WORLD ANALYST NOAM
CHOMSKY USA by prof. Dr. Krcić at the Library of University of Novi
Pazar (Department of Philology), which is also addressed to The New York
Times Magazine. In that way, I want to express my view in my two aspects
in order to inform some less informed colleagues to support the initiative of
Krcić.
1) I am pleasantly surprised by the act of this Open Letter and by the
occasion of publishing an epoch-making work of my esteemed
professor and academician Dr. Smail Čekić, which is titled “The
Dayton Peace Agreement – Legalization of Genocide in Bosnia
and Herzegovina” and published in three volume on 2700 pages –
‘Congratulations’ is not enough to say. That is an opportunity for me to
read and analyse this work at least one semester, for which the author
himself spent the whole two decades in writing it. The author deserves
that. In the same way, I kindly congratulate my colleague Prof. Dr.
Šefket Krcić for finding a good occasion to raise the issue of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and its future as a state at intellectual level before the
greatest philosopher in the world Noam Chomsky (1928), hoping that
he has enough power and mind to discuss the issue and animate world
public in a tolerant and dignified manner, as Bosnia deserves it.
2) It is a well-known fact that Americans and their culture prefer concise
books because of an enormous development of IT. In this sense, I
would look back at many demands of the American publishing public
culture which requests concise forms of the great works – summarised
works in tenfold smaller space than the original. I remember two cases
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more than two decades ago: a) when the American researchers asked
from Russian publishers to abridge three volumes (around 3000 pages)
of“War and Peace” at only 300 pages. In addition, b) the request was
sent, while still alive, to the Nobel Prize winner A. Solzhenitsyn
(1918-2008) to do the same with his three-volume work (3000 pages)
of“The Gulag Archipelago” after he received the Nobel Prize (1974)
for it. The famous Russian dissident refused the request then, holding
that it would destroy the work, which he had written more than two
decades. However, after he died in 2008, his life partner, a widow Mrs
Solzhenitsynsuccessfully summarised “The Gulag Archipelago” to
300 pages and satisfied the American publishers and readers’ demand
in that way.
Finally, I am pleasantly surprised with the way Prof. Šefket Krcić
wrote the letter to Mr Chomsky, and the way he summarised an extensive
Mr Čekić’s work – 2700 to only 200 pages – pointing at the same time that
the Mr Čekić’s critical argumentation of his views is in his authentic work
and at the Archive of The Institute for Research of Crimes Against Humanity
and International Law in Sarajevo. I am glad that my esteemed professoracademician Dr. S. Čekić was unreserved to Š. Krcić, who summarised his
life’s work in philosophical, methodological and American way to only 200
pages for the ease of reference and informing the general public about Bosnia
destiny as well as of the effects of the controversial Dayton Peace Agreement
(1995).
I do want to believe that, beside Chomsky in the USA, it is possible
to find a rational reason for opening a dialogue about destiny of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, wherein the notable world philosophers Ferid Muhić, Irgena
Habermasa,Bernard-Henri Lévy and the likes could join a wider discussion.
March 2017

Professor Mehmed Meta
Professor at University of
Novi Pazar
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Brief note on the author
Dr. Šefket KRCIĆ (1953), a Bosniac
philosopher, University professor, writer, critic,
encyclopaedist, lexicographer, essayist, poet, polemic,
fighter for human rights, professor at the University in
Novi Pazar (philosophy, ethics, aesthetics, rhetoric,
sociology, and methodology), former professor at the
University of Montenegro (removed in early 1992 on
unlawful and political grounds), visiting professor at
several Universities. A member of the most respectable
world literature association P.E.N. Center, Hegel’s
Philosophical Society, World Philosophy Association.
He was a president of the Federation of societies of
philosophers of Yugoslavia, one of the initiators of the
First Congress of Philosophers, president of the Society
of Aestheticians and Ethicists of Montenegro. A member of the European
Academy of Science and Arts. A member of the International association of
methodologists in social sciences. A member of IJAS (Brussels, NUNS
Belgrade), journalist. Currently a President of Association of Bosniacs –
Society for culture, science, and arts in Sanjak. Translated to several European
languages. An author of over 2,000 different papers (studies, discussions,
essays, reflections, reviews, scientific announcements) and thirty works in the
filed of philosophy and twenty books in the area of literature. He is present in
public since 1973. As a tribute to his four decades of creative engagement, a
voluminous documentary book Selection of bibliography of Krcić was
published in 2013 (promoted at the Word literary meetings, dedicated to the
persecuted writers).
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knjiga)
5. ESTETIKA POEZIJE (2002)
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(1987)
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8. FILOZOFSKI PUTOKAZI II dio (1973-2002)
9. FILOZOFIJA ČOVJEKA (1988-2000)
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FROM SREBRENICA HISTORY

Dr Adib Đozić, Professor
Rusmir Djedović, M. Sc.

PANAĐURIŠTE, BARATOVA AND SOLOČUŠA IN
SREBRENICA IN THE LATE 19TH CENTURY
Summary
The subject of discussion in this article is the final northern part of
the city of Srebrenica in the late 19th century. Those are the parts of the city
known as: Panađurište, Baratova and Soločuša. The last part stretches further
to the north, down the valley of the river Križevica and sets deeply between old
settlements Fojhar and Gostilj, towards the settlement Likari.
The urban-geographical characteristics of certain part of Srebrenica,
according to the state from 1894, are discussed mostly.
For detailed overview and analysis of the characteristics of Panađurište,
Baratova and Soločuša were mostly used so far unused sources from the late
19th century. Those are the Land Registry cartridges with properties and
owners in the are in 1894, that were later also updated in the 1882-1885
Cadastrial Plans for that part of CM Srebrenica, and that were also later
updated.
Key words: Srebrenica, Panađurište, Baratova, Soločuša, the late 19th
century, urban-geographical characteristics, the northern part of Srebrenica
Introduction
The urban-geographical characteristics of the central part of the city
of Srebrenica from the late 19th century has already been researched and,
therefore, known. Čaršija in the city of Srebrenica was analysed in a separate
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article.1 Also, similar special articles were also dedicated to old quarts of
Srebrenica, that immediately lean to Čaršija.2
data.3

Earlier overviews of these quarts will be updated with several new

All the aforementioned urban parts of the city of Srebrenica are very
old, from the period of Bosnian Middle Ages or the Ottoman period.
On the north of the Ottoman Čaršija and medieval Trg – Trgovište,
downstream the river Križevica and on both of its sides, from the Midlle Ages
1
2

3
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Adib Đozić, Rusmir Djedović, Čaršija u Srebrenici krajem 19. stoljeća, Monumenta
Srebrenica, knjiga 4., Zavod za zaštitu i korištenje kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog
naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona, Tuzla-Srebrenica, 2015, pp. 133-170.
Adib Đozić, Rusmir Djedović, Mahala Crvena rijeka u Srebrenici krajem 19. stoljeća,
Monumenta Srebrenica – istraživanja, dokumenta, svjedočanstva, Knjiga 2, JU Zavod
za zaštitu i korištenje kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona,
Tuzla –Srebrenica, 2013, pp. 39-75., Adib Đozić, Rusmir Djedović, Mahala Skender
u Srebrenici krajem 19. stoljeća, Monumenta Srebrenica, knjiga 3., Zavod za zaštitu
i korištenje kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona, TuzlaSrebrenica, 2014, pp. 7-38. i Adib Đozić, Rusmir Djedović, Musala, Varoš i Ciganluk u
gradu Srebrenici krajem 19. stoljeća, Monumenta Srebrenica – istraživanja, dokumenta,
svjedočanstva, Knjiga 5, JU Zavod za zaštitu i korištenje kulturno-historijskog i
prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona, Tuzla –Srebrenica, 2016, pp. 59-83. Articles
on quarts in the southern part of Srebrenica - Petrič and Grad will be published in the
following editions of Monumenta Srebrenica.
Earlier we discussed that the Waqf of the maktab for female children in Srebrenica in the
late 19th century was on c.p. 362/3 that “seems to be in a quart Crvena rijeka“. (Rusmir
Djedović, Vakufi u gradu Srebrenici od 15. do 20. stoljeća, Baština sjeveroistočne Bosne,
broj 3(2010), JU Zavod za zaštitu i korištenje kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa
Tuzlanskog kantona, Tuzla, pp. 46). More exact position was between the mosque Skender
and the quart Crvena rijeka. Properties of the family Urošević, especially Hajji Mitar,
that were between Konak and Čaršija in the late 19th century, should also be added c.p.
1/80 a store with a construction site across Konak, next to Križevica and somewhere in
Čaršija c.p. 1/683 a store with a construction site and 1/682 a construction site. All owned
by Hajji Mitar and Jefto Urošević late Pero’s. (Cartridge 452, The Land Registry books
for c.m. Srebrenica from 1894, The Land Registry Srebrenica). In Skender mahala a
house on c.p. 1/193, and later on 1/761 owners: Mehmed, minor Hilmo, Najla late Smajl
Siručić, and in 1896: H. Mahmutaga, H. Abdaga late Mujaga. In Ciganluk c.p. 1/590 a
construction site with a yard owned by: Salih and Mehmed Hamzić called Osmanović
late Osman’s.
In 1896, below later built Orthodox church, a house on c.p. 1/477 built Anđa Jovanović
married to Rado Jovanović called Zubarić. Nexto it Rade Jovanović called Zaharić late
Jovan’s had a house. (Adib Đozić, Rusmir Djedović, Čaršija u Srebrenici..., pp.156.)
In 1898 a house on c.p. 1/39 erected Obrad Vujadinović late Vujadin’s and Martijan
son of Obrad?. And in 1899, in the upper part of Skender mahala on c.p. 1/239 Hasan
Kardašević son of Alija built a house.

through the Ottoman period, there were no completely formed urban whole.
The mentioned space, on both of sides of the river Križevica, with the length
of more than a kilmeter, was used for public events – large public gatherings,
weekly market and seasonal or annual fairs. It was also used for common
cattle grazing that belonged to residents of Srebrenica. It was possible to freely
inhabit that place and deal with business activities, e.g. market places and fairs
(blacksmith, cattle sale, butcher...). This space intended for fairs was from the
Middle Ages until the late 19th century regularly called Panađurište.4
The northern part of the city of Srebrenica extends down the narrow
valley of the river Križevica. It continues to Musala and Varoš, across
Panađurište and Baratova, all the way to Soločuša, that enters old settlements
Gostilj and Likari. In recent times some parts are called by special names,
Mlinište andi Vidikovac. The mentioned parts of Srebrenica are in urbangeographical sense relatively young, although they have old tradition. They
inherited some urban-geographical contents from the Middle Ages and the
Ottoman period.
Older history
The area of the present day northern part of the city of Srebrenica
was surely inhabited in the oldest times. It probably refers to pre-history and
antiquity and surely the Middle Ages. First of all, it refers to the existance of
mining in the mentioned periods.
The names of elevation Gradac (527 m) in Likari and Gračić in
Potočari date from the oldest times. There is a medieval archeological locality
Lubardište below Gradac.
Numerous toponyms in this area speak about richness in ore and
mining activities before the Ottoman rule. The name of the settlement on the
north-western part Of Srebrenica, Fojhar surely originates from the Middle
Ages and is connected to mining that the Sase dealt with. Also, the name of
the settlement Pećište, somewhat on the north. Toponyms: Kvarac, Kiselica,
Vitlovac, Soločuša?, Rusenovac?... are some of the place names associated
with ore.

4

Adib Đozić, Rusmir Djedović, Musala, Varoš i Ciganluk..., pp. 60.
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Appendix 1. The map of the northern part of Srebrenica in the late 19th century

The medieval population of this area is reflected in the existence of
a medieval necropolis with marker - tombstones. The most famous explorer
of Bosnian tombstones Šefik Bešlagić, half a century ago registered several
necropolis in nearby settlements: Gostilje, Fojhar, Potočari and Pećišta.
In the very northern part of the Srebrenica are the following necropolis:
in the field Ravan, a hill Bojna, a necropolis 5 with the tombstones (3 cases and
2 gabled ones). Motifs of sword and two spirals are on one; The site Borići, on
the hill Recelj, a group of 4 tombstones in a form of chest with a stand. One is
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featuring the following motifs: swords, arms, crescent and rosettes; At the site
Sofra, about 1.5 km along the road towards Bratunac, was the necropolis with
11 tombstones (8 chest-shaped and 3 gabled ones) of which today there are
only two chests. During the construction of warehouses in 1963 the necropolis
was destroyed. It is located across from the modern Orthodox cemetery.5
Historical sources also mention some parts of the northern Srebrenica,
e.g. in 1140 „“villa Boratoue“ (today’s Baratova). The Ottomans founfd a
medieval settlement called Gostilj, It originates from a word gost (guest), and
that was a high-ranking priest of Bosnian Church or a word gostinac (guest),
that denotes and important center of the Church. There were 7 houses in
Gostilj in the 1660-ies.6
The name of a hil Bojna, above Panađurište, points to an old battle that
took place there.
Panađurište
A part of srebrenica called Panađurište immediately continues towards
the north to Musala and Varoš. Actually, it is located in the narrow valley of
the river Križevica, between hills Bojna on the west and Tepelevci on the east.
More downstream in Srebrenica, a large complex of public space was
used for tred in the open since the ancient times. Those were well-known
fairs. Thus, the name of the area is Panađurište.7

5

6
7

Šefik Bešlagić, Stećci kataloško-topografski pregled, Veselin Masleša, Sarajevo, 1971,
pp. 235. The contemporary state of tombstones in the area see in: Sead Jahić, Stećci na
području Srebreničko-bratunačkog kraja i mogućnosti njihove valorizacije u turizmu,
Magistarski rad odbranjen na Odsjeku Geografija Prirodno matematičkog fakulteta u
Tuzli, decembar, 2012, pp. 72-78,
Ahmet Aličić, Sumarni popis sandžaka Bosna iz 1468/69. godine, Islamski kulturni
centar Mostar, Mostar, 2008, pp. 74.
Rusmir Djedović, Senad Begović, Urbani razvoj grada Srebrenice u osmanskom periodu
sa osvrtom na ulogu vakufa, Zbornik radova naučnog simpozijuma Kulturno-istorijsko
naslijeđe Srebrenice kroz vijekove, JU Arheološki muzej „Rimski municipium“ Skelani
Srebrenica, 2012, pp. 210.
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Appendixg 2. Panađurište was presented in the map from the 19th century as a
separate settlement “Panđurište“, immediately on the northern part of Srebrenica.

On some old maps, Panađurište was displayed separately from the city
of Srebrenica, but in time they grew together.
A toponym Panađurište (sometimes pronounced as Panđurište, in
English Panagyurishte) is frequent in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and countries
towards the south-east. It denoted the space where fairs took place.
Panađur, panadur is a Balkanian Greek element with the following
meanings: 1. village fair, cattle sate in a town and 2. a part of the town, a
quart.8
It is well-known that there were a village fair and regular weekly fair
in Srebrenica in the Middle Ages.9
8
9
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Petar Skok, Etimologijski riječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, knjiga II, Jugoslovenska
akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1972, pp. 597.
Desanka Kojić-Kovačević, Srednjovjekovna Srebrenica XIV-XV vijek, SANU, Posebna
izdanja knjiga DCLXVIII, Odeljenje istorijskih nauka knjiga 19, Beograd, 2010, pp. 5758.
Edin Mutapčić, Duhovno-vjerske prilike u Srebrenici i okolini u XV stoljeću, Monumenta
Srebrenica – istraživanja, dokumenta, svjedočanstva, Knjiga 5, JU Zavod za zaštitu i
korištenje kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona, Tuzla –
Srebrenica, 2016, pp. 12.

It is also known that the village fair in Srebrenica continued to maintain
during the Ottoman period. A village fair tax in Srebrenica was recorded at the
very beginning of 17th century.10
Many plots were called Panađurište in the late 19th century. Such were
on c.p. 45/2 a pasture Panađurište, with an area of 1450 m2 and 45/3 a pasture
Panađurište, of 900 m2. Both of these plots were public in the ancient times,
and in 1894 a part of Bosnian-Herzegovinina State Property.11 Towards Varoš
was a plot on c.p. 68 an orchard Panađurište.12 Towards Ciganluk is a parcel
on c.p. 1/646 a plumb orchard Panađurište. Next to the river Križevica, on
the right bank, below Ciganluk is a state-owned parcel c.p. 1/548 a pasture
Panađurište.

Appendix 3. A detail of Cartridge 6, The Land Registry books for c.m. Srebrenica
from 1894, The Land Registry Srebrenica.

The fact that some of the parcels named Panađurište were renamed
at the begiining of t20th century into Vašarište tells us that fairs and village
fairs were kept there. Such are on c.p.: 45/3 Panađurište, then Vašarište, 46/2
a pasture Vodica of 4400 m2, then Vašarište and 46/3 Vodica of 5500 m2,
renamed Vašarište. All were state-owned.13
In 1894 Hasan Sejfić late Sejfo’s owned a parcel on c.p. 130 named
Bojna on the hill Bojan, and from 1919 owners were: his widow Nefa Begović,
minors Mujo, Sajid(?), Fajko, Mula, Almasa and Zilka.
10 Nedim Filipović, Islamizacija u Bosni i Hercegovini, Centar za kulturu i obrazovanje
Tešanj, Tešanj, 2005, pp. 202.
11 Cartridge 6, The Land Registry books for c.m. Srebrenica from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
12 Owned by minors Milorad, Cvjetko and Vladimir late Ranko Ranki’s. They also owned
houses on c.p. 1/638 and 1/639 in Varoš.
13 Cartridge 6...
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Population related to fairs inhabited the area of Panađurište during
centuries. A quart Ciganluk (cigan in Eng. Gypsy) was formed in its parts
around the river Križevica (that population was very connected to fairs) and in
the eastern slope a quart Varoš.
In the late Ottoman reign a smaller quart Panađurište with 7-8 houses
and some other objects waa formed. The main road to Srebrenica passed later
through this area.14
Blacksmithing is one of the most characteristic trades for fairs and
village fairs. Therefore, there were blacksmiths there in the ancient times.
In the late 19th century there was a blacksmith there on c.p.. 1/685 with a
construction site of 50 m2. Fejzaga and minor Avdaga Hadžiselmanagić sons
of Hajji Hasan were the owners.15
At the beginning of Austro-Hungarian rule the old road through
Musala and Panađurište was widened and through them passed the main road
for Bratunac and Zvornik.
Next to that main road, somewhere across the river from the lower part
of Varoš and the mouth of the stream Kiselica, in the late 19th century, there
were numerous houses and other objects.
The following houses were on the west of the road:
1. Kuća na k.č. 62/3 owned by Vaso Jovanović called Jakovljević son
of Jakov. In 1913 it transferred to Tošo and Pero late Vaso’s.
2. A house on c.p. 62/2, of the same owners. Vaso Jovanović called
Jakovljević son of Jakov, and in 1913, Tošo and Pero late Vaso’s.
3. A house on c.p. 61, in 1894 owned by Mara Ostojić married to Jovo
Jovanović called Jakovljević.
4. A house on c.p. 59/2 owned by Simo Zahradnik late Simo’s and
Maria Tropper married to Simo Zahradnik. They obviously came to Srebrenica
somewhat earlier.
In 1894 there were the following houses in Panađurište on the east of
the main road:
14 Rusmir Djedović, Urbani razvoj grada Srebrenice od srednjeg vijeka do početka 20.
stoljeća, Monumenta Srebrenica – istraživanja, dokumenta, svjedočanstva, Knjiga 1,
JU Zavod za zaštitu i korištenje kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog
kantona, Tuzla –Srebrenica, 2012, pp. 63.
15 Cartridge 342...
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5. A house on c.p. 67 owned by Radovan Đaković late Savo’s.
6. A house on c.p. 66/2 owned by Boško and minor Milan Milošević
late Đorđe Milošević’s.16
7. A housing on c.p. 66/3 owned by Boško and minor Milan Milošević
late Đorđe Milošević’s.17
8. A house on c.p. 65/2 owned by: Kristo, minor Staka, Draginja and
Gavro late Cvjetko’s Ristanović, and Janja Jeremić first marriage name
Ristanović married to Nikola Maričić.
9. A house on c.p. 64/3 owned by Mirko Kršić late Josip’s. In 1899
owners were: a widow Paulina, Anna Uhl (Stolac), minors Simo, Gabrijela
and Marija.
10. A house on c.p. 64/2 owned by Mirko Kršić late Josip’s. In 1899
owners were: a widow Paulina, Anna Uhl (Stolac), minors Simo, Gabrijela
and Marija.
11. A house on c.p. 63/2 owned by Mara Mihajlović a widow of
Marijan Petrović.
There were two houses on the corner of the main road and the road to
Kasarna (barracks) probably with service contents for a numerous garison of
the Austro-Hungarian army. Those were the following houses:
12. A house on c.p. 60/1 owned by Ana a minor daughter of late
Adalbend Suh(k)an’s.
13. A house on c.p. 60/2 again owned by Ana a minor daughter of
late Adalbend Suh(k)an’s. In 1912, Josip Susk(h)on owned all and he was a
clerk in the Police Directory in Karakaj. Obviously houses and business were
erected and initiated by a certain Adalbend Suh(k)kan, at the beginning of the
Austro-Hungarian rule.
Kasarna
Probably at the very beginning of its administration, due to the AustroHungarian strategic reasons (close to the border with Serbia, possible incidents
...) they built their barracks in the city of Srebrenica. Whether it was set on
16 Cartridge 368...
17 Cartridge 368...
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the earlier Ottoman one, we do not know, being that the Ottomans used a
fort Doinji grad as a barracks, where we find some buildings in the late 19th
century.
This Kasarna, i.e. the complex of intended buildings and anciliary
objects, was in the place of the present day elementary school. Somewhat
upstream of the houses in Panađurište and on the eastern side of the river
Križevica. A newly built bridge led to it, and it separated from the main road
on the mentioned place with Suh(k)an’s house.
We see from the 1882-1885 Cadatsrial Plans that Kasarna existed in
the first years of the Austro-Hungarian rule. There are objects drawn there and
marked as k. k. Inft. Kasern.18 Anyway, the abbreviation k. k. in German is
translated as Imperial and Royal. The custom was that all the state institutions
in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy carry that prefix.
Due to strategic reasons immediatley after 1878, the Ottoman fortresses
were redecorated along the border (in Zvornik, the eastern Hercegovina:
Trebinje, Bileća, Kalinovik...) an around Sarajeva: a series of the so called
“Pojasnih utvrda“ (belted fortresses).
Those were defensive baracks with surrounding walls. There were
such next to the river Drina, in Zvornik. Višegrad, Vlasenica and maybe in
Srebrenica.
In addition to real military barracks, there were also smaller gendarmerie
and financial barracks in Srebrenica.
We know about Gendarmerie barracks Gend. Ksr.) around Srebrenica:
Vukotin stan, Đurđevac19, Skelani, Vranjkovina, Tegare, Mihaljević (next to
Bratunac)?, Polom, Drinjača. Finacial barracks (Finanz. Ksr.) were: Klotievac,
Skelani, Mihaljević (next to Bratunac), Polom, Drinjača, Milići.20
We know about a number of active soldiers in B&H towns at the turn of
19/20 century. The number of active soldiers in 1895 in the city of Srebrenica
was 128 and in 1910 it was 125. The situation in the neighbouring towns was
18 The Cadastrial Plan from the years mentioned, Cadastre Srebrenica.
19 Azem Kožar, Granica na Drini prema izvještaju Huge Kutschere, administrativnog
direktora Zemaljske vlade za Bosnu i Hercegovinu od 14. 11. 1885. godine, Saznanja 4,
Društvo historičara Tuzla, Odsjek za historiju Filozofskog fakulteta u Tuzli, Tuzla, 2013,
pp. 67.
20 Topographic maps at the turn of 19/20th century, ratio 1:75000.
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as follows: Vlasenica 133 and 260, Zvornik 294 and 498, Višegrad 457 and
785 soldiers.21
It can be concluded that 151 resident of Srebrenica, who originated
from the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and who were recorded in the 1895 list
were also slodiers in Kasarna.22
The complex of Kasarna in Srebrenica in 1894 according to the Land
Registry consisted of the following parcels: c.p. 77 Vojarna with a construction
site and a yard of 4830 m2, c.p. 76/2 a construction site, c.p. 69 a pasture Kod
vojarne, c.p. 70 a garden Kod vojarne and c.p.: 71, 76 and 76/1 a havoc Kod
vojarne, of 80 acres. All was Imperial and Royal military state-owned.23
Military shooting range should also be mentioned, which was then
loacted at the top of a quart Petrič and on c.p. 60/4 a road, probably to Kasarna.
In 1894 parcels 42/5 and 42&6 Vodovod (water supply system) had the
same owner. It means that the state for the needs of Kasarna, and probably that
part of the city, also built water supply system.
Further towards the north, downstream, from Panđurište and Kasarna,
in the late 19th century, were registered parcels on c.p.: 44 and 45/1 Vodica,
75 Vodica, 83 a pasture Ljuta strana, on the east side are: Tupeljevci of 158
acres, 84 a forest Kvarac of over 200 acres, 85/3 a forest Radač of 460 acres,
85/5 Tupeljevci, 86/1 a forest Radač of 460 acres. There are also parcels: 85/5
a forest Tupeljevci of 40 acres, 85/3 a forest Radač of over 90 acres, 86/6 a
pasture Kiselica...
Baratova
A part of Srebrenica with a very old name Baratova i located in the
northern part of the city. In a smaller expansion of the valley of the river
Križevica where a cofluent Kazani (Bajramovićka rijeka in Eng. Bajramovićka
River) flows into it.
In the late 19th century a hill on the east was called Tepelevci and on
the south-east Racel.
21 Ilijas Hadžibegović, Bosanskohercegovački gradovi na razmeđu 19. i 20. stoljeća,
Institut za istoriju Sarajevo, Sarajevo 2004, pp. 317-318
22 The main results of the list in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 22 April 1895, the State
Publishing House, Sarajevo, 1896, pp. 345.
23 Cartridge 266...
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A place name Baratova origintaes form the Middle Ages. A village
under that name near Srebrenica was mentioned in historical sources in 1440.
It was mentioned in a form “villa Boratoue districtus Srebrenize“.24
The name maybe means trade. Namely, a word: barat, baratai, baratija,
is derived from Italian and means to trade, commerce.25
The name at the beginning of the Ottoman rule, the 15/16th century,
may be Bratovo.
In the first three Ottoman lists were recorded settlements Bratovo and
Popovica, that belonged to Srebrenica. In Bratova, it was recorded, monks of
St Mary church had their inheritance. The name Popovica probably originates
from priests’ inherited land.26
It should be noted that very frequently in our sources Bratova is
identified with the later Bratunac, which is situated somewhat on the east on
the Drina River.27
In 1894 in the Land Registry books many parcels named Bratova were
recorded at this locality. Such are parcels on c.p.: 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, all named
Baratova, then c.p. 24 Baratova... Especially large is a parcel on c.p. 23/1 a
forest Baratova with an area of 113 acres and state-owned.
On the northern exit from the city of Srebrenica where from the road
to Potočari and Bratunac separates a road to Zabojna, was an in that was in the
late 19th century plans called Han Bratovo (Bratovo Inn).28

24 Mihajlo Dinić, Za istoriju rudarstva u srednjovjekovnoj Srbiji i Bosni, Srpska akademija
nauka, Posebna izdanja knjiga CCXL, Odeljenje društvenih nauka knjiga 14, Naučna
knjiga, Beograd 1955, pp. 34.
25 Petar Skok, Etimologijski riječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, knjiga I, Jugoslovenska
akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1972, pp. 110-111.
26 Adem Handžić, Dva prva popisa Zvorničkog sandžaka (iz 1519. i 1533. godine),
Akademija nauka i umjetnosti Bosne i Hercegovine Srpska akademija nauka i umetnosti,
Građa, knjiga XXVI, Odjeljenje društvenih nauka, knjiga 22, Sarajevo, 1986, pp. 42.
27 Although there are data from 1600-1604 taht in a village Ljubonić was a crossing, a
feryy across the Drina River. Ljubonić had an income of 5,000 akchas. Nedim Filipović,
Islamizacija u Bosni i Hercegovini, Centar za kulturu i obrazovanje Tešanj, Tešanj, 2005,
pp. 196.
28 Rusmir Djedović, Grad Srebrenica – urbani razvoj od antike do početka 21. stoljeća,
Zbornik radova naučnog skupa Uloga grada i regije u privrednom razvoju i političkom
životu BiH (1851-1995), održanog u Mostaru 2013. godine, Muzej Hercegovine, Mostar,
2014, pp. 211.
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In that place is a crossroad of the road from the main one to the west
along Bajramovićka river (Kazani). In the Ottoman period the road separated
below Han Bratova and crossed the river Križevica with a bridge. It further
went along the right bank of Kazani to Bjelila and from there to old and
important roads from Srebrenica towards the west and south-west.
There were several objects in Bratova in the late 19th century. The
mentioned Han Bratovo, couple of houses and a mill. Those were the following
objects:
1. A house below the crossroad on c.p. 15/2, owned by: minors
Abdurahman and Čima late Abdulah Begović’s, and Nefa married to Hasan
Sejfić and Abdulah’s widow Fatima Siručić.
2. Probably a building of Han Bratovo on c.p. 20 (next to it was a parcel
on c.p. 21 Baratova) in 1894 owned by: Hajji Alija Efendić late Hajji Hasan,
Osman, minors Salih and Mustafa, with 2/9 each and Vasvija with 1/9.29
3. A house on c.p. 23/3 (and parcels 23/2 and 23/5 Baratova) owned by
Sulejman Ademović late Adem’s. In 1895 it transferred to Fatima married to
Sulejman and Haso late Adem’s.30
A house was built downstream on c.p. 16/5?.
Immediately near the inn in the ancient times was also an old mill on
c.p. 20?, and its canal went over a parcel on c.p. 21. There was also a mill
immediately below the mouth of the Kutlevačka river on the western side of
the river Križevica, from Fojhar.
In the late 19th century there were the following lands around Baratova:
c.p. 128 Mala Bojna owned by Arif Muhagić late Hasanaga’s, and further on
Begovići c.p. 97/5 Kazani owned by Began Duraković late Hasan’s c.p. 115
and 51 Racel owned by Aleksa Jovanović late Jovan’s and from 1927 Simo
and daughters. Parcels: c.p. 23/4 Tupeljevci, 27 and 30 Racel, 57/1 and 60/3
Racel. Somewhat upstream is c.p. 25 Ljuta strana.
Further upstream, along the river Križevica is a land Mlinište. The
name points to the existance of at least one mill on the river in the ancient
times. Further are lands Vodica and then Ovaj Panađurište.
On the west is a hill Racel, and some of the parcels in the late 19th
century were on c.p. 92-96 a pasture Racel. Also on c.p.: 115 and 51 Racel
owned by Aleksa Jovanović late Jovan’s, and from 1927, Simo and daughters.
29 Cartridge 349...
30 Cartridge 348...
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Bolnica (in English Hospital)
In 1894, somewhat upstream from Han Bratovo, on the right side of
the river Križevica and the bridge over it on the main road to Bratunac, was
Bolnica (in Eng. Hospital) in Srebrenica. That year the complex of the hospital
consisted of two buildings and other objects. The main building of Bolnica
was also the largest and other object followed. In fron to the main building
was a smaller hospital park.31
In 1894 Bolnica according to the Land Registry consisted of: a building
on c.p. 22/3, a building on c.p. 22/5, and parcel on c.p. 22/4 a garden next to
Bolnica. All was the property of the state.32

Appendix 4. A detail of the Cadastrial Plan of Srebrenica, the late 19th century,
Cadastre Strebrenica.

During the period 1892-1903 the Austro-Hungarian rule built and
opened county (district) hospitals in: Kotor-Varoš, Kladnj, Srebrenica, Cazin,
Livno, Vareš, Gacko, Ključ and Goražde. They were built according to the
type principle and consisted of the main building which housed two patient
rooms for men with 18 beds, two rooms for ladies with 6 beds, one clinic,
one room for operations, one pharmacy, two waiting rooms, one kitchen
and containers, storage, spa rooms and the necessary utility room. Next to
the building there were isolated rooms for patients, and washing and drying
facilities, a disinfectant and special morgue. Next to the hospital was a separate
administrative building and housing for hospital doctors.33
31 This is visible from the Cadastrial Plan from the late 19th century.
32 Cartridge 350...
33 Izet Mašić, Korijeni medicine i zdravstva u Bosni i Hercegovini, pp. 104.

It is known that in 1914 in Bosnia and Herzegovina, there were only
9 of the district hospitals (and Srebrenica) and 14 municipal and Provincial
in Sarajevo. The county hospital in Srebrenica suffered considerable damage
during the First World War 1914-1918.
A well-known traveler Renner when in the 1890-ies passed through
Srebrenica, also noted, “a great hospital at the entrance to Srebrenica (which
no patients yet)“34.
Soločuša
In the late 19th century as the teritorry that according to tradition
belonged to a settlement Srebrenica, in its final noerthern part, from the present
day aspect the situation is very complex. The north-western border of C.M.
Srebrenica went along the river Križevica to the mouth of a stream that flows
from Gniona to Križevica below Orići. Only a land on the left side of the river
Križevica in a bent of the river where the Orcher factory was built belongs to
Srebrenica.
The north-eastern border of C.M Srebrenica in the late 19th century
was a stream Kiselica that developed in Kvarc and flows into Križevica at
today’s Orthodox church. The teritorry of Srebrenica went further north
downstream the river Križevica, as a very narrow belt betwen its riverbed and
the main road to Bratunac, all the was to the maotuh of the stream Soločuša. A
land on the right of the road along a slope of a hill belonged to C.M. Gostilj.
The name Sločuša in the ancient times encompassed the area around
the mouth of the stream with the same name into Križevica (which belonged to
C.M. Gostilj). In the late 19th century there were Han Soločuša, and recently
several houses around the main road near the mouth of the stream. Anyway,
the stream Soločuša starts on the north-western slopes of a smaller mountain
Kvarac.
According to the 1895 list a part of the settlement named Saločuša was
in Gostilj.35 Also according to the 1953 list Soloćuša was in the the settlement
Gostilj.36
34 Herceg-Bosnom uzduž i poprijeko – putovanja Henrika Rennera, Mitrovica, 1900, pp.
224.
35 The main results of the list in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 22 April 1895, the State
Publishing House, Sarajevo, 1896, pp. 346.
36 The contacts of settlements in PRB&H, the state of 12 July 1955, the Statistical Office of
the People’s Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sarajevo 1955, pp. 221.
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The name of this part of the present day Srebrenica was Soločuša or
Soloćuša. Its etymology is unknown so far. Popular belief is that it derived
from solo (in Italian one) and ćuša (in Italian a donkey).
The base is a word sol (in English salt). It is known that from a very
frequent Old Slavic base sol derived numerous toponyms: solila, solina,
slatina...37 Maybe the name has some connection with a name Kiselica (in
English sour) that is nearby.
If we try to place the origin of the name into the Ottoman period,
then a word solak (in Turkish left-handed which is also a characteristic of an
individual).38 Therefore, the last names Solak and Solaković.
The main factor in urban-geographical appearance and development of
this part of Srebrenica was an old Ottoman road and later rearranged AustroHungarian road towards Bratunac. In the late 19th century it was marked as
c.p. 90 Cesta, state-owned. A river next to it was state-owned as c.p. 88 a
stream Križevica.
A modern road from Bratunac to Srebrenica was built from 1881 along
the valley of the river Križevica. An administrative director of the Provincial
Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina Hugo Kuchera in a report from
1885 stated: we are now vigorously working on several bridges and culverts
and I have seen serfs who planed logs. This happened during the District
Commissioner of Srebrenica, Barona Schweigera.39
In 1886 a line Zvornik – Srebrenica for transportation of passengers
was opened.
In the late 19th century in C.M. Srebrenica was registered many lands
named Soločuša. Those were parcels on c.p.: 7/1, 7/2, 7/3, 7/4 and 7/5, all
named Soločuša. They were then between the main road to Bratunace and the
river Križevica, in the final north of C.M. Srebrenica, immediately below Han
Soločuša.

37 Petar Skok, Etimologijski riječnik hrvatskoga ili srpskoga jezika, knjiga III, Jugoslovenska
akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1972, pp. 303-304.
38 Abdulah Škaljić, Turcizmi u srpskohrvatskom-hrvatskosrpskom jeziku, Svjetlost,
Sarajevo, 1985, pp. 560.
39 Azem Kožar, Granica na Drini..., pp. 64.
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Appendix 5.A detail, The Land Registry books for c.m. Srebrenica from 1894,
The Land Registry Srebrenica.

On the south (at the place of the present day football field) were parcels
on c.p.: 7/7, 7/8, 7/9 and 8 named Kamenita luka (in English Stone Port).
Crkva
In the late 19th century, namely in 1894 in the Land Registry books
were registered many object as the ownership of the Serbian Orthodox Church
School District Srebrenica and which were situated in the corner that the river
Križevica and the stream Kiselica close.
That was a parcel on c.p. 13 Crkva with church yard, of 210 m2 and
around it a parcel on c.p. 12 Groblje of 9090 m2. Later was also recorded a
parcel on c.p. 23/1 Tepeljivci a cemetery of 36,300 m2. The Serbian Orthodox
Church School District Srebrenica was the owner of all of the aforementioned.40

Appendix 6. A detail of the Cadastrial Plan of Srebrenica, the late 19th century,
Cadastre Strebrenica.
40 Cartridge 347...
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Across the chruch around the very mouth of Kiselica was then
registered a parcel on c.p. 9 a pasture Kod crkve of 950 m2.
Other buildings surrounding the mentioned one belonged than to the
Serbian Orthodox Church School District Srebrenica. Those were parcels c.p.
10 with an area of 850 m2 with a house and c.p. 11 an arable land named Kod
Hana, of 12,430 m2.41 Those parcels were exactly across the main road from
the church.
From the aforementioned we see that below the church was erected an
inn in the ancient times.
The question of age of this church in Srebrenica is open in science.
We know about other antiques at this site. There were a necropolis of Nosnian
medieval tombstones at the locality Sofre.
We knwo that in the Middle Ages (in 1440) a locality Baratovo
was mentioned, that was in the immediate vicinity. Although this church is
recently called Soločuša, we saw that that place name was further down the
river Križevica, even in Gostilj, in the ancient times.
We also mentioned settlements Bratovo and Popovica, that belong to
Srebrenica, and were mentioned at the beginning of the Ottoman rule. Monks
of St Mary church had inheritance in Bratova. Probably the name Popovica is
derived from priests inherited land.42 About the belief that Bratovo is today’s
Bratunac, we also mentioned a data about the ferry on the Drina River named
Ljubonić, from the beginning of the Ottoman rule.
In the recent literature of the Catholic provenance several medeival
churches in Srebrenica and its surroundings (Sase, Čagalj, Jasenova) were
mentioned.
In the mid-15th century a man from Dubrovnik left a certain amount
of money for the construction Catholic church St Nichola in Čagalj, next to
Srebrenica.43 A place name Čagalj in a settlement Orahovica is known, on
the south-east of Srebrenica, that existed in the late 19th century.44 In the
41 Cartridge 347...
42 Adem Handžić, Dva prva popisa Zvorničkog sandžaka (iz 1519. i 1533. godine),
Akademija nauka i umjetnosti Bosne i Hercegovine Srpska akademija nauka i umetnosti,
Građa, knjiga XXVI, Odjeljenje društvenih nauka, knjiga 22, Sarajevo, 1986, pp. 42.
43 Desanka Kojić-Kovačević, Srednjovjekovna Srebrenica XIV-XV vijek, SANU, Posebna
izdanja knjiga DCLXVIII, Odeljenje istorijskih nauka knjiga 19, Beograd, 2010, pp. 23.
44 Rusmir Djedović, dr. sc. Adib Đozić, Naselja Orahovica, Viogor i Buće kod Srebrenice
– krajem 19. stoljeća, Monumenta Srebrenica, knjiga 5., Zavod za zaštitu i korištenje
kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona, Tuzla-Srebrenica, 2016,
pp. 89.
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immediate vicinity in the settlement were recently discovered foundations of
a church.
A church in Jasenova is also mentioned in recent literature.45 Those are
the ruins of medieval church that were archeologically stated at the locality of
Crkvina in Jasenova.46
A parish Srebrenica in the late 19th century included a town and 15
surrounding villages. A parish church is the church of St Michael Archangel. It
is stated that the old church burnt down and the new one was erected in 1877.47
It probably means that the old church (wooden) burnt down and that the new
one was built in the penultimate year of the Ottoman rule.
It is stated that the Church in Solačuša (Soločuša) of St Michael the
Archangel,was renovated in the 1930-ies. Then, the Church at the cemetery
was built of solid material.48
It can be concluded that the Orthodox Church in a quart Varoš in
Srebrenica, that existed during the period 1882-1885, until 1903, lasted for a
very short time. Therefore, people did not memorise it, and it was not recorded
in document, who it was dedicated.
It seems that the Parish in Srebrenica belonged to Protopresbitarian
Srebrenica in the Dabro-Bosnian Metropolis.49
Further past of the eventual church at this locality is completely open.
There should be researched the time of its construction, its origin, appearance
and dedication.
No međutim, kako danas olako proglašavamo pripadnost i starost
crkvi, čak i onih arheološki konstatovanih a bez naučnih razmatranja, i o ovoj
crkvi imamo različitih mišljenja.
45 Andrija Zirdum, Karta srednjovjekovnih crkava na tlu Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosna
Franciscana, 15,, godiona IX, broj 15, 2001., Sarajevo, Časopis franjevačke teologije,
Sarajevo, pp. 200.
46 Arheološki leksikon Bosne i Hercegovine, tom 3, Sarajevo, 1988, pp. 68. T. Glavaš signed
the data.
47 Šematizam pravoslavne mitropolije i arhidijeceze dabro-bosanske za godinu 1882.
Zemaljska tiskara, Sarajevo, 1882, pp. 64.
48 Željko Teofilović, Pravoslavlje u Srebrenici, Srpska pravoslavna crkvena opština
Srebrenica, Bijeljina, 2010, pp. 124-125
49 Šematizam pravoslavne mitropolije i arhidijeceze dabro-bosanske za godinu 1882.
Zemaljska tiskara, Sarajevo, 1882, pp. 64.
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There are several such examples in Bosnian Podrinje. Archeologically
discovered churches in neighboring settlements: Orahovica, Jasenova,
Staroglavice or somewhat further Mramorak and Rožanj near Zvornik.50
Often for the age and origin a church, folk tradition and even things
without citing sources or informants are used as a credible source. These
alleged tradition often place these churches up to eight centuries in the past
and we know that the more folk tradition goes back in time, the less objective
it is.51 As builders of the church, tradition states rulers who according to
historical sources have never ruled these areas.52
The Ocher Factory
In 1894 the Ocher factory was registered in the Land Registry books
in the final north of Srebrenica.53 It is marked in the topographic map from the
turn of 19/20 century with a symbol of a factory and a mark Fb (factory).
The complex of the Ocher factory in the late 19th century had parcels
on c.p.: 456 the Factory with a construction site and a yard with an area of
8,400 m2, it was later marked as a pasture, and then Luka; 457 a pasture Orići
of 4,350 m2, later a house Luka and 458 a garden Orići 1,050 od m2, later
Luka. It was all state-owned.

50 See more in: Rusmir Djedović, Dr Adib Đozić, Naselja Orahovica,..., pp. 86-87.
51 Željko Teofilović..., str. 40, 43, 115.
52 Edin Mutapčić, Duhovno-vjerske prilike u Srebrenici i okolini u XV stoljeću, Monumenta
Srebrenica – istraživanja, dokumenta, svjedočanstva, Knjiga 5, JU Zavod za zaštitu i
korištenje kulturno-historijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona, Tuzla –
Srebrenica, 2016, pp. 42.
53 Today it is a smaller plateau in the bent of the river Križevica on its left side and
immediately downstream from the football field.
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Appendix 7. The ocher factory in Srebrenica, photo by Renner, the late 19the century.

When, in the late 19th century, traveler Renner passed next to it, he
noted “the state ocher factory“. Further, when he talked about renovated mining
and ore processing, he said “the state ocher factory rejects good income“.54
Renner also brought a photo “the ocher factory in Srebrenica“.55
Objects around it match the situation from the oldest cadastrial plan from the
late 19th century (parcels c.p. 456-458).

Appendix 8. A detail of the Cadastrial Plan of Srebrenica, the late 19th century,
Cadastre Strebrenica.
54 Herceg-Bosnom uzduž i poprijeko – putovanja Henrika Rennera, Mitrovica, 1900, pp.
221.
55 Herceg-Bosnom..., pp. 222.
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Above the Ocher factory on a hill is a part of the settlemnt Fojahr
named Orići.
Downstream the Factory was a mill in the ancient times, and its pit
follows the right side of the river Križevica (on c.p. 7/4).
On a place where from the main road to Bratunac separates the old
road over Likare and Obad for Zalužje, Gradina and Drina was situated an inn
in the ancient times. It was knwon as Han Soločuša (Soločuša Inn) and was
located at the teritorry of Gostilj.
In the late 19th century traveler renner said: “It passes one inn,...
among nicely farmed fields... where there are several houses.“56
Conclusion
In previous discussions, we see that the northern part of the territory
of Srebrenica has many antiques and a long tradition of population. Since the
Middle Ages, throughout the Ottoman period..
The main factor of the population of Srebrenica was the main road to
Bratunac and Zvornik. Especially sites for trade, crossroads and inns.
It is possible that since the Middle Ages in Baratova and around the
mouth of the creek Kiselica into the river Križevica, there were some religious
content.
It should be pointed out that the site Panađurište, where from the
Middle Ages, through the Ottoman period, until lately fairs, village fairs were
held.
During the Ottoman period in Panađurište was formed a smaller quart
and Baratova was also populated. With important road to the north from
Čaršija in Srebrenica, at short distances, there were inns (inns for travelers).
Such were Baratova’s Inn, the inn at the mouth of Kiselica and Soloćuša’s Inn.
It talks about its importance and frequency.
With the arrival of Austro-Hungarian rule this part of the city of
Srebrenica started experiencing the biggest changes. Immediately after 1878
and before 1894, the Austro-Hungarian state built from Čaršija, along the main
road important public facilities. It first updated the road and built a military
barracks. Then, the Ocher factory, hospital and water supply system. Other
supporting facilities and service were also developed.
56
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Herceg-Bosnom..., pp. 219.

A detailed overview and analysis of Panađurište, Baratova and
Soloćuša, we see that in 1894 they included the following:
Panađurište: Old fair (village fair), Kasarna, 14 houses, at least
one blacksmith, other services related to the fair and barracks, water supply
system, the main... Service for the needs of garrison in Kasarna developed
enterpreteurs from abroad: Zahradnik, Kršić, Suh(k)an.
Baratova: the inn, several houses, Bolnica, the main road with the
crossroad, mills...
road...

Soločuša: the Church, inns, cemetery, the Ocher factory, the main

In recent years, these parts of Srebrenica have experienced more
intense urban-geographical development.57 On the nort-east of the mouth of
the stream Kiselica, recently developed a whole settlement Vidikovac.
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SETTLEMENTS PUSMULIĆI (WITH JASENOVA) AND
ČIČEVAC(WITH PRIBIĆEVAC) NEAR SREBRENICA
IN THE LATE 19TH CENTURY

Summary
Settlements Pusmulići (with Jasenova) and Čičevac (with Pribićevac)
are situated in the south and south-east part of Srebrenica. In the late 19th
century Pusmulići with Jasenova are mainly inhabited by Muslims and
Čičevac with Pribićevac by Orthodox population. There are numerous
antiques that testify about settlements in the distant past. The most significant
social and historic, urban and geographic, ownership, demographic and
geneaologic characteristics, as well as the overview of the development of
these settlements, are given in this paper. Detailed urban and geographic
and ownership characterictics of these settlements in the late 19th century
are specially analyzed. In the paper were mostly used so far unused sources
of Austro-Hungarian origin, land registry books and cadastral plans from the
late 19th century.
Key words: Pusmulići, Jasenova, Čičevac, Pribićevac, the late 19th
century, Srebrenica.
Introduction
Settlements Pusmulići with Jasenova and Čičevac with Pribićevac
are located on the southern and south-eastern side of the town of Srebrenica.
Except for Jasenova, which is a bit farther away, the territory of the other
settlements directly rest on the territory of Srebrenica. Those are relatively
small settlements and are described in detail in the paper.
All the settlements are located in the predominantly hilly and
mountainous area. Pusmulići are generally at an altitude of 530 (the quart
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Pusmulići) to 670 meters (Vlanići) and Čićevac 600 (Jelići) to 830 meters
(Biljeg). Jasenova is at slightly higher altitude, from 840 to 910 meters and
Pribičevac at the highest, from 920 to 950 meters.
The ancient times
Due to the proximity of Srebrenica, an old mining and urban center
and due to the old and important roads, settlements Pusmulići with Jasenova
and Čičevac with Pribićevac, have probably been inhabited since the ancient
times.1 Mostly material traces in the cemeteries of medieval tombstones
testify about safe and significant population of the area in the Middle Ages.
In addition to several necropolis in the neighboring village of Orahovica, it
is also known necropolis in the village Čičevac. At one site in Biljeg, in the
yard of a house there is a solitary tombstone-shaped as a ridge with a motif of
the circle (sun).2 A toponym Biljeg itself marks the spot where folk tradition
recognizes tombstones.3
Next to Pribićevac at the hill on the locality of Šarampo, there is a
necropolis with 23 tombstones (16 chests and 7 gables).4 Recently during one
research there have been observed 3 tombstones, one gable-shaped and two
plate-shaped.5
Something to the east of Pribičevac the above mentioned research
states an unknown necropolis with tombstones. The necropolis on the west of
Stožersko, at the location of Bijeli kamen, near the road for Pribičevac has 36
tombstones, 8 gables, 10 columns, 4 chests, 1 plate and 13 amorphous forms.
Next to the necropolis is a Muslim cemetery. It has not been registered yet.6
1

2
3

4
5
6
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This is also corroborated by recently discovered foundations of a late antique church
with Roman tombstones on the hill Borovac in Orahovica, directly on the western side of
Pusmulići. The assumption is that the church was abandoned before the beginning of 18th
century because a skeleton with a coin from that period was found on the foundations.
This information can be found on the Internet as a result of preliminary archaeological
research (http://www.esrebrenica.ba/turizam)
Šefik Bešlagić, Stećci kataloško-topografski pregled, Veselin Masleša, Sarajevo, 1971,
pp. 235.
On toponyms in the vicinity and which point to the necropolis, see more in: Rusmir
Djedović, Adib Đozić, Naselja Orahovica, Viogor i Buće kod Srebrenice – krajem
19. stoljeća, Monumenta Srebrenica, knjiga 5., Zavod za zaštitu i korištenje kulturnohistorijskog i prirodnog naslijeđa Tuzlanskog kantona, Tuzla-Srebrenica, 2016, pp. 88.
Šefik Bešlagić, Stećci...., pp. 235. He states that the data were collected by Jusuf Hasić,
a famous researcher of Srebrenica’s past. It happened y half a century ago.
Sead Jahić, Stećci na području Srebreničko-bratunačkog kraja i mogućnosti njihove
valorizacije u turizmu, Master paper defended at the Department of Geography at the
Faculty of Science and Mathematics, December 2012, pp. 59.
Sead Jahić, Stećci na području Srebreničko..., pp. 58.

In the final western part of Pusmulići, towards Orahovica, there is also
a necropolis at the locality Ćetenište at the altitude of 680 meters, that is on
the south-western side of the elevation Živkovo brdo (780 meters). There are
11 tombstones in the necropolis and 10 are in the shape of chest and one in the
shape of gable.7

The locality Crkvište in Jasenova today (Photo by Rusmir Djedović)

In Jasenova in the late 19th century was registered a locality named
Crkvište.8 This locality is on the plateau, on the north of elevation Vrh and at
circa 800 m. The locality is above the Zeleni Jadar river valley. Recently it is
under the forest in the sharp bend of a new asphalt road. It the late 19th century
it was listed as a pasture on c.p. 363 named Crkvište with an area of 17.600
m2.9
This site is listed as an archeological. It is called: Crkvine, Jasenova,
Srebrenica: Medieval Church. In the area covered by trees there are some
ruins, probably church. The late middle ages.10
7
8

Sead Jahić, Stećci na području Srebreničko..., pp. 70.
The name written the was very similar to Brkvište. But, that would be very unusual
toponym.
9 Cartridge 66, Bosnian-Herzegovinian land erar, The Land Registry books for c.m.
Pusmulić from 1894, Land registry Srebrenica.
10 Archeological lexicon of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Vol. 3, Sarajevo, 1988, pp. 68. The
data were signed by T. Glavaš.
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According to some beliefs, there was a town, or a fort in the Middle
Ages at the site that dominates on the south-eastern above Srebrenica (elevation
956m). 11 Those ruins were marked on the site in some topographic maps.12
Between the city of Srebrenica and Pribićevac there was a site thta was
in the late 19th century called Grad. Immediatley around the site Grad, there
are toponyms: Karšija, Vodenica, Olovine, Majdan, Kinštica.
During the Middle Ages stellements Pusmulić with Jasenova and
Čičevac with Pribićevac belonged to old and large Bosnian region Osat. During
the 13/14 centuries around neighbouring towns-forts: Srebrenik, Kličevac i
Šubin, were formed parishes – districts: Srebrenica, Kličevac (Trebotić) and
Šubin.
Southern, higehr parts of the settlements in the 15th century were
situated in the late medieval parish and Ottoman anhiye Osat. Then in Osat
were registered its utmost northern settlements Dolnji Jadar with Jasenova and
Gornji Jadar. These settlements encompassed the valley of the river Zeleni
Jadar in the later settlements Pusmulići with Jasenova and Čičevac, as well as
their higher southern parts.
Therefore, large settlements Dolna Jadra under the other name Jasenova
were mentioned with 55 houses and income of about 10,000 akchas, Gorna
Jadra with 50 houses and income of over 12,000 akchas.13In Osat were then
settlements on the south of these: Ljeskovik, Karino, Šljivica.
The northern lower part f settlements Pusmulići and Čičevac, closer to
the town of Srebrenica in the 16th century belonged to the nahiye Srebrenica.
Among others, in the locality were mentioned mezras Gornja and Dolnja
Kozina or Jakov, that were farmed by commoners in Srebrenica.
In 1533 Kozlin and in 1548 Dolnji Kozlin were mentioned. There were
3 houses then (2 Muslim and 1 non-Muslim), summer cottage and several
lands farmed by population of the city of Srebrenica. In 1533 Gornji Kozlin
was also mentioned with 4 houses and in 1548 Jakov or Gornji Kozlin. There
were 13 houses then 7 Muslim and 6 non-Muslim. There were a storage
and lands farmed by residents of Srebrenica. A mezra Dolnji Kozlin had the
11

For example, Željko Teofilović, Pravoslavlje u Srebrenici, Srpska pravoslavna crkvena
opština Srebrenica, Bijeljina, 2010., pp. 19. There were mentioned: Vrh Karaula (956 m)
with ruins of a beutiful medieval town with two towers that was believed to be the town
of “Prokleta Jerina (Cursed Jerina)“.
12 For example, a topographic map ratio 1:50000, section Zvornik 4, Military and geographic
institute Belgrade, based on the preamble from 1932.
13 Ahmet Aličić, Sumarni popis sandžaka Bosna iz 1468/69. godine, Islamski kulturni
centar Mostar, Mostar, 2008, pp. 43-44.
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income of 1,300 akchas as well as a mezra Jakov under the other name Gornji
Kozlin, also 1,300 akchas.14
They were surely located near Srebrenica. They could not be ubicated.15
There is a belief, since handžić could not ubicate Gornja and Donja Kozina,
that that was Kožlje, today’s part of Čičevac.16
In the 16th century was also mentioned the name of a part of town
of Srebrenica as a quart Pišni/Pišti voda with only one household and mezra
Pribićevac in the nahiye Srebrenica.17 Later the site Pišti voda existed between
Srebrenice (a quart Petrića) and Pribićevac. In the late 19th century a forest
named Pribićevac and Pištivoda had an are of 491 acres.
In the 15th century existed a significant settlement Turija in Šubin.
Somewhat before 1476 in that settlement a market day was also held. Also,
settlelemnts Špat and G. Špat belonged to Šubin, a topnyms originate from
mining.18 Turija and Špat were the utmost western settlements of the nahiye
Šubin towards Srebrenica.
Between the 16/17th centuries the following were mentioned: Dolnji
Jadar, belonged to Osat, with 31 house, 20 Muslim with heritages and 11
non-Muslim with heritages. The first registered Muslims were: Memi son of
Hasan, Kurd son of Ahmed and non-Muslims: Stipan son of Pavle, Tomaš son
of Pavjan, and one of heirtages was owned by Mehmed son of Pavko.19 The
list organizers claimed that it was probably Jadar a part of Pusmulići.20
There was also an estate of Mehmed Čelebi’s son Ahmed Bey, lands
also known as Makoja son of Hranisav and Rajina owned by his son Abdi
Čelebi in a village Jadar, then owned by Idris, a steward of Herzegovinian
Sandjak Bey, belonged to Osat.
14 Adem Handžić, Dva prva popisa Zvorničkog sandžaka (iz 1519. i 1533. godine), Akademija
nauka i umjetnosti Bosne i Hercegovine Srpska akademija nauka i umetnosti, Građa, knjiga
XXVI, Odjeljenje društvenih nauka, knjiga 22, Sarajevo, 1986, pp. 24 and 80.
15 Adem Handžić, Dva prva popisa Zvorničkog..., pp. 24.
16 Alija Suljić, Stanovništvo i naselja općine Srebrenica – antropogeografska monografija,
Geografsko društvo Tuztlanskog kantona i Narodna i univerzitetska biblioteka „Derviš
Sušić“ Tuzla, Tuzla, 2011, pp. 165.
17 Nedim Filipović, Islamizacija u Bosni i Hercegovini, Centar za kulturu i obrazovanje
Tešanj, Tešanj, 2005, pp. 197 and 202.
18 Adem Handžić, Dva prva popisa Zvorničkog..., pp. 41 and 86.
19 Grupa autora, Opširni popis Bosanskog sandžaka iz 1604. godine, sv. II, Bošnjački
institut Sarajevo, Orijentalni institut Sarajevo, Sarajevo, 2000, pp. 595.
20 Grupa autora, Opširni popis Bosanskog..., pp. 621.
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At the turn of the 16/17 century, a village Gornji Jadar was also in the
vicinity, then a storage of Memija son of Gazija, known as Vukolić’s land near
the village Jadar.21
A mezra named Veselović and Radas with 8 houses, was near a village
Dolnji Jadar and was used by Abdi son of Mehmed, then owned by Redžepa son
of Jahja, belonged to Osat.22 In the second half of the 15th century were maybe
mentioned Vučina Veselić and Obrad Veselić sites.23 In the late 19th century,
in the northern, higher part of Jasenova were found lands named Veselović.
Probably a trace of former mezra with the same name.
The existance of
villages Donji and Gornji Jadar during the 17th, and at the beginning of 18th
century, stetes the data that in 1711 were mentioned: Dolnji Jadar in Osat,
as an estate of Osman with an income of 2,200 akchas per year.24 The fact
that the old settlement Jasenova sometimes encompassed also the area on the
north of valley of Zeleni Jadar point that a larger complex of land in the part
of Pusmulići, Pahroć, named Podjasen. In the late 19th century, parcels named
Podjasen on c.p.: 90/3, 92,141, 142,143, 144, 145 were found Bujakovići and
Kiprova in the mountainous area, parts of neighbouring settlement Orahovica
that from the end of 19th century belonged to the settlement Orahovica, could
have been a separate settlement in the ancient times.25
There are numerous toponyms in settlelemnts Pusmulić with Jasenova
and Čičevac with Pribićevac that point to old settlements, population and their
activities. Toponyms on former settlelements are: Selišta, Starina, Baština (in
Jelići), Kulača (on the west of Mala Turija, reminds of the existence of a
tower), Gradovo selište, Podkućnice, Stara kuća, Nadkućnice, Premakuća.
Especially significant is the name of a land Selište in the valley of Jadar.
Toponyms that point to former idnustrial activities were: Viništa and
Vinogradište (between Pusmulići and Podgajnica, talk about old viticulture),
Guvno, Solila (in Jelići), Močilo (in Kožlje), Podjaz (ponits to a mill), Stupače
(in Bukova glava), Banjevac, Banjac. Very rare toponym Iskritijevac in
Jasenova, today is pronounced as Škritjevac.
Toponyms that point to old, and in the late 19th century extinct population
are numerous. Toponyms from residents from the 15th and 16th century are:
21 Grupa autora, Opširni popis Bosanskog..., pp. 622.
22 Grupa autora, Opširni popis Bosanskog..., pp. 596.
23 Aladin Husić, Trebotić i utvrda Kličevac u vrijeme osmanske vladavine, Anali Gazi
Husrev-begove biblioteke, knjiga XXI-XXII, Sarajevo, 2003, pp. 121.
24 Vladislav Skarić, Popis bosanskih spahija iz 1123 (1711), Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja
u Bosni i Hercegovini, XLII, sveska 2. Sveska za historiju i etnografiju, Sarajevo, 1930,
pp. 30.
25 Rusmir Djedović, dr. sc. Adib Đozić, Naselja Orahovica..., pp. 107.
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Pribićevac (after Pribić), Veselović, Benino selo (a frequent toponym after
some Beno in Podrinje), Gradovo selište (above a quart Pusmulići), Gjura
(Đura) a village (on the north-west of Pusmulići), Ljubisavljevići (today
Ljubisavić), Vlanići, Rađeva glavica (in Čičevac).
A folk tradition also recognizes some significant residents from the
ancient times. The names of lands after owners from the ancient times are:
Lamidov brijeg in Vlanići, Gamberovo guvno in Kožlje, Živkovo brdo.
A“Bogomil“ Živko lived on Živkovo brdo.26
The data on Živko states that the mentioned residents truly have
historical confirmation. Namely, at the turn of 16/17 century a certain Husein
onwed an estate (a medieval estate) in a sttlement Jadar. He was a son of
Dragojlo who was a son of a certain Živko.27 In the late 19th century and
today, above the valley of river Zeleni Jadar, in Pusmulići, there was a forest
and a hill named Živkovo brdo (Živko›s Hill).
There are also toponyms after old Muslim residents that lived there in
the 17th and 18th century. Those were: Hamzići (near Pusmulići), Kadina luka,
Horina podkućnica and Ćatića ravan (in Pribićevac), Ćatina luka, Jašarova
luka, Ajkina njiva (in Podgajnica), Mejrušina (near Pusmulići).
The area of today’s Pusmulići with Jasenova and Čičevac with
Pribićevac was, during 17th and 18th centuries, exposed to various sufferings
and migrations. It also knows the preserved tradition. Muslims were sometime
before in Čičevac in Benino selo (Beno’s Village) and had a mosque there.
There were old housings in several places in Jasenova and its remains are
preserved until today. A total of 19 foundations are visible in the land Sijerak,
and in Jezerište 9 foundations. Both settlements are in the western part of
Jasenova.28 Surley toponyms Simono brdo (Simo’s Hill) and Petrov dol
(Peter’s Valley) in Čičevsko brdo (Čičevac’s Hill) are from the more recent
period.
There are old cemeteries in the settlements. One of the oldest and
largest is in Jasenova. The oldest and largest cemetery in Jasenova is the one
near Iskritijevac, with an area of 5 acres with old Muslim tombstones. The
Muslim cemetery is from the Ottoman period. There are even today several
Muslim tombstones. Many Muslim graves are recognizable bordered with
stone edging, obviously family one. In one larger frame are found 9 Muslim
graves. There is a recess in a cemetery, approximately 7x6m, towards southeast, as well as frames. It is to be assumed that a mosque was located there.
26 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić (born in 1946), Jasenova, 12 May 2017.
27 Grupa autora, Opširni popis Bosanskog..., pp. 595.
28 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
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The cemetry is not active for more decades. It is called Bijela livada (White
Meadow) today. It was named after Bilal Suljić from Pusmulići. On the east
of Jasenova there is an old Muslim cemetery from the ottoman period. In
the late 19th century there were many Muslim cemeteries in Pusmulići. Also,
there were Orthodox cemeteries in Čičevac. Especially, there were old Muslim
cemeteries in Pribićevac.
Old roads
An important factor of development of settlements in this area is the
existence of very old roads. From Srebrenica from the Middle Ages through
the Ottoman period lead towards the south and south-east significant roads
and their branches.
One important road from Srebrenica towards the south leads via
Čičevac. It starts from the center of the town of Srebrenica (Trg, Čaršija),
via quarts Skender and Petrič. It climbs from there near old cemetery Uščina
bašča (Ušča’s Garden) via slope to a reef between Rajne and Jelići. There
fits a branch that comes from the north via a reef of a hill Bojna (that raod is
called Drum, and one can come to it from Čaršija from Hrid). There a branch
separates towards the south-west.
It came down via slope to the mouth of creek from Orahovica to the
Pusmulićka River. On From there it climbed to a hill near Podgajnica and
further to a slight saddle between Orahovica and Zeleni Jadar valley. There are
numerous antiques. Several old cemeteries and a necropolis with tombstones.
Recently traces of old building were discovered nearby, presumably church
foundations. Also toponyms near it speak about the significance of the road.
Under the name Drum on c.p. 265/1 and 266 and Vratca on c.p. 283/3.29
From the mentioned mouth one branch goes towrds a quart Pusmulići,
thorugh Crvena ravan and Vlaniće and via saddle in Ćatina luka comes down
to a valley of Zeleni Jadar. Furhter it goes upstream below Banjevac to old
crossroad in Selišta.
The route of the main road still goes to the south along the ridge over
Kožlje. There was a tavern back in the ancient times (in the late 19th century
there is a name Kod menahe (Near the Tavern) in a map).30 The route further
goes between Vrhovi (Čičevac) and Ljubisavljevići (Pusmulići) and slightly
goes down (nex to Pogledala) into the valley of Zeleni Jadar. On a land Selišta,
near the mouth of the Jasenovačka River passes Zeleni Jadar. There seems
29 Rusmir Djedović, dr. sc. Adib Đozić, Naselja Orahovica..., pp. 94.
30 In Kožlje 50 years ago was located Radomirova mehana (Radomir’s Tavern).
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to exist a bridge from the ancient times, because we find it in the 1882-85
Cadastral Plan. The site is referred as Gaz. There is an important crossroad
since the ancient times.
From the valley of Zeleni Jadar the route of this old road climbs
towards the south-east along the slope of a big hill Nesmotar (944 m). There is
a crossroad at the plateau Tržakovac, at cca. 920 m altitude. The main branch
goes further towards the south-west, above the settlement Karačići and further
towards the crossing on the Drina River (Skelani) and the other one towards
the sout, over the settlement Ljeskovik, again to the crossing over the Drina
River near Klotijevac. A famous inn called Han Nesmotar is there since the
ancient times.31 Around the inn and crossroad the trade has been present since
forever, therefore the site is called Tržakovac.
Very important road goes from Srebrenica to the south-west and
the crossing over the Drina River. This road in the Middle Ages and the
Ottoman period32 went from Čaršija, along the slope next to the fort Donji
grad, across the quart Grad and above the slope next to the medieval town and
later Ottoman fort Srebrenik. It climbs along the slope near Karaula (Kula)
and to the plateau Pribićevac.
The main road route goes further towards the south-east. There is an
old cemetery immediately on the left. Then the road goes across Ćatića varan
(the Ćatić’s Meadow), and on the track for Skenderovići there is also an old
cemetery. The route on that part is called Drum, as people used to call all old
and important roads. It goes along the slope over Gorica, and a bit before
Brežanski han (Brežanski Inn) goes a branch towards an old town Šubin.
Further the route goes along the slope, next to Mavraking han (Mavraka’s
Inn), further next to Tokoljak towards Skelani and important and old crossing
over the Drina River. An all the way towards the south-east.33
The tranvers on the previous two, leads to the crossing over the Drina
River between Tegare and Fakovići, and along the slope above Moćevići, and
between Dimnići and Stožersko, and comes from the east to Pribićevac. There
are also numerous antiques there: elevations Gradac and Gradina between
Moćevići, Brezovica and Magudovići, until the so far unknown necropolis
between Pribićevici and Stožersko. There are also toponyms Klanac and
Hambarišta.
31 In Tržakovac the Sejdinović family from Jasenova kept Nesmotar han (Nesmotar Inn).
It was there until the WW 1, when they moved to Jasenova. The first one was Avdo
Sejdinović with his sons: Jusuf, Šemso and Ibrahim. The saying of Emin (Ibrahim)
Bektić.
32 It is probably on the route of even older road from the ancient times.
33 This old and important road deserves special research.
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Coles to Šarampovo old roads from Špat, Sase and Gradina meet there.
That part is called Drum as well, and a field ispod Druma (Below Drum). There
isa necropolis between Šarampovo and the road. Next to Pribićevac Inn zthis
crossing goes to already described imrpotant road from Srebrenica to Skelani.
From Ćataića ravan along slopes, next to Mala Turija the road goes down to
the valley of Zeleni Jadar. Next to this route is also an old toponym Kriva
Kaldrma, recored in the 19th century. At the site Gaz, next to the mentioned
crossroad in Selišta, it crosses the river and climbs along the slope between
Jasenovačka rijeka and Kladnji potok (Kladnji Creek) to Jasenova. It goes
next to a site Crkvište and above Jasenova goes to Djedovac česma (Djedovac
Fountain) or Djedovac bunar (Djedovac Well).
Folk tradition knows about this road. Old roads went through Jasenova.
An old route from the Drina River, across Pribićevac, near Crkvište, through
Jasenova to Djedova česma and further to a mountain Javor. There was na
old road from Podgore to Ljeljen dol (Ljeljen Dale).34 The road goes across
Ljeljen dol and Posravna to the plateau of the mountain Javor and meets the
network of old known roads from Podrinje to Žepa, Sarajevo and Višegrad. A
branch from Jasenova goes to Ljeskovik, and further over the described road
to the Drina River.

One of the stone gutters/faucet Djedovac česma (fountain) (Photo by Hasan Čalić)

An old built well was on Djedovac. Djedovac česma had 9 decorated
stone gutters. One was brought from Emin’s house to Jasenova ( a stone 90
cm long, and 22 cm wide, a gutter 6 cm wide). There was also a stone river
34 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
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(120x40 cm), that was brought to Podgajnica, a hamlet of Pusmulići, next to
Salčinovići.35
Pusmulići – urban-geographical characteristics in the late 19th
century
The settlement Pusmulići is located in the upper river basin of
Pusmulićke river. Across parts of Orahovica, Raina and Debelo brdo, it leans
from the south on the city of Srebrenica. The very name itself Pusmulići is
relatively old, because we find it regularly find in sources (documents, lists,
maps and planns) in the late 19th century. As a short-term there was the name
Pusmulići for the largest quart of the whole settlement.
It probably originates from the 17th or 18th century from the last name
Mulić of older class of populatino from the are, because there was no trace of
the last name Pas/mulić in the late 19th century. It is unknown what the prefix
“Pas“ means. In older sources (from the late 19th century) it is referred as
Pasmulić and later as Pasmulići.
The settlement Pusmulići (with Jasenova), left the ottoman period as
a small and there were only 6 houses with 11 flats in both of parts. In 1879
there lived 67 people, and all are listed as Muslims.36 In 1885 there were in
Pusmulići (Pušmulić) 15 houses and flats and 126 people. A total of 95 were
Muslims and 31 Orthodox, 20 peasant and 5 serfs.37
In the late 19th century, according to the 1885 list a unique settlement
Pusmulić had two parts, Pusmulić and Jasenova. There were 15 houses (4
uninhabited) in the settlement, 107 people, 85 Muslims and 22 Orthodox.
According to economic characteristics there were then in Pusmulići: 8 free
framers with 44 relatives, 7 serfs and free farmers with 48 relatives all engaged
in farming.38
A unique settlement named Pusmulići in the late 19th century consisted
of two large parts. Pusmulići, as the northern part of the unique settlement
and practicaly was considered as a separate settlement named Pusmulići. It
consisted of several smaller parts, and the largest was then almost formed
35 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
36 Štatistika miesta i pučanstva Bosne i Hercegovine, C. I kr. vladina tiskarna, Sarajevo,
1880, pp. 95.
37 Štatistika mjesta i žiteljstva Bosne i Hercegovine po popisu naroda 1. maja 1885.,
Zemaljska štamparija, Sarajevo, 1886, pp. 154-155.
38 The main results of a list in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 22 April 1895, The state
printing house, Sarajevo, 1896, pp. 352-353.
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smaller quart, again named Pusmulići. A detailed overview of urban and
geographic characteristics of the settlement Pusmulići, that is both of its parts
(Pusmulići and Jasenova) will be given as follows.
Pusmulići
In the late 19th century, Pasmulići within the frame of this definition
consisted of the following: Pusmulići (a quart), Podgajnica, Pahroč, Crvena
ravan and Vlanići. There were no houses in the valley of Zeleni Jadar then.
Pusmulići (a quart)
The northernmost and lowest part of the settlement Pusmulići is a place
(at cca. 450 m) where two streams flow in Pismulićka river, one from a quart
Pusmulići and the other from Orahovica. Due to a toponym Vodenica, that
appeared in the oldest topographic maps of the place, it is assumed that there
were a mill on Pismulićka river below Pusmulići from the ancient times.39 The
mill below Pusmulići was owned by the Suljić family, and it stopped working
after the WW 2. 40
Below a smaller quart Pusmulići were two Muslim cemeteries in the
ancient times. It the late 19th century they were listed on c.p. 34 Groblje, with
an area of 730 m2 and 36/3 Groblje with an rea of 1.100 m2. They were both
public property then. Also a forest 21/1 Kosica with 160 acres around these
cemeteries was public property.41
We see from the oldest cadatsral plans from the late 19th century
that there was a smaller quart there as one traditional urban and geographic
whole.42 There was a smaller Muslim cemetery in the very center of the quart
back in the ancient times. It was a parcel on c.p. 3/4 Groblje, with an area of
110 m2.43 The overview of the earliest known inhabitants of Pusmulići is given
in the text below.
1. On c.p. 1/1 a housing with a yard and a house on No. 1 in 1894 was
owned by: Alija, Hasan and Mahmut Ademović late Adem’s with 1/6 each,
Arif Ibrahimović late Ibrahim’s with 1/9, Šerif and Mehmed Ibrahimović
39
40
41
42

Rusmir Djedović, Adib Đozić, Naselja Orahovica..., pp. 101.
The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
Cartridge 66, Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar...
The 1882-85 Cadastral Plans, ratio 1:6.250 and 1. 3.125, for c.p. Pusmulić, Cadastre
Srebrenica.
43 Cartridge 66,Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar...
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late Ibrahim’s with 7/45 each and Kada neé Ibrahimović married to Osman
Nuhanović from Sulica with 7/90.
In 1896 Mahmut’s part went to: minor Ibiš and minor Omer, Rahima
and Zada Ademović late Mahmut’s and Merka his widow. In 1899 it went
from Alija to minor: Rašid, Mujo and Salih (Sabit) Ademović and Zulfa neé
Idrizović his widow and in 1907 Adem, Zejna Ademović late Hasan’s and
Emina married name Sinanović? in Zalužje were mentioned.44
2. In the late 19th century on ½ a housing with a house on No. 2
owned the same people: Alija, Hasan and Mahmut Ademović late Adems
with 1/6 each, Arif Ibrahimović late Ibrahim’s with 1/9, Šerif and Mehmed
Ibrahimović late Ibrahim’s with 7/45 each and Kada neé Ibrahimović married
to Osman Nuhanović from Sulica with 7/90, and their successors were the
same as in the previous case.45
They also owned parcels on c.p. 3/1 a yard near a Muslim cemetery, 3/5
an orchard Korov, 9 abover a house, 11 next to water. Also, parcels: 8,99,100
Mekota, 16, 17 Zabrdnica, 51,52 Viništa, 53/2 Mejrušina, 55 Gjura selo, 71,72
Vinogradište, 77,78 Zaglavica, 98 Luka, 130,131 Gradovo selište, 135,151,152
Pahrac (a total of 55 acres), 219 Banjac, 220,222,223 Banjevac...46
Here we see that last names Ademović and Ibrahimović originate from
the end of Ottoman rule. In fact, the founders of those families Adem and
Ibrahim lived in the first half and the middle of the 19th century. Since their
children in the late 19th century shared the same land and houses were next
to each other, they were probably the next of kin and families Ademović and
Ibrahimović have the common origin. Their last name from the ancient times
is so far unknown.
3. In 1894 onwers of the third house in the quart Pusmulići on c.p. 2/2
a housing with a house on No. 3 were numerous: Meho, Ahmet, Osman and
Hamid Suljić late Suljo’s with 57/459 each, minor Šema and Meva late Bilal’s
Suljić47 with 16/459 each, Behara neé Ferhatović first married to Suljić and
then to Halil Halilović from Pobuđe with 595/31212 each, minors: daughter
Bejta with 7/340, Šaban nd Smajo late Begto’s Suljić with 7/170 each, Mejra
neé Čimić first married to Suljić then married to Huso Boro from Osmače
with 1/68, minors: Salko, Jakub and Avdo late Avdo’s Suljić with 7/204 each,
44 Cartridge 1, The Land Registry books for c.m. Pusmulić from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
45 Cartridge 1...
46 Cartridge 2...
47 According to this Bilal was named a field “Bilalova livada (Bilal’s Field)“next to
Iskritijevac in Jasenova next to an old Muslim cemetery.
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Javrija neé Hodžić a widow of Avdo Suljić with 1/68, Rahima neé Suljić
married to Mušan Mandžić from Ljeskovik with 113/1836, minor Suljo son
of Salko Memčić from Ljeskovik... Merka a minor daughter of Salko Memčić
from Ljeskovik with1/136, Hadžira neé Memčić married to Osman Čumurović
from Osmače with 1/136, Salko Memčić late Memčo’s from Ljeskovik with
1/102, minor Hasan late Osman’s Hodžić from Zaklopače with 4/153, minor
Rahima also with 2/153, Merka neé Smajlović married to Muharem Omić
from Pusmulići with 1/9, Pemba neé Smajlović married to Halil Halilović
from Sućeska with 1/9 and Safija neé Smajlović married to Mustafa Gutić from
Zalužje with 1/9. In 1895 Behara Halilović’s part went to minors: Ibrahim,
Šehro and Ćamil, Osman Suljić’s children.48
4. On c.p. 2/3 a housing with a house on No. 4 was owned by: Meho,
Ahmet, Osman and Hamid Suljić late Suljo’s with 57/459 each, minor Šema
and Meva late Bilal’s Suljić with 16/459 each, Behara neé Ferhatović first
married to Suljić then married to Halil Halilović from Pobuđe with 595/31212,
minors: daughter Bejta with 7/340, Šaban and Smajo late Begto’s Suljić. The
further are as the previous ones.49
5. In the late 19th century on c.p. 3/3 a housing with a yard and a house
on No. 6 was owned by: Meho, Ahmet, Osman and Hamid Suljić late Suljo’s
with 57/459 each, minor Šema and Meva late Bilal’s Suljić with 16/459 each,
Behara neé Ferhatović first married to Suljić then married to Halil Halilović
from Pobuđe with 595/31212, minors: daughter Bejta with 7/340, Šaban and
Smajo late Begto’s Suljić. The further are as the previous ones.50
Previous owners also owned parcels: 2/1, 3/6 an orchard below a
house, 2/5 yard, 12/1 Husejnagina bašča (Husejn Bey’s Garden).51 The same
owners also, usually from Pusmulići, in the late 19th century, owned some
lands in the neighbouring Orahovica.52
In the late 19th century here we found the numerous family Suljić. It
seems that ancestor Sulejman called Suljo, lived at the run of 18/19th century
and in the first half of the 19th century. One third of all three houses inherited
daughters Smajlović. It points to the common origin of families Suljić and
Smajlović.
48
49
50
51
52
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Cartridge 3...
Cartridge 3...
Cartridge 6...
Cartridge 57...
Cartridge 59, The Land Registry books for c.m. Orahovica from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.

6. On c.p. 2/4 a housing and a house on No. 5 and 3/2 a site (later
a house), owned: Merka neé Smajlović married to Muharem Omić from
Pusmulići, Pemba married to Halil Halilović from Sućeska and Safija married
to Mustafa Gutić from Zalužje.
In 1897 an exchange between Safija and Pemba to Avdo Nalić son of
Ibrahim from Srebrenica happened. From 1904 Merk Smajlović-Omić’s part
went to: Muharem Omić late Omo’s, minor Osman and Rahima daughter of
Muharem Omić.53 According to trqadition the ancestor of Omić family moved
from Štedar (near Vlasenica), and married a daughter of a rich man from
Pusmulići. Alaga Omić is a son of his son Osman.54
On the north-west is a land of Đura selo (Đura Village), for example
c.p. 53-58 Đura selo. Zapadno od mahale je zemljište Luka, često zvano i
Jašarova luka. Those are c.p.: 44, 48, 49, 50, 74, 75, 76 Jašarova luka. All
owned by Kade neé Bajraktarević married to Mujo Kadić from Srebrenica.
Atif Kadić son of Mujo owned it from 1905.55 According to tradition jašaraova
luka (Jašar’s Port) was named after Jašar, Meho Ibrahimović’s cousin.56
On the east slope of Okruglo brdo (Round Hill) that is located on the
east of Pusmulići are land named Orahovica (c.p. 18, 21, 108, 109). In the late
19th century they were owned by: Meho, Ibro, Osman and Avdo Brezovica
late Omer’s from Srebrenica. In 1908 Salih, Husein, minor Alija Brezovica
late Mehmed’s were mentioned.57 Lands 107 and 109 Orahovica, were then
owned by: Ibro, minor Sejfo, Sulejman late Sulejman Parić’s from Srebrenica
and a widow Hata Perdžić.58There is also a land on c.p. 23 Hamzići, owned by
Hajji Ahmet Ustić late Mustafa’s from Srebrenica.59
Above Pusmulići, lands Sinanova strana (Sinan’s Side) on c.p. 38, 13
and 102 were owned by Osman Mustafić late Mustafa’s whose house is in
Jasenova. Between Podgajnica and Pusmulići is a land Guvno on c.p. 94, on
73 and 74 are Viništa, 91 Ajkina njiva, below a quart are lands: 37 and 38
Premakuća, 35 and 36 Vrtišta...60
53 Cartridge 5., The Land Registry books for c.m. Orahovica from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
54 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
55 Cartridge 19...
56 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
57 Cartridge 24..... The owners of lands 235 and 237Kladnja luka in Jasenova are the same.
58 Cartridge 47...
59 Cartridge 64...
60 Cartridge 58...
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Podgajnica
In the western part of Pusmulići towards the neighbouring Orahovica
is a settlement Podgajnica. It is named after a large state forest Gaj above
on a hill. It is a parcel 90/1, a forest Gaj with an area of 570 acres. Below
Podgajnica is an old cemetery on c.p. 79 Groblje, with an area of 1.000 m2.61
Lands on c.p. 65 and 66 are called Podgajnica, and next to them are 62 and 63
Bara.62
1. the only house in Podgajnica in the late 19th century was on c.p.
84 a housing with a yard and a house on No. 7. In addition to the house the
following parcels were listed: 87, 88,68, 70, 72, 83, 86, 89 all under the name
Podgajnica, 90/2 Gaj, 53-58 Đura selo. All was owned by Ejub Salčinović
called Latifović late Salčin’s in 1894.
In 1913 owners were: Šaćir Salčinović called Latifović late Ejub’s,
Zahida married to Hamza Begzadić from Sikirići, Mehida married to Ibro
Osmanović from Nurići. From 1922, Mehida’s part went to Šaćir SalčinovićLatifović late Ejub’s and Aljo Salčinović(-Latifović, this crossed out) late
Meho’s.63
Here we can see that today’s last name Salčinović i Pusmulići origintaes
from Salčin, who lived in the first half and mid-19th century. His last name
was Latifović, which means that his was a successor of a certain Latif.
Ejub Salčinović called Latifović late Salčin’s, as a document stetes,
from Pusmulići, in the late 19th century, owned some lands in the neighbouring
settlement Orahovica.64
Pahroč
On the south-east of Pusmulići is a part of settlement named Pahroč.
Actually, in the late 19th century names of lands were regularly written down
as Pahrac. Such were on c.p. 135, 15 and 152 Pahrac, a total area of 55 acres.
1. In 1894 on c.p. 149 a housing with a yard and a house on No. 9 was
owned by Alija, Hasan and Mahmut Ademović late Adem’s with 1/6 each,
Arif Ibrahimović late Ibrahim’s with 1/9, Šerif and Mehmed Ibrahimović
late Ibrahim’s with 7/45 each and Kada neé Ibrahimović married to Osman
Nuhanović from Sulica with 7/90.65
61 Cartridge 66., Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar...
62 Report IV, The Land Registry books for c.m. Pusmulići from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
63 Cartridge 7...
64 Cartridge 58, The Land Registry books for c.m. Orahovica from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
65 Cartridge 9., The Land Registry books for c.m. Pusmulići from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
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Those owners from families Ademović and Ibrahimović were found in
the settlement Pusmulići.
2. After 1885 and before 1894 a serf’s estate on the property of the
family Efendić from Srebrenica. It was the serf’s estate Jovanović No. 8, with
a housing and a yard on c.p. 145/2. It also encompassed parcels: 90/3, 92, 141,
142, 143, 144 and 145, named Podjasen. In 1894 Mujaga and Hasan Effendić
late Muhamed’s from Srebrenica owned it all. In 1911 it transferred from
Mujaga to: Zehto Pašagić neé Efendić, Safa Abdurahmanović neé Efendić,
minor Osmo and Ifet Efendić late Mujaga’s, and in 1919, from Safa to minor
Enver Abdurahmanović son of Hifzo. In 1930 upon the decision of the District
Office in Srebrenica lands were registered on a name Jovanović late Risto’s
Milan from Pusmulići.66
Crvena ravan
On the south-east and above Pusmulići is a flat area known as Crvena
ravan. In the late 19th century there were only one house there.
1. A house on c.p. 122/2 a housing with a house on No. 10, and in
addition to it were registered parcels 121/1 an orchard with a barn, 121/2 a
yard, 122/1, 123 under the house.... Abdurahman Bajraktarević late Ahmet’s
owned it all.
In 1897 it was inherited by: Ahmet, Mustafa, minor Murat late
Abdurahman’s, Ajša a daughter of late Abdurahman and a widow Zlatka neé
Murathodžić. In 1910 it transferred from Mustafa to Ahmet and Murat and in
1912 Aiša married to Sejfo Teskeredžić from Pećišta was mentioned.67 There
weas a buidling of Hambar (Barn).
In the late 19th century numerous parcels: 15, 99, 103, 104, 105, 106,
114-118, 124-129, 153-156, all named Crvena ravan, then 19 Okruglo brdo,
28 Ponjavine, owned Abdurahman Bajraktarević late Ahmet’s.68 According to
the preserved folk tradition the family Bajraktarević moved to Pusmulići after
the exodus/ethnic cleansing of Bosniaks from Serbia, during the processes of
“people’s uprise“, that is social revolts of Orthodox population in Smederevo
Sanjak in the early 19th century.69
The family Bajraktarević’s family geneaology is as follows: the oldest
known Bajraktarević was Ahmet, son of mentioned Abdurahman. Abdurahman
had a son Ahmet who later had sons: Ešef (1904-1940) and Ibrahim (191166
67
68
69

Cartridge 8...
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Cartridge 4...
The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
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1994). Ešef had a son Dahmo (1932-1995), and Dahmo had a son Hajrudin
Bajraktarević (1960). Ahmet, son of Abdurahman had brothers: Ramo and
Alja, most probably Alija. Ramo had a son Husejn, who was killed in the
genocide in 1995. His sons were Vahid and Adil.70
Vlanići
On the eastern slopes of Živkovo brdo (Živko’s Hill) (altitude 780 m)
are lands Vlanići and Vlanište. Those are large state forests on 156/2 Živkovo
brdo and 157/1 Mali Vlanić, a total area of 360 acres, a bit on the east is on
174/2 a forest named Duboko with an area of 265 acres.71
Families from Srebrenica had larger complexes of land there in the late
19th century. Those are parcels: 158/3, 160-165,174/1 Vlanići, owned by Abid
and Husein Effendić late Jusuf’s from Srebrenica. Ahmet Bajraktarević late
Abdurahman’s owned it from 1903 and Abdurahman, minor Ešef, Ibrahim,
Nail late Ahmet’s from 1920.72
A parcel 158/1 Veliki Vlanići, 168 and 171 Vlanići owned Hajji Mustafa
Pašalić son of Hajji Husein from Srebrenica and from 1898, Smajl Begtić late
Smajl’s from Srebrenica.73 Arif Begtić late Smajl’s from Srebrenica owned
some lands. In 1895 they were registered to Hajji Mustafa Pašalić late Hajji
Husein’s, and in 1905 to Avdibeg Rustanbegović late Mustajbeg’s and in 1920
to minor Ibrahim, Emina and Zuhra late Avdibeg’s.
After 1894 they had hosues on c.p. 157/2 and 158/6 in Vlanići.
In the far south-eastern part of Pusmulići, next to the old road SrebrenicaNesmotar, is a land Ljubisavljević, today also known as Ljubisavić. A parcel
on c.p. 187 Ljubisavljević, in the late 19th century owned Suljo Begzadić
late Mujaga’s from Srebrenica. In 1903 it was registered to Mustafa late
Suljaga’s and from 1903 Hajji Bećir Meholjić late Meho’s from Srebrenica
was mentioned.74
The valley of the river Zeleni Jadar
In the southern part of Pusmulići, on the crossing to Jasenova is the
valley of the river Jadar (today Zeleni Jadar). In the valley slope Podgajnici is
a public land Igrište. It is a parcel on c.p. 188/1 pasture Igrište with an area of
70
71
72
73
74
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The saying of Hajrudin Bajraktarević, 27 May 2017.
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86 acres.75 Below Igrište next to the river are parcels 189 sandy Jadar and 193
stream Jadar.76 Upstream are 191 and 192 Palučak, owned by Abid and Husein
Effendić late Jusuf’s from Srebrenica, then Bajraktarević.77 Further are lands
Podjaz, e.g. c.p. 17 Podjaz owned by Hajji Salih Hodžić late Hasan’s from
Srebrenica.78
Upstream, next to Zeleni Jadar and on the south of Vlanište is Ćatina
luka (Ćata’s Port). Those are parcels 204, 207 and 208 Ćatina luka owned
by Avdaga Effendić late Mehmed’s?Muhamed’s? from Srebrenica.79 Then
209? Ćatina luka owned by Salih Effendi Šehomerović late Šeh Omer’s from
Srebrenica.80 Also 210 Ćatina luka owned by Hajji Ahmet Ustić late Mustafa’s
from Srebrenica.81 According to preserved tradition the owner of Ćatina luka
was a certain Ćato, who sold it for a portion of bran because he was hungry.82
Further is a land Banjevac that climbs to Jasenova. Then Memiša luka
(Memiš’s Port). Upstream the river Zeleni Jadar, where recently the industrial
zone was formed, were the following lands in the ancient times. Next to
the river below Ljubisavljevići on 224-226 were parcels Podpakrać owned
by Suljo Begzadić late Mujaga’s and Paša neé Begzadić married to Sado
Zulfić.83 Further are lands named Selišta. Therefore, on 245 Selišta owned by
Fatima neé Kadić married to Mahmut Tepić84 and 244 Selišta owned by Mujo
and Meho Kadić late Avdo’s from Srebrenica.85 There are also parcels 239
Pogledala and 234? Kadina luka owned by Osman Mustafić late Mustafa’s.86
There were some other families from Srebrenica in the area of
Pusmulići who owned land in the late 19th century. Those were: Pašan Pašić
late Abdullah’s, from 1904 Zahid Ahmetović called Arnaut late Abdulah’s;
Jusuf, Sulejman and Mehmed Tepić late Abdullah’s; Mujaga i Hasan Efendić
75 Cartridge 66., Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar...
76 Report I, The Land Registry books for c.m. Pusmulići from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
77 Cartridge 26...Parcels Palučak and Podjaz bought Ibrahim and Husejn Bajraktarević
from the family Efendić and built a mill there from 1950 to 1952. The mill was in use
until 1980. Most probarbly there was a mill there even before because one parcel is
named “Podjaz“.
78 Cartridge 34...
79 Cartridge 27...
80 Cartridge 60...
81 Cartridge 64...
82 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
83 Cartridge 23...
84 Cartridge 35...
85 Cartridge 36...
86 Cartridge 38...
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um. Muhameda; Nazif malodobni um. Suljage Effendića a od 1915. Suljo late
Nazif’s; Meho Gladović late Salko’s, Salko Gladović late Ibro’s; Sulejman
Mulahalilović late Hajji Ibrahima and minor Salih late Hasan’s Mulahalilović.87
General characteristics of Pusmulići
From the previous overview we confirm some general social and
historic and urban and geographic characteristics of Pusmulići in the late 19th
century.
The quart Pusmulići was then formed almost as a traditional urban
whole. In 1894 there were 6 houses, and: 2 belonged to the family Ademović
– Ibrahimović, 3 belonged to the family Suljić – Smajlović and 1 belonged
to the family Smajlović – Omić. There were many anciliary object next to
houses and they were used for traditionaly folk industry. In the quart and
around it there were many cemeteries. The crossroad and the water (according
to the name of a parcel on c.p. 10 Viš vode (Above Water) were in the center.
(zaključujemo prema nazivu parcele k.č. 10 viš vode). Next to the quart is
Guvno (the threshing floor), probably common to the whole settlement.
There were 1-2 houses in certain parts of Pusmulići. Those were:
Podgajnica, a house of Salčinović-Latifović; Pahroč, kuću a house of
Ademovića-Ibrahimović and a serf’s estate Jovanović owned by the family
Efendić; Crvena ravan, a house of the family Bajraktarević; Vlanići, houses
built quickly; Jadar, still uninhabited.88
Therefore, according to our research in 1894, there were 10 houses
altogether in Pusmulići (without Jasenova) and one was on the serf’s estate.89
In the same year, in Pusmulići lived the following families: AdemovićIbrahimović with 3 houses, Suljić-Smajlović with 3 house, Smajlovići-Omić
with one, Salčinović-Latifović with one, Bajraktarević with one and Jovanović
on an estate of the family Efendić.

87 Cartridge 49, 29, 30, 31, 37...
88 For comparison, we give an overview of houses and residents in parts of Pusmulići from
the mid-20th century. Crvena ravan 4 houses and 29 residents, Jadar 1 and 3, Paroći 3
and 16, Podgajnica 3 and 17, Pusmulići 17 and 102 and Vlanići 2 and 8. The contacts of
settlements in PRB&H, the state of 12 July 1955, the Statistical Office of the People’s
Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sarajevo 1955, pp. 222.
89 Again, for comparison, in the mid-20th century there were 20 houses and 175 residents
in Pusmulići. The contacts of settlements in PRB&H..., pp. 222.
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Jasenova
Jasenova was in the late 19th century the second, southern part of a
unique settlement Pusmulići (cadastrial municipality). Since it is a separated
part of unique Pusmulići, wit a tradition of special and old settlement, we will
further treat Jasenova as such. It encompasses a mountainous area on the south
of the valley of the river Zeleni Jadar at the altitude of 800-1150 meters. It is
the medieval settlement, and under the name Jasenova was mentioned in the
15th century. It originates from ash forest, and there are today forests named
Jasici in Jasenova. There are also Jasici near Vrhovi in Čičevac.
Pastures and houses in Jasenova are surrounded by the state forests.
From the valley of the river Zeleni Jadar rise the following forests: Banjevac,
Banjac, Vukov laz (Uki laz), Jasik to forests of high peaks Klokoč, Čahurka
and Vranjevina. Such a large parcel on a unique c.p. 361/1 named forest
Jaštrebovac/Jastrebac, Jasik, Banjevac and Uki laz, in the late 19th century
had in total 2,780 acres. A pasture on c.p. 360 Iskritijevac was also stateowned.90 We will mention also parcels: 235, 237 Kladnja luka, 214, 215, 218
Banjevac, 349 Iskritijevac, 219 Banjac, 220, 222, 223 Banjevac.

Old Muslim cemetery in Jasenova near Iskritijevac (Photo by Hasan Čalić)

Surely the largest number of antiques are at the sites Crkvište and
Djedovac česma.
90 Cartridge 66., Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar...
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There are several very old Muslim cemeteries in Jasenova. One is in
the northern part on c.p. 278 Groblje with an area of 220 m2. The other one
is in the eastern part near Iskritijevac on 354 Groblje, 5.100 m2.91 The fact
that they were state-owned in the late 19th century adds to their age. There is
another Muslim cemetery near this one.
Majority of houses in Jasenova in the late 19th century are near the
well of a stream named Kladnji (Klanji, Klajnski) and which flows in Zeleni
Jadar at Selišta. A parcel on c.p. 248/10 named Mjestni prostor, with an area
of almost 10 acres, is in the center between the following houses.92
1. On c.p. 248/2 in 1894 a housing with a house on No. 11 and next
to it parcels 294 and 295 Podkućnica. The owner was Osman Mustafić late
Mustafa’s. In 1898 the owners were: Mahmut Mustafić late Osman’s, Duda
married to Šaban Čizmić from Slapašnica, Zada married to Meho Čizmić
from Slapašnica, minor Bejda and a widow Emka neé Osmanović. In 1906
Bejda’s part went to Salih Hadžić son of Mehmed from Ljeskovik and Emka
neé Mustafić a widow of Mujić, Mahmut Mujić late Osman’s, Dudija neé
Mujić marriage name Čizmić izfrom Lonjine and Zada neé Mujić marriage
name Čizmić from Lonjine. In 1908 Mahmut Mustafić, Dudija Mujić, Zada
Mustafić were mentioned...93 Osman Mustafić late Mustafa’s was then the
owner of parcels: 327, 328, 361/6 Veselović, 339, 340 Starina...94
2. In the late 19th century on 248/3 a housing with a house on No.
12 and parcels: 298, 299, 300 Podkućnica, 256 Bara, 266 Vukov laz, 274
Banjevac, 287-289 Ljute strane, 307-311 Krčevina, 329,361/5 Veselović, 347356 Iskritijevac were owned by Salih Omerović late Omer’s. In 1921 the
owners were: Šaćir Omerović late Salih’s, Behara married to Hasan Hasanović
from Ljeskovik, Duda married to Salkan Dolanin from Rađenovići and Rukija
married to Salih Mešanović from Klotijevac.95
3. On c.p. 248/5 a housing with a house on No. 12 and two construction
sites with objects on 248/6 and 248/11 owned Hasan Omerović late Omer’s.
After 1920 Huso and Omer Omerović late Hasan’s were mentioned as
owners.96 The same Hasan Omerović late Omer’s also owned numerous
lands from today’s Industrial Zone in Zeleni Jadar to Jasenova. Those were:
241 Ada, 251, 252 Brdo, 265, 267 Vukov laz, 269 Banjevac, 279-282 Tuk,
91 Cartridge 66...
92 Report I, The Land Registry books for c.m. Pusmulići from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
93 Cartridge 11...
94 Cartridge 40...
95 Cartridge 12...
96 Cartridge 13...
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292 Zakućnica, 328 Veselović, 344-351 Iskritijevac.97 Geneaologic line of
the family Omerović from Jasenova is followed via the successors of the
mentioned Hasan Omerović son of Omer. Hasan later named one of his sons
after his father Omer. The mentioned Omer had a brother Huso. Thus, the oldest
known Omerović from Jasenova is Omer, Omer’s son is Hasan Omerović,
who again had a son Huso, probably Husejn, who had a son Mustafa (19041980). Mustafa’s mother was Huma, probably Uma, abbreviation of Umihana.
Mustafa’s wife was Zlatija from Ljeskovik. Mustafa’s children were: Paša (?),
Tima (1931-1997), married into Luka into the family Mujić. Her son was Fikret
Mujić, a well-known carpenter from the settlement Vidikovac near Srebrenica.
Idriz (1938-2006), Husejn (Huso) (1942-1995) Husein’s sons are: Hajrudin
and Hamed (1965-). The both live in Germany today. Idriz had two sons and
one is Mevlid (1981-) called Kefalo.98 Thus, this is the geneaologic line of the
family Omerović: Omer-Hasan-Huso (Husejn)-Mustafa (1904--1980)-Husein
(Huso) (1942-1995)-Hamed (1965-)
4. A house on c.p. 248/8 a housing with a house on No. 14 and parcels:
304, 316, 317 Krčevina, 320, 321 Osoje, 358/2, 359 Iskritijevac, owned Derviš
minor son of late Mujeo Sejdinović. In 1902 Fejzo and Huso Sejdinović
late Suljo’s, Smail (Smajl), Mehmed, minor Avdo and Bego Sejdinović late
Hasan’s were mentioned.99
Building sites with business object on 248/7 owned: Salih Omerović
late Omer’s with 1/2, minor Derviš late Mujo’s Sejdinović with 1/4, Fejzo
Sejdinović late Suljo’s with 7/80, minor Husein with 7/80, minor Haša late
Suljo’s Sejdinović with 7/160 from Zapolje and Zeka neé Tabaković first
married to Sejdinović and then married to Hamza Smajić from Zapolje with
1/32.100 A building site with business object on 292/2 owned Hasan Omerović
late Omer’s.101
5. Something separated from previous houses, to the south is the fifth
house in Jasenova.
A house on 323 a housing with a yard and a house on No. 15, then parcels:
322/1, 326, 336, 337, 338 Duga njiva, 358/1 Iskritijevac in 1894 owned Hasan
Sejdinović late Salko’s.
In 1899 owners were: Smail (Smajl), Mehmed, minor Avdo and Bego
Sejdinović late Hasan’s, a widow Hata neé Memišević. In 1918 Smajo, Abdo
97
98
99
100
101
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The saying of Hamed Omerović, Mevlid Omerović and Fikret Mujić, 30 May 2017.
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and Mehmed were mentioned.102 A building site with business object on 322/2,
also owned Hasan Sejdinović late Salko’s.103
6. Somewhat to the west of jasenova where families Mustafić and
Omerović live, after 1885 and before 1894 was a house on c. P. 331 a housing
with a yard and a house on No. 16. The owner then of those parcels and a parcel
330 Veselović, 334 and 335 Duga njiva, was Simo Bučalina son of Andrija
with 7/8 and Mara neé Mirković a widow of Savo Bučalina with 1/8, both
from Pusmulići. In 1925 the owner was Pero Bučalina son of Simo.104 More
on the west parcel 362 Pregudi owned then Simo Bučalina son of Andrija and
from 1925 Miloš Bučalina son of Simo.105
The family Bučalina origintes from the triangle of Bosnia, Herzgeovina
and Monte Negro, not today’s borders but the ones before the Berlin Congress.
According to the saying of Pero Bučalina (1948-) Bučalina were first Andrić.
The present day last name originates from the type of sour milk “buća“.
The were probably known after this product. According to Pero’s saying
memebers of the family Andrić killed in their native village an aga and fled
and moved to a village Tugovo near Vlasenica. Ilija Andrić moved to Tugovo
and had a son Andrija. Andrija had a son Simo, who was the owner of the
aforementioned parcels. Simo Bučalina had three sons: Ignjat, Miloš and Pero
(1875-1941). Ignjat was the oldest and had a son Žarko who was according
to Pero Bučalina’s saying born in Tugovo and as a child brought to Ljeljendo.
Miloš’s son was Kosta Bučalina. Pero Bučalina had sons: Ilija (1906-1983),
Diko, Savo and Radovan. Ilija’s son was Pero Bučalina (1948-) name dafter
his grandfather. The family Bučalina moved from Tugovo first to the family
Selmanagić’s and Rustanbegović’s estate in Ljeljendo. As there was very
scarce supplies of water in Ljeljendo they moved to Jasenova to the stateowned land and transferred it to an arable land. They bought a part of that
land from the family Sejdinović.106 Obviously this estate was formed on an
old mezra Veselović (Veselić?). Later a house was built on 361/8 on the stateowned land at the peak of Veselovići. This is the eneaologic line of the family
Bučalina: Ilija Andrić-Andrija-Simo Bučalina, the first owner of the estate in
Jasenova-Pero(1875-1941)-Ilija (1906-1983)-Pero(1948-).
In the southern part of Jasenova, to a stream Ponirak (today’s Duboki
potok) parcels 341, 342 and 343 Starina, owned: Fejzo and minor Husein late
Suljo’s Sejdinović and minor Haša.107
102
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107
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In this part of Jasenova Emin Bektić’s family lives for some time
(1948-).108 According to tradition the family Bektić comes from Karačići. The
oldest known Bektić was Mujka. Ahmet Suljkanović (or Suljanović) from
Since he had three daughters he proposed Mujko to be his son-in-law (Mujko
had many brothers). Therefore, Mujo left for Vučice as Ahmet’s son-in-law.
Mujko had two daughters, one married in Voljavica into the family Siručić,
and the other married in Podgajnica into the family Salčinović. Mujko’s son
Emin, who is the present day’s Emin Bektić’s grandfather, married Ćamka
Suljić from Pusmulići. Emin died young, at the age of 35, and his son Ibrahim
was born around 1905. Before the WW 1, Ćamka returned with her children
to Pusmulići, actually to Vlanići as a help in the family Hrustanbegović. She
remarried to the family Ibrahimović. In the ancient times there was a mill in
Rječica (Jasenovačka), at the mouth near the bend on today’s asphalt road.
Bilalova livada (Bilal’s Meadow) in Jasenova was named after Bilal Suljić.
There is an estate of Emin Bektić there now, well-known horse-breeder. It is
surrounded with fields Iskritijevac. There is also an age-old hazel tree (over
200 years old).109
General characteristics of Jasenova
In short, the general socio-historical and urban-geographical
characteristics of Jasenova suggest that this place was inhabited since the
ancient times. Especially intensive development has been in the Ottoman
period as evidenced by the large cemetery in Iskritijevac. In Jasenova in 1894
there were 6 houses, significant antiques and several significant cemeteries.
Families who lived in Jasenova then were the family Omerović with two
houses, the family Sejdinović with two houses, the family Mustafić with a
house and the family Bučalina with a house.110

108 Emin’s father Ibrahim married Kadira Đozić, a daughter of Vehbija Đozić and a
granddaughter of Hajji Husejn Đozić from Srebrenica, and she inhertied an estate and a
house in Iskritijevcu/Škritijevcu after her father’s death, in Jasenova Emin Bektić and
his brother Sead who was killed together with his son in 1995 inherited it from their
mother. In Pusmulići at Ibrahim Bektić’s estate now lives Emin’s youngest brother Hidan
with his family. The oldest Ibrahim’s son Kiram killed at his work place in the 1980-ies.
109 The saying of Emin (Ibrahim) Bektić
110 For comparison, in the mid-20th century thre were in Jasenova 14 houses and 82 residents.
The contacts of settlements in PRB&H, the state of 12 July 1955, the Statistical Office of
the People’s Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sarajevo 1955, pp. 222.
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Čičevac – urban-geographical characteristics in the late 19th
century
The settlement Čičevac with Pribićevac is situated on the south-east of
Srebrenica and immediately leans to its teritorry. The closest of its Part Jelići
to a quart of Srebrenica, Petriči.
Parts of Čičevac are situated on slopes of smaller hills that are mostly
located in the flowing part of the river Čičevac, and a lesser part in the flowing
area of the river Zeleni Jadar. The majority of the settlement is between 600
and 800 meters of altitude.111
The name of the settlement was registered in the lists as Čičevac
(the end of the 19th century, the early and mi-20th century), and recently as
Čičevci. Such is the case with the river that starts in the settlement, Čičevac
rijeka ili potok (Čičevac River or Stream). In the 1882-5 Cadastrial Plan it was
listed as Čičevska. However, in the late 19th century in the land registry books
and cdastrial plans it was registered as Čičevci.
The settlement Čičevac with Pribićevac left the Ottoman period as
a smaller settlement with 14 houses and 17 flats, and 124 residents, and all
were “gr. iztočnjaci“.112 In 1885 there were 21 house and 22 flats in Čičevac.
There were a total of 150 residents, all eastern Orthodox, and 34 serfs and one
merchant.113
In the late 19th century, according to the 1895 list, a unique settlement
Čičevac consisted of: Benino selo (Beno’s Village), Biljeg, Bukova glava,
Čičevac, Kozlje, Pribičevac, Turija andi Vrhović. There were 20 houses with
126 residents, all easern Orthodox, in the settlements then. According to their
economic status there were 19 serfs with 105 relatives and all dealt with
farming, and also 2 others were registered.114
We will give an overview of the basic socio-historical and urbangeographical characteristics of the settlement Čičevac in the late 19th century.
We will first give an overview of a larger part of the settlement that is situated
in the south-western lower part and then the north-eastern higher part, also
known as Pribičevac.
111 Alija Suljić, Stanovništvo i naselja..., pp. 165.
112 Štatistika miesta i pučanstva Bosne i Hercegovine, C. I kr. vladina tiskarna, Sarajevo,
1880, pp. 95.
113 Štatistika mjesta i žiteljstva Bosne i Hercegovine po popisu naroda 1. maja 1885.,
Zemaljska štamparija, Sarajevo, 1886, pp. 154-155.
114 The main results of the list in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 22 April 1895, The State
Printing House, Sarajevo, 1896, pp. 344-345.
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Čičevac
This defined Čičevac in the late 19th century consisted of: Jelići,
Kožlje, Benino selo, Biljeg, Vrhovi, Mala Turija, Bukova glava and Čičevsko
brdo. The valley of the river Zeleni Jadar was uninhabited.
Jelići
Immediately on the south side of the city of Srebrenica (a quart Petrič)
is situated a part of Čičevac named Jelići. That was the name of a land from
the ancient times on c.p.: 5, 7, 8 and 13, Jelići. Above Jelići next to the old
road is a cemetery. It is on c.p. 2 Groblje and in the late 19th century it had the
area of 2,800 m2.115
1. Immediately below the cemetery, in 1894 was a serf’s Nikolić No. 1,
and it encompassed pn c.p. 10 a housing with a yard and parcels: 1 an arable
land Baština, 3 and 4 Brdo above the house, 5, 7, 8, 13 Jelići, 16 Dol, 53 Jelah.....
Since the Ottoman period the owners of serf’s estates were: Hajji Hasanaga
and Avdaga Hadžiselmanagić late Hajji Selmanaga’s with ¼ each, Sulejman
Begzadić late Mujaga’s with 5/16, Paša neé Begzadić udata zamarried to
Sadik Zulfić with 1/8 and Dundža a mnior daughter of late Abdullah Siručić
with 1/16, all from Srebrenica. In 1902 Sulejman’s part transferred to Mustafa
Begzadić late Sulejman’s. Then, in 1903 and 1906 Mustafa’s and Paša’s Zulfić
part bought Hajji Hasanaga and Avdaga Hadžiselmanagić.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the estate
was registered to the name of Vujo Nikolić late Josije’s from Čičevac.116
2. Somewhat on the south was a serf’s estate Jovanović No. 2, with
c.p. 23/3 a housing with a yard and parcels: 18 Ledinjak, 19 šuma Kosa, 20
and 21 Podkućnica, 23 Solila, 31 and 33 Gunjaci, 37-40 Brdo...
The owners in the late 19th century were: Hajji Hasanaga and Avdaga
Hadžiselmanagić late Hajji Selmanaga’s with ¼ each, Sulejman Begzadić
late Mujaga’s with 5/16, Paša neé Begzadić married to Sadik Zulfić with 1/8
and Dundža a minor daughter of late Abdullah Siručić with 1/16, all from
Srebrenica. The successors were the same as for the previous estate.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
estate was registered in the land registry to the names of Ljubo and Blagoje
Stevanović late Živan’s from Čičevac.117
115 Cartridge 63.,Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar, The Land Registry books for c.m.
Čičevac from 1894, The Land Registry Srebrenica.
116 Cartridge 1., The Land Registry books for c.m. Čičevac from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
117 Cartridge 2.
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Kožlje
On the south of Jelići, next to the old road was a land that was named
in the ancient times Kožlje. It is surrounded with the state lands on c.p.: 5/1
a forest Gunjaci with 2,076 acres, 35/6 a forest Opreš and Jelah 637 acres,
pastures 47/1 Ražište and Dubrava, 61 Ravne njive, 88 Radjeva glavica
(towards Benino selo).118 There were on the old road since the Ottoman period
an old inn. A toponym Kod mehane (At Inn) registered in the oldest cadastrial
plans points to that conclusion.119
1. A serf’s estate Dimitrić No. 3 with c.p. 45/2 a housing with a yard
and parcels: 32 Podkućnica, 34 Kvarnjača, 36 Gunjaci, 43 Bukvik, 49 Močilo,
46 and 52 Ravan, 50, 51, 55 Jelah, (later 57 an arable land Blagojević)
In 1894 the owners were: Hajji Hasanaga and Avdaga Hadžiselmanagić
late Hajji Selmanaga’s with ¼ each, Sulejman Begzadić late Mujaga’s with
5/16, Paša neé Begzadić married to Sadik Zulfić with 1/8 and Dundža a minor
daughter of Abdullah Siručić with 1/16, all from Srebrenica. The successors
were the same as for the previous estate.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of a serf’s estate was granted to Sinđa(?) Kovačević neé Dimitrić?
and Petara Dimitrić?. Later Sinđa neé Dimitrijević Kovačević was listed.120
Benino selo
On the south-east of Kožlje is a land called since the ancien times
Benino selo (Beno’s Village).
1. A serf’s estate Mičić No. 4 with c.p. 67/2 a housing with a yard and
parcels: 59 and 60 Ravne njive, 62-65 Simino brdo, 68 and 69 Podkućnica, 75
Brdo, 76 Bara.
In the late 19th century the owners were: Hajji Hasanaga and Avdaga
Hadžiselmanagić late Hajji Selmanaga’s with ¼ each, Sulejman Begzadić
late Mujaga’s with 5/16, Paša neé Begzadić married to Sadik Zulfić with 1/8
and Dundža a minor daughter of late Abdullah Siručić with 1/16, all from
Srebrenica. The successors were the same as for the previous estate.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to: Budimir Mičić late Stevan’s, Petar and
Mićan Mičić late Tanasije’s with 1/3 each, all from Čičevac.121

118 Cartridge 63., Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar, The Land Registry books for c.m.
Čičevac from 1894, The Land Registry Srebrenica.
119 The 1882-85 Cadastrial Plan for c.m. Čičevac, ratio 1:6250, Cadastre Srebrenica.
120 Cartridge 3., The Land Registry books for c.m. Čičevac from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
121 Cartridge 4...
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Biljeg
On the south is levelled hill with medieval name Biljeg. There wer
identified the following parcels: 257, 263, 261, 263 with a total area of 100
acres and 264, 265, 266, 267 a meadow under Biljeg with around 30 acres.122
1. A serf’s estate Novaković No. 5 with c.p. 259/2 a housing with a
yard and parcels: 247, 248, 249 Bara, 256, 258, 260 Podkućnica, 257, 263 a
forest Biljeg, 261 a pasture Biljeg, 263 an arable land Biljeg, 264, 265, 266,
267 a field under Biljeg.
The owners were: Sulejman Begzadić late Mujaga’s with 5/8, Paša neé
Begzadić married to Sadik Zulfić with 1/4 and Dundža a minor daughter of
late Abdullah Siručić with 1/8, all from Srebrenica. The successors were the
same as for the previous estate.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to: Cvjetin, Svetozar and Ranisav
Novaković late Đoko’s from Čičevac.123
Vrhovi
The final south-western part of Čičevac are Vrhovi. In Vrhovi there
were two serf’s estates.
1. A serf’s estate Ilić No. 6 with c.p. 281/2 a housing with a yard and
parcels: 273 and 274 Strana, 274 Nadkućnica and Podkućnica, 276 and 277
Poljanica.
In the late 19th century the owners were: Hajji Hasanaga and Avdaga
Hadžiselmanagić late Hajji Selmanaga’s with equal parts.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to Bogomir and Krstivoje Petrović late
Dako’s(?) from Čičevac.124
2. A serf’s estate Stefanović No. 7 with c.p. 280 a housing with a
yard and parcels: 285 and 286 below the house, 271, 288, 308 Dolovi, 287
Papratnjača, 309 Mekota...
The owners were: Hajji Hasanaga and Avdaga Hadžiselmanagić late
Hajji Selmanaga’s with equal parts.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to: Ljubo, Blagoje and Velimir Stevanović
122 Cartridge 5...
123 Cartridge 5...
124 Cartridge 6...
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late Živan’s from Čičevac and Navako Jovanović late Tomo’s from
Stanatovići.125
Mala Turija
In the south-eastern part of Čičevac is Mala Turija. Immediately on the
east is an old, special settlement Turija. There is located a cemetery on a parcel
c.p. 291 Groblje, with an area of 12,700 m2.126
1. A serf’s estate Kočević No. 8 with c.p. 292 a housing with a yard and
parcels: 293, 294,299, 300 Dolina..
In the late 19th century the owner was Hasan Dizdarević late Ibrahim’s
from Srebrenica. In 1913 the owner was Omer Dizdarević Hasanov. In 1914
according to the sales contract the owners were: Mitar and Jerotije Kočević late
Nikola’s and minor Sekula Kočević Mitar with 1/3 each all from Čičevac.127
2. A serf’s estate Kočević No. 9 with c.p. 296/2? a housing with a yard
and parcels: 295?, 297 Podkućnica...
In 1894 the owner of the estate was Hasan Dizdarević late Ibrahim’s
from Srebrenica. In 1913 it was inherited by Omer Dizdarević Hasanov.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to Mališa and Radojko Kočević late Ilija’s
from Čičevac.128
The valley of the river Jadar
At the end of 19th century a part of Čičevac belonged to the valley of
the river Zeleni Jadar. The river was called Jadar in the late 19th century and
the riverbed was on c.p. 345 a stream Jadar.129
From the west it starts from the mouth of Jasenovačka river into Zeleni
Jadar. That place was in the ancient times called Gaz (the crossing of the old
125
126
127
128
129
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Cartridge 9...
Report I, The Land Registry books for c.m. Čičevac from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.

road Srebrenica-Nesmotar). Upstream is the land Dobra luka, and today there
is the eastern part of the Industrial Zone and modern crossroad. Upstream
below Mala Turija are lands Palučak and Bare.
At the beginning of the 20th century in the final eastern part, near the
mouth of Rječica (it flows from Pribićevac and Skenderovići) was the wellknown Jadar han (Jadar Inn).
Bukova glava
On the north on the plateau is a land named Bukova glava (Beech’s
Head) (Bukva glava (Beech Head), in the 1882-85 Cadastrial Plan). Next to
it is a land named Okolišta (on c.p.191 Okolišta) and towards the hill Javor is
a forest under Javor.130
1. Kmetovsko seliA serf’s estate Akšamović - Živković No. 10 with
c.p. 199/2 a housing with a yard and parcels: 189, 190, 200, 201 Okolišta, 198
Javor, 202 Brdo.
In the late 19th century the owner of the estate was Sejda neé Begović
married to Mustafa Hublić from Srebrenica.
In 1901 upon the sales contract the owner became Vaso Tanasić late
Mihajlo’s from Čičevac. From 1934 the owners were Milorad Tanasijević son
of Vaso and Andrija Tanasijević son of Ilija.131
2. A serf’s estate Tanasijević No. 11 with c.p. 213/2 a housing with
a yard and parcels: 181, 182, 204-207 Bukova glava, 183-187 Ječmište, 188
Okolišta... In 1894 the owner was Mujaga Begović late Ahmetaga’s from
Srebrenica.
In 1907 the estate was inherited by: minors Izet, Alija, Ismet and Fejzo
Begović late Mujaga’s and Emina neé Begović marriage name Efendić. In
1919 Aljo, Fejzo and Ismet Begović came out of age.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to Vaso Tanasijević late Mihajlo’s from
Čičevci.132
The parcels 237 and 238 Smrč also belonged to this estate. In the
130 Cartridge 63.,Bosansko hercegovački zemaljski erar, The Land Registry books for c.m.
Čičevac from 1894, The Land Registry Srebrenica.
131 Cartridge 10., The Land Registry books for c.m. Čičevac from 1894, The Land Registry
Srebrenica.
132 Cartridge 11...
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late 19th century they were owned by Husein Begović late Ahmetaga’s from
Srebrenica, and from 1908 the owner was Drago Ilić son of Vukašina, and
from 1909 Vaso Tanasijević late Mihajlo’s.133
3. A serf’s estate Ilić No. 12 with c.p. 218/2 a housing and parcels: 173,
174 Tucak, 177, 178 Podkućnica, 179 and 180 Brijeg, later 218/3 a site, 218/6
above Košara, 220-223 Stupače... The owner of the estate was Hasan Begović
late Ahmetaga’s from Srebrenica. In 1918 he was succeeded by Ifeta Begović
late Hasan’s.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to Stevana Ilića pok. Vukašina iz
Čičevaca.134
4. A serf’s estate Ilić No. 13 with c.p. 225/2 a housing with a yard
and parcels: 175 and 176 Podkućnica, 218/4 above Košara, 221 Stupača, 224
Tucak... In the late 19th century the owner was Hasan Begović late Ahmetaga’s
from Srebrenica. In 1918 he was succeeded by Ifeta Begović late Hasan’s.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to: Neđo and Tešan Ilić late Marko’s with
1/6 each and Milutin and Radovan Ilić late Marjan with 1/3 each, all from
Čičevci.135

Radovan Ilić, Čičevci, 1910
http://www.starerazglednice.com/postcard-category/view/177
133 Cartridge 29...
134 Cartridge 12...
135 Cartridge 13...
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Čičevsko brdo
On the north and somewhat in the center of Čičevci with Pribićevci is
Čičevsko brdo (Čičevsko Hill). There were a couple of estates there in the late
19th century. There was also a cemetery on c.p. 133 with 2500 m2.136
1. A serf’s estate Stjepanović No. 14 with c.p. 118 a housing with a
yard and parcels: 96 a forest Brijeg, 97 Dol, 98-101 Međa and Brdo, 106-108
Vrtača, 121-123 Pod baščom, 155-165 Petrov dol, 166, 167 Bare...
In the late 19th century the owners were: Pašan and Salkan Pašić late
Abdullah’s with ¼ each and Avdibeg Rustanbegović late Mustajbeg’s with
1/2 , all from Srebrenica.
In 1908 Pašan’s part went to: minor Rukija Pašić late Pašan’s with 1/8
, minor Zejfa Uzunalić a daughter of Alija and Alija Uzunalić son of Avdija,
both with 1/16 and from Zvornik.
In 1910 Salkan’s part went to: Arif, Ibrahim and Omer Pašić late
Salko’s, Fatima neé Pašić marriage name Purković, all from Srebrenica and
a minor Jusuf Ibišević son of Mustafa from Kozluk. In 1914 upon the sales
contract the owner became Jovo Blagojević late Stjepan’s from Čičevci.137
2. A serf’s estate Blagojević No. 15 with c.p. 142 a housing with a yard
and parcels: 102-105 Brijeg, 109-111 Podkućnica,112 a garden below the old
house, 113 a pasture behind the old house, 114,115 a site with a yard, 127-129
Glogovi, 135, 136 Konjuva, 141-143, 147 Brdo, 149-154 Petrov dol...
In 1894 the owners were: Pašan and Salkan Pašić late Abdullah’s with
¼ each and Avdibeg Rustanbegović late Mustajbeg’s with 1/2 , all from
Srebrenica. The successors were the same as were for the previous one. In
1914 upon the sales contract the owner was Jovo Blagojević late Stjepan’s
from Čičevci.138
Within the previous two estates was also a parcel on c.p. 148 behind
Bjelilo. The owners were the same as the previous ones.139
General characteristics of Čičevci
From the previous detailed overview of Čičevci we can see its general
socio-historical and urban-geographical characteristics in the late 19th century.
136
137
138
139
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There were 1 to 4 serf’s estates, with houses, in certain parts of Čičevci.
Thus, in 1894 there were: Jelići with one serf’ estate of families Nikolić and
Jovanović; Kožlje, one serf’s estate of the family Dimitrić and maybe one
tavern; Benino selo, one serf’s estate of the family Mičić (all until now were
owned by families Hadžiselmanagić and Begzadić); Biljeg, one serf’s estate of
the family Novaković (owned by the family Begzadić); Vrhovi, with one serf’
estate of families Ilić and Stefanović (owned by the family Hadžiselmanagić);
Mala Turija, two serf’s estates of the family Kočević (owned by the family
Dizdarević); Bukova glava, with one serf’ estate of families AkšamovićŽivković and Tanasijević and two Ilić (owned by the family Begović) and
Čičevsko brdo, with one serf’ estate of families Stjepanović and Blagojević
(owned by families Pašić and Rustanbegović).140
In 1894 there were a total of 15 serf’s estates with houses in Čičevac,
owned by families from Srebrenica. Probably a tavern too.141 A striking
example is the change of ownership over the land. In the 1930-ies, upon the
administrative intervention of the former state, upon decisions of the District
office, the land was taken away from legal owners and allocated to tenantsserfs. A smaller portion of land ownership changes occurred in the voluntary
purchase and sale.
Pribićevac
Pribićevac is the second, north-eastern part of the settlement Čičevac
from the late 19th century. Pribičevac had a tradition of a separated settlement
since the 16th century. It is situated on a mountainous plateau (900-974 m), a
crossroad of old important roads anwith a lot of antiques.
The name is surela from the Middle Ages. Pribić was frequent name
in the Bosnian Middle Ages and a whole medieval parish named Pribić (in the
valley of the river Krivaja) is also well-known.
1. A buildig of Han Pribićevac that was in the late 19th century on
c.p. 367 a housing with a yard and a house on No. 16 with an area of 750 m2.
The name of the parcel next to this building on c.p. 366 confirms that it was
an inn and which was then exclusively called a garden next to the inn with

140 For comparison we will give number of houses and residents of certain parts of Čičevac
in the mid-20th century. Then there were: Benino selo (Beno’s Village) 2 houses and
7 residents, Biljeg 3 and 16, Bukova glava 7 and 40, Čičevac 4 and 15, Jelići 1 and
6, Kožlje 4 and 30, Turija 2 and 8 and Vrhovi 1 and 6. The contacts of settlements in
PRB&H, the state of 12 July 1955, the Statistical Office of the People’s Republic Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Sarajevo 1955, pp. 222.
141 For comparison, in the mid-20th century, there were 24 houses and 128 residents in
Čičevac. The contacts of settlements in PRB&H, the state of 12 July 1955, the Statistical
Office of the People’s Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sarajevo 1955, pp. 222.
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an area of 870 m2. Also, in the oldest 1882-85 Cadastrial Plans a building and
the whole locality next to it named Han Pribićevac was registered. Since this
was very much visited inn, in 1894 there were registered also some anciliary
business buildings there. They were on c.p.: 368 a site with an area of 70 m2,
376 a site with a yard of 1,200m2 and 379/2 a site with an are of 40m2.142
In 1894 the owners of those objects were: Fejzaga and minor Alijaga
sons of Hajji Hasanaga Hadžiselmanagić with 5/12 each and Emina neé
Begtašević married to Hajji Hasanaga with 1/6, all from Srebrenica. In 1901
Alijaga came out of age. In 1934 Fejzaga’s part was inherited by: a widow
Azemina Begtašević, a widow Haša H. Mujagić, Ibrahim and minor Avdo,
Behija marriage name H. Mujagić, Habiba marriage name Abdurahmanović,
minor Šuhreta, Hajrija, Fata and Vasva.143
From the name of the parcel from 1894 we can see that next to this
inn was another inn in the ancient times. Then a parcel on c.p. 379/1 was
officially named arable land above the old inn, with a size of around 10 acres.
Also, a parcel 382 a pasture above the old inn.144 From this data we see that
there were another inn in the Ottoman period, that was, unlike Han Pribićevac
(Pribićevac Inn), in the late 19th century, called Stari Han (the Old Inn). We do
not know whether it was operable back then or not. However, we do know that
the building of Stari han was surely registered in the oldest cadastrial maps.145
In the western part of Pribićevac there was a certain tower in the
Ottoman period. We see that from the names of the surrounding plots in the
late 19th century. Those were c.p.: 377 a meadow Strana za kulom (Strana
behind the tower) with around 80 acres, 380 šikara za kulom (a bush behind
the tower) (later: garden, house and yard) and 381 a pasture in Dol pod
kulom (Valley under the tower).146 Somewhat later it was listed on c.p. 358/2
a forest Pištivoda, Pribičevac, Pod Kula with a total of 453 acres. We do not
know whether the tower existed as a whole or just in ruins during the AustroHungarian and later periods. We do know that in newer topographic maps
there stands a toponym Kula (tower).
In older topographic maps, there was (on the same place or not), the
name Karaula (border) and Karaula (Pribićevac). There is an extraordinary
142 Cartridge 16...
143 Cartridge 16... In 1958 Alija Selmanagić’s part was inherited by: Selman (works
in Germany), Omer and Sadik (from Sarajevo), Nedžad, Hasan and Zumreta (from
Srebrenica) his children (all with 5/84 each), Muhamed Hrustanbegović son of Ibrahim
and Hajrija Hrustanbegović marriage name Zudan? (with 5/168 each).
144 Cartridge 17...
145 The 1882-85 Cadastrial Plan for c.m. Čičevac, ratio 1:6250, Cadastre Srebrenica.
146 Cartridge 17...
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view from the mentioned locality, especially on the city of Srebrenica, old
roads and their crossroad in Pribićevac. Therefore it is very logical that there
existed a border (sentry box) or some kind of tower. All in all, the owners of all
the previous parcels in the late 19th century was the family Hadžiselmanagić
from Srebrenica.
2. Next to these objects the family Hadžiselmanagić formed an estate.
It was a serf’s estate Andrić No. 17, with c.p. 371 a housing with a ayrd and
numerous parcels within it: 369 a pasture in front of a house, 370 above the
house, 372 Dol above the house, 373 behind the house, 374 in Dol, 375 a
pasture Vis, with over 14 acres, 377 a meadow Strana behind the tower with
around 80 acres, 378 Premakuća, 379/1 an arable land with around 10 acres,
380 a bush behind the tower (later, a garden, a house and a yard), 381 a pasture
in Dol under the tower, 382 a pasture above the old inn.
In 1894 the owners of all the estates were: Fejzaga, minor Alijaga sons
of Hajji Hasanaga Hadžiselmanagić with 5/12 each and Emina neé Begtašević
married to Hajji Hasanaga with 1/6, all from Srebrenica.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to: Đorđe, Trišo and Tošo Andrić late
Jovica’s and Obren Andrić late Stojan’s, all from Čičevci.147
3. Somewhat on the east on c.p. 361 in the late 19th century was a
housing with a yard and a house on No. 18. Next to it were registered the
following parcels: 358 a meadow Strana with over 15 acres, 360 an arable
land Strvine njive with over 33 acres. Later, the following parcels were listed:
358/2 a forest Pištivoda, Pribičevac, Pod Kulaod 453 acres, 398 a pasture
Šarampovo with 2 acres.
In the late 19th century the owners were: Fejzaga, minor Alijaga sons of
Hajji Hasanaga Hadžiselmanagić with 5/12 each and Emina neé Begtašević
married to Hajji Hasanaga with 1/6, all from Srebrenica. The successors were
the same as in the Cartridge No. 16.148
road.

There were two estates on the north-east of Pribićevac, next to the old

3. A serf’s estate Vukosavljević No. 19 with c.p. 347 a housing with a
yard and parcels: 353 Šljivak, 254 Podkućnica (later below Drum), 355 below
the house (later Pribičevac). The owners of the estate were: Fejzaga, minor
Alijaga sons of Hajji Hasanaga Hadžiselmanagić with 5/12each and Emina
neé Begtašević married to Hajji Hasanaga with 1/6, all from Srebrenica.
147 Cartridge 17...
148 Cartridge 18...
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In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to Dimitrije Vukosavljević late Savo’s
from Čičevci.149
4. A serf’s estate Vukosavljević No. 20 with c.p. 346 a housing with a
yard and parcels: 349, 350 Nadkućnica, 352 Horina Podkućnica and Dumača
with over 66 acres, 396 Luka, 397 a mill of 20 m2 (We do not know the exact
place of those parcels), 350/2 a housing with a yard.
The owners were again: Fejzaga, minor Alijaga sons of Hajji Hasanaga
Hadžiselmanagić with 5/12each and Emina neé Begtašević married to Hajji
Hasanaga with 1/6, all from Srebrenica.
In 1930 upon the decision of the District Office in Srebrenica the
ownership of an estate was granted to Timotije and Vaso Vukosavljević late
Jovo’s from Čičevci.150
There were spacious state forests and pastures around Pribićevac in the
ancient times. In the late 19th century those were: 384/1 a forest Kvarčev dol,
Plavulje, Bijele vode with 1,614 acres, 385 a forest Pribičevac, Pištivoda with
491 acre, 386 a forest Kriva Kaldrma, Šibovi, Brežanska kosa, Gaj and Veliko
brdo 3,150 acres, 387 Okolišta, 388 Veliko brdo, 389/1 pašnjak do ria pasture
next to a river, 390 a pasture Ćatića ravan with 39 acres, 392 and 393 Strvine
njive, 395 Strvine njive and Dumnjača, 398 and 399 a pasture Šarampov with
over 108 acres, 402 and 403 Veliko brdo, 406 Obla glava, 407 Podkućnica,
404 a pasture Klanac, 408 and 409 Breze.151
General characteristics of Pribićevac
From the previous detailed overview of Pribićevca in the late
19th century, we see its general socio-historical and urban-geographical
characteristics.
In 1894 there were the following object in Pribićevac: a building Han
Pribićevac with several anciliary objects. The remains of the tower and one
inn, maybe even the border (the watch tower). One serf’s estate of the family
Andrić with a house. Two serf’s estates of the family Vukosavljević with
houses. And in the end another house. All registered then as the ownership
of the family Hadžiselmanagić. Thus, in 1894, there were at least 5 houses in
Pribićevac.152
149
150
151
152
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The same condition was present in the mid-20th century. There were 5 houses and 40
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Conclusion
From the previous detailed observations we see that the area of
the settlement Pusmulići with Jasenova and Čičevac with Pribićevac was
inhabited from the ancient times. Jasenova and Pribićevac were inhabited in
the Middle Ages, and have medieval names. The important factor of the great
age is the fact that the settlement was near Srebrenica, with favorable geoclimatic conditions of life, which caused that important roads lead through
these settlements since the ancient times. There are numerous antiques in the
settlements and material monuments, historical sources, archeological traces,
toponyms, legends point to that.
We see from the explicit data from the land registry books and
urban-geographical characteristics of these settlements that in the late 19th
century, or more precise in 1894, there were: 9 houses and one serf’s estate
in Pusmulići, 6 houses in Jasenova, 15 serf’s estates in Čičevac, and an inn,
a house and 3 serf’s estates in Pribićevac. There are other traces of urbangeographical contents in the mentioned settlements in the late 19th century:
old roads, towers and watch towers, taverns, mills, fountains and numerous
old and active Muslim and Orthodox cemeteries.
The owners of houses and estates in Pusmulići and Jasenova were
mostly Muslims and in Čičevac and Pribićevac from the city of Srebrenica
(mostly the family Hadžiselmanagić, then: families Begzadić, Begović,
Dizdarević, Rustanbegović, Pašić...). The change of ownership mostly
occurred upon the decisions of the District Office in 1930, via the statthrough
the government coercion, that is through the state and legal violence, during
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, when the land was taken away from the real
owners and allocated to tenants. A small part of the change of ownership took
place through voluntary and fair trade.
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THE RENEWAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
SREBRENICA IN THE PERIOD 1945-1953
Abstract: Autor u radu piše o obnovi i društvenom razvoju Srebrenice
u periodu 1945-1953. godine. Akcenat je stavljen na obnovu naselja, puteva,
mostova. Osim toga, ukazuje se na rezultate koji su postignuti u oblasti
poljoprivrede, industrije, zanatstva, trgovine i ugostiteljstva. Značajna pažnja
posvećena je demografskim promjenama, pismenosti i školstvu.
Key words: Bosna i Hercegovina, Srebrenica, obnova, društveni
razvoj, poljoprivreda, industrija, zanatstvo, trgovina, ugostiteljstvo,
demografske promjene, pismenost, školstvo.
Introduction
Bosnia and Herzegovina was highly devastated, with enormous human
losses and material destruction at the end of WW2 in 1945. Buildings, roads,
industry and other objects were a true picture of desolation. It is estimated that
during the WW2 1941-1945 between 1,014,000 and 1,027,000 people killed in
Yugoslavia, although some claim that the number rose up to 1,700,000. During
the same period, according to some judgements, the number of killed people
in Bosnia and Herzegovina was between 316,000 and 700,000 stanovnika1.
The WW2, except for human losses, damaged the economy of B&H,
especially the industry that was exposed to heavily destructions and damages.
Many machines and installations were robbed and taken away to be mounted
in occupator’s or other occupied countries. Plants and natural resources that
remained were recklessy exploited. Occupators showed especial interest for
wood, coal, bauxite, iron ore, some products of chemical andindustry and
agriculture.
1

Vladimir Žerjavić, Gubici stanovništva Jugoslavije u Drugom svjetskom ratu, Zagreb
1989; Bogoljub Kočović, Žrtve Drugoga svjetskog rata u Jugoslaviji, London 1985.
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A total of 130 larger industrial companies and 24 mines were destroyed
or damaged in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Also a total of 95 sawmills with 209
gaters.2 In addition almost all roads were destroyed as well as and almost all
agricultural inventory, and the cattle fond was reduced for more than 70%.3 A
total war-damage in B&H was estimated at 161,048,575,264 dinars.4
Closely related to the destruction of the economic, and especially
industrial capacities in Bosnia and Herzegovina was the systematic destruction
of public, residential and other buildings. The 67 places on the territory of
Bosnia and Herzegovina were destroyed or damaged buildings which housed
the county and district courts, 86 were destroyed and 54 damaged buildings
that were used for administration, gendarmerie, police and other authorities.
The occupying forces damaged or destroyed a total of 550,302 rural and urban
buildings.5
Similar situation was in the Tuzla District that encompassed 12
counties: Zvornik, Vlasenica, Srebrenica, Bijeljina, Bosanskošamački, Brcko,
Ugljevik, Lopar, Gradačac, Kladanj, Lukavac and Tuzla.6
In addition to industrial, in the Tuzla District, many residential
buildings were destroyed. In Vlasenica 6,042 houses, 3,847 in Zvornik, in
Lopare 1,191 1,081 in Tuzla, in Kladanj 889, 850 in Srebrenica, 729 in Suho
Polje, in Brčko 701, 664 in Lukavac, in Gradačac 177 and in Bijeljina 422
houses were destroyed.7

2
3
4

5
6
7
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The political situation in Srebrenica
Srebrenica8 left the WW 2 devatstated and robbed, with broken
international relationships. The residents of srebrenica accepted the new,
communist rule with hesitation. The Communist Party of Yugoslavia (CPY)
in the late 1945 in the area of Srebrenica had 15 party cells with 99 members.9
If we know that aroun 39,000 people lived in 15 local people’s boards, then we
can conclude that 0.25% of the total population of Srebrenica were memebres
of CPY.
Such a state changed in time, and in 1951 there were 658 memebers
of CPY in Srebrenica, and 154 of them were Bosniaks. Women of Srebrenica,
were also not accpeted by “the new rule“. Old members of the Party, mostly
Serbs, wer prone to “sectarianism towards Muslims and women“.10
Besides, CPY was not active in the area, and left room for their
political and ideological opponents to act. In many residential areas of the
Tuzla District, including Srebrenica, larger or smaller “goups of chetniks and
ustashas“ moved through surrounding forests and attacked locals, harrassed
them and robbed them.11
The Chetniks were organized in groups of five or ten people, and
somewhere hunderd of people, for example in Majevica and Ozren. They
were very active in Posavina, Semberija and other areas.12
The action of “response“ received a new form in the whole B&H, the
Tuzla District included. In a village “Bošnjaci“ in Posavina, people declared
that they saw “Mother of God“ in their forests, and brought food for her in
8

Službeni list Federativne Bosne i Hercegovine, broj 11, Sarajevo, 18 August 1945.;
Konačni rezultati popisa stanovništva od 15. marta 1948. godine, knj. 1, Stanovništvo
po polu i domaćinstva, Federativna Narodna Republika Jugoslavija, Savezni zavod za
statistiku i evidenciju, Beograd, 1951., str. 341-342.
9 A TK, Okružni komitet KPJ Tuzla (dalje: OK KPJ), K-1, fasc.1,dok.br.Ib33/2, Izvještaj
Sreskog komiteta KPJ Srebrenica o političkoj situaciji i stanju partijske organizacije
upućen OK KPJ Tuzla, Srebrenica, 24 September 1945.
10 A TK, Oblasni komitet SK Tuzla (u daljem tekstu: OBK SK Tuzla), Naknadno pronađeni
i evidentirani dokumenti (1951; 1952; 1958. i 1961.), K-5, fasc. 3, dok. br. 887/51,
Izvještaj instruktorske grupe CK KP BiH o obilasku partijske organizacije srebreničkog
sreza, Sarajevo, 6 March 1951.
11 A TK, OBK SK Tuzla, Naknadno pronađeni i evidentirani dokumenti (1951; 1952;
1958. i 1961.), K-5, fasc. 3, dok. br. 887/51, Izvještaj instruktorske grupe CK KP BiH o
obilasku partijske organizacije srebreničkog sreza, Sarajevo, 6 March 1951.
12 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. 042/1, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla o političkoj
situaciji na tuzlanskom okrugu upućen PK KPJ BiH, Tuzla, 19 August 1945.
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accordance with folk customs.13 Actually, this was a way to provide survival
for the Ustashes who were hiding in the forests. “The influence of Croatian
response towards the Croats reflected in the fact that women in markets
accepted cunas and not dinars because they were told that dinars would lose
their value and cunas would be used again.“14
“The Serbian Response“ found fertila soil in the Zvornik and Srebrenica
counties, where “the political situation was also the most difficult in
relationship of Serbs and Muslims“. The situation in the area was worsened by
the conduct of the Second East-Bosnian and the Second Belgrade Brigades of
PLAY. Members of those brigades in June 1945 killed several larger groups of
chetniks in Snagovo who were captured or surrendered after Draža Mihajlović’
group was broken. Besides, they talked in local villages about mass murders
of chetniks, which caused distrust and fear in local residents towards those
units.15
Serbian counter-communist groups were very active. They infiltered
themseleves within the locals and talked to people that “they waited for the
arrival of the English and that King Peter II Karađorđević would return to the
country.“ Also, they emphasized that “in Yugoslavia would remain an army
that the King chose“, and surely, was not PLAY.16 People were told thet the
monarchy was renovated because “the state could not be without the king,
then that there would be a clash between the Allies and the USSR, and that
Tito could not be good to Serbs (“How can Tito as a Croat be better to us than
the King who is a Serb”).17
In the area of Srebrenica “the Serbian Response“ was especially active
in local people’s boards (municipalities) Kravica and Fakovići.18
13 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. 014/1, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla upućen
Pokrajinskom komitetu Komunističke partije Jugoslavije (u daljem tekstu: PK KPJ) za
Bosnu i Hercegovinu, Tuzla, 3 July 1945.
14 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. 014/1, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla upućen PK
KPJ za Bosnu i Hercegovinu, Tuzla, 3 July 1945.
15 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. 014/1, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla upućen PK
KPJ za Bosnu i Hercegovinu, Tuzla, 3 July 1945.
16 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. 014/1, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla upućen PK
KPJ za Bosnu i Hercegovinu, Tuzla, 3 July 1945.
17 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. Ib13/1, Izvještaj Sreskog komiteta KPJ
Zvornik o radu i stanju partijske organizacije upućen OK KPJ Tuzla, Zvornik, 233 July
1945.
18 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. Ib16/1, Izvještaj Sreskog komiteta KPJ
Srebrenica o političkom i organizacionom stanju upućen OK KPJ Tuzla, Bratunac, 30
July 1945.
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Also, extremely strong were Bosniak’s anti-communist groups in Gornja
Tuzla, Puračić, Zvornik, Zavidovići, Teočak, Živinice, Kalesija, Srebrenica
and others. In the Zvornik and Srebrenica counties’ villages they influenced
peasants not to work hard on their farms “ because the State will take all
the surplus from them”.19 Besides, while praying, “imams talked that any
government that did not believe in God must fail.“20
The ex-prisoners, after returning from Germany, Belgium and the
Netherlands, also acted against the communist government. They developed
their activities in the whole area of the Tuzla District, and especially in the
Bijeljina and Brčko counties. They talked about their nice life in France,
Belgium and the Netherlands, and that their cities remained whole, roads
were functioning, and they “were appalled by the desolation they saw in
Yugoslavia“, professing, “that Yugoslavia would have not been in such a state
had it not started the war against Germany“.21
The anti-communist groups promoted activities against “volunatry
work“, claiming that it was abuse, and that peasants were forced to work
voluntarily, while citizens and workers did not participate in them“.22
By the mid-1945, “people’s militia“ arrested, unarmed and surrendered
to the gorvernment aroun 500 members of “different enemy armies“ in the
Tuzla District.23
The renewal of Srebrenica
After the war and liberation of the country, it was necessary to renew
and build devastated country. Therfore, the new communist government
proposed to themselves three tasks. The first task was renewal and building of
road network, the second, provision of food for people, and the third, renewal
and building of devastated and burnt fatherland.24
19 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. II a3/3, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla o agitaciji i
propagandi upućen PK KPJ BiH, Tuzla, 26 July 1945.
20 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-3, fasc. 2, dok. br. Ib140/1, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla o političkoj
situaciji i radu partijske organizacije na tuzlanskom okrugu upućen PK KPJ BiH, Tuzla,
3 August 1946.
21 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. II a3/3, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla o agitaciji i
propagandi upućen PK KPJ BiH, Tuzla, 26 July 1945.
22 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. II a3/3, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla o agitaciji i
propagandi upućen PK KPJ BiH, Tuzla, 26 July 1945.
23 A TK, OK KPJ Tuzla, K-1, fasc. 1, dok. br. II a3/3, Izvještaj OK KPJ Tuzla o agitaciji i
propagandi upućen PK KPJ BiH, Tuzla, 26 July 1945.
24 A TK, OKNOT, k-17. Referat Građevinskog odjeljenja Okružnog narodnog odbora za
Okrug tuzlanski za drugu okružnu konferenciju o obnovi zemlje. Tuzla, 1 December
1946.
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“People’s government“ was satisfied with the achieved success in the
first two tasks in 1945, and the third task “could have not be completed because
devastation was enormous and it remain the task for the present day“.25
A significant attention was paid to the construction and repair of roads
and bridges in Srebrenica. Therefore, bridges on the road Drinjača-Srebrenica
acros the Zelinski creek were fixed, then a creek Lonjin (Slapašnica), and
repair and construction of 20 smaller bridgest and pass in the County.26
Except for bridges, roads were also fixed and built, and they had a
great significance for residents of Srebrenica. Roads Nova Kasaba – Hrnčić
– Kravica – Bratunac and Milići – Srebrenica – Skelani were built. A great
significance for residents of Srebrenica also had roads built in the Vlasenica
County: Vlasenica – Šekovići – Caparde and Milići – Srebrenica.27
Based on experience, that the renewal in 1945 did not satisfy, the
Ministry of Construction of PR B&H brought a decision “that renewal in
1946 must be performed as an all-people’s work, planned, under the guidance
of PLF, through technical bases, that will perofrm the task in the field as a
specially appointed operational organs“.28
Thus, for the sake of successful work in the renewal of settlements, the
Administration of Technical Bases as an independent department within the
Ministry of Construction was established. Its task was to “establish referates“
for technical bases within the county’ people’s boards, to provide them with
money, tools and materials, to control the work and give all the necessary
guidelines for work in PR B&H.29

25 A TK, OKNOT, k-17. Referat Građevinskog odjeljenja Okružnog narodnog odbora za
Okrug tuzlanski za drugu okružnu konferenciju o obnovi zemlje. Tuzla, 1 December
1946.
26 A TK, OKNOT, k-42, fasc.1, dok. br. 5624/1-2, Tabelarni pregled Odjeljenja za
građevinarstvo OKNOT-a o javnim radovima u tuzlanskom okrugu upućen Ministarstvu
građevina NR BiH, Tuzla,11 September 1945.
27 A TK, OKNOT, K-44, fasc. 1, dok. br. 6010/1-2, Spisak majdana kojeg su SNO-i Tuzla,
Kladanj, Srebrenica, Vlasenica i Gradačac trebali dostaviti Građevinskom odjeljenju
OKNOT-a, 1946.
28 A TK, OKNOT, k-17. Referat Građevinskog odjeljenja Okružnog narodnog odbora za
Okrug tuzlanski za drugu okružnu konferenciju o obnovi zemlje. Tuzla, 1 December
1946.
29 A TK, OKNOT, k-17. Referat Građevinskog odjeljenja Okružnog narodnog odbora za
Okrug tuzlanski za drugu okružnu konferenciju o obnovi zemlje. Tuzla, 1 December
1946.
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The new government tried to “provide roof over peasants’ heads before
the winter“, and a construction of 1,250 new houses was planned: 580 in the
Vlasenica County, 150 in the Srebrenica County, 100 in the Zvornik County,
around 80 in the Bijeljina County – mostly in Trnava and Ugljevik, around 80
in the Lopare County and around 100 in the Kladanj County.30
However, works on renewal of settlements were slow, and in some
counties not a single settlements was renewed.31
Since the results were not at the expected and planned level, the
government tried to fix the condition. They gave loand. Therefore, a loan of
140 million of dinars was provided for all county people’s boards in B&H, and
the Tuzla County People’s Board received 9 million dinnars. A total of 1,500
houses should have been renewed from those assets in 1946. The Srebrenica
District People’s Board received 900,000 dinars, 854,000 dinars in cash, for
the renewal of 400 houses.32
By the Decision of the Ministry of Construction from 9 April 1946,
and in relation to conclusions of the Council of Business Minsters of People’s
Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the centers of destroyed regions
were established special operational organs of construction service – technical
bases. They were established for better ane efficient work in renewal of
settlements and especially for the needs of repatriation of refugees and
colonization of abandoned estates. The teritorrial jurisdiction of technical bases
was established according to the degree of devastation, road and construction
possibilities,a nd encompassed one or more counties.33
However, regardless of everything, such organization of TBs did not
give expected results in the field. Namely, the cooperation with governments
and anti-fasists organizations was not equal in all counties. The governments
30 “Obnova i izgradnja u okrugu tuzlanskom”, Oslobođenje, br. 90, god. III, Sarajevo, 14
October 1945, pp. 8.
31 A TK, OKNOT, k-2, f-2. Izvještaj o radovima na obnovi naselja. Okružni narodni odbor
za Okrug tuzlanski, Građevinsko odjeljenje, Okružna uprava tehničkih baza, povjerenik
građevinskog odjeljenja Haso Burić. Tuzla, 17 July1947.
32 A TKT, OKNOT, k-2, f-2. Izvještaj o radovima na obnovi naselja. Okružni narodni
odbor za Okrug tuzlanski, Građevinsko odjeljenje, Okružna uprava tehničkih baza,
povjerenik građevinskog odjeljenja Haso Burić. Tuzla, 17. 6. 1947. godine.; A TKT,
OKNOT, K-3, fasc. 1, dok. br. 674/5, Referat Građevinskog odjeljenja OKNOT-a za II
Okružnu konferenciju obnove naselja, Tuzla, 1 December 1946..
33 A TKT, OKNOT, K-3, fasc.1, dok. br. 638/1, Odluka Ministarstva građevina NR BiH o
osnivanju tehničkih baza za rad na obnovi naselja, Sarajevo, 9 April 1946.
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did not show huge interest for their activities, and in Vlasenica, Kladanj and
Zvornik work-obstructions were noted.34
Some families did not have a roof in the winter of 1946. There were
around 200 such families, and 50 were placed in newly built houses.35
Therefore those 200 familes built cottages on their own or lived in basements
of their burnt houses.
The Administration of Technical Bases predicted for 1947 renewal and
construction of industrial and residential objects via loans, and not as presents
as it was the case before. It was unjust towards the ex-soldiers, becuase they
had to raise loans that they head to repay, and refugees and others got their
houses for free with the help of the State.
The program of work of TBs was established at the conference of
managers of TBs and county boards for renewal on 28 April 1947 in Tuzla.
It encompassed the period from the late 1947 and it presupposed the renewal
and construction of 6,640 houses. It was over-ambitious and unreal plan..
The results of work achieved on renewal of houses until September 1st,
1947 are shown in Table 3.36
Table 1
TB - SNO

Program

Built

In progress

TB Vlasenica

2,018

701

319

TB Zvornik

1,063

272

544

TB Srebrenica

495

148

179

TB Kladanj

311

115

78

TB Bosanski Brod

437

179

43

CPB Tuzla

399

105

214

CPB Modriča

38

13

13

CPB Maglaj

61

26

20

CPB Odžak

254

60

40

CPB Bijeljina

242

67

115

34 A TKT, OKNOT, K-3, fasc.1, dok. br. 638/1, Odluka Ministarstva građevina NR BiH o
osnivanju tehničkih baza za rad na obnovi naselja, Sarajevo, 9 April 1946.
35 A BiH, UTB, dok. br. 1997/1946, Pregled podataka referata za TB Građevinskog
odjeljenja OKNOT–a o izgradnji i obnovi porušenih naselja upućen Upravi tehničkih
baza pri Ministarstvu Građevina NR BiH, Tuzla, 20 October 1946.
36 A TKT, OKNOT, K-4, fasc. 1, dok. br. 817/36, Uprava tehničkih baza Tuzla – Obnova
naselja - dosadašnji rezultati i poteškoće u radu, Tuzla, 1 September 1947.
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CPB Gračanica

60

12

45

CPB Gradačac

80

22

34

CPB Brčko

130

57

7

CPB Derventa

250

20

135

CPB Doboj

91

45

36

CPB Lopare

306

172

141

40

3

29

CPB Teslić

120

26

79

CPB Tešanj

100

36

30

CPB Zavidovići

145

87

75

6,640

2,166

2,176

CPB Bosanski Šamac

TOTAL

It is visible from the data in the table that the goals set were unreal, and
that it was impossible to fulfill them within the deadline. Out of 6,640 planned
houses, only 2,166 or 32.62% were built. Difficulties were, among other
things, the lack of nails and transportation (trucks) of construction materials
in counties. Besides, in Milići was erected a sawmill powered by water from
a loan for renewal of the settlement that was for that purpose only. kredita
obnove naselja koja je služila samo za tu svrhu. Produced lumber could not
be transported to other districts by a train to Han Pijesak, because it was
overloaded.
In the reconstruction of the settlement participated the residents
themselves of some settlements. It was especially the case in the Vlasenica
County, in the villages Pjenovac, Milići and Derventa. There, people brought
to the site of houses of single women whose men killed in the war 240 m3 .
The youth in Donji Zalukovik prepared the material for 88 houses.37
The technical abse in Zvornik made a deal for 278 houses. By 1946 140
houses were built and families were settled in them, and the rest of 138 houses
were in the process of construction. The houses were built, at large, from their
own resources, without any help from the State.38
Forest administration and authorities obstructed the reconstruction of
settlements by tightening remittances wood in the forest, especially in Tuzla,
Gradačac, Bosanski Brod and Gračanica counties. Somewhat fewer problems
37 A TKT, OKNOT, K-4, fasc. 1, dok. br. 817/36, Uprava tehničkih baza Tuzla – Obnova
naselja - dosadašnji rezultati i poteškoće u radu, Tuzla, 1 September 1947.
38 A BiH, dok. br. 65/1947, Tabelarni pregled obnove porušenih naselja na području
SNO–a Zvornik upućen Upravi tehničkih baza Ministarstva građevina NR BiH, Zvornik,
31 December 1946.
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were in the Srebrenica, Vlasenica and Bijeljina counties, while in the Derventa
County the committee for the reconstruction of settlements was completely
denied of getting wood from the forest.39
The management of the technical base in Srebrenica assisted by the
authorities and front organizations invested efforts to build all plan provided
for a residential building by the mid-December 1947. By the end of September
of the same year they completely built 317 houses. During the reconstruction
and development it was taken into account to raise houses to those whose
houses were burned during the war, as well as to poor persons whose houses
were damaged during the war. There were attempts by some individuals to
spend money for construction of houses for other purposes, but this was
prevented. Some unscrupulous masters sought to avoid their obligation even
though they money received in advance.
The new government, district and county, organized “percussive
weeks“ for the renovation and construction of roads, land cultivation and
repair lines. The attempt was to achieve the trust between citizens of different
nationalities, mainly Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats, which was disrupted during
the Second World War.40
After the liberation of the country, trade and supply of the population
the Srebrenica District took place in very difficult conditions. The drought
and the city have hit this region in 1945. The main problem was how to feed
the population and prevent hunger. The food was delivered by the Ministry
of Trade and Supply via Doboj and Loznica. The biggest annoyance was
the issue of transport. Trade was never used, because they theo ld stock was
nearly exhausted, and the availability of new was minimized. Banks did not
operate. Purchasing and sales offices were in the stage of formation, and prices
were newly established. After that, they started with their maximizing and the
exchange of money, which caused a shortage and a shortage of items on the
market. The price control was completed. The new government took a series
of actions for inventory and purchase surplus grain, but met obstacles due to
the action of speculators. The purchasing and selling stations were established
and they did not show enough of initiative, nor the county committees provided
them with necessary assistance. For the last three months of 1945, according
to the plan of the Directorate for food the Tuzla District was supposed to get
1,200 car wagons, and only 200 wagons were imported.41
39 Ibid.
40 ‘’Ozren i Spreča na zajedničkom radu’’, Front Slobode, godina III, broj 27, Tuzla, 6. juna
1945., str. 6.
41 A TK, OKNOT, K-1, fasc. 2, dok. br. 239/9, Izvještaj Izvršnog odbora OKNOT-a za treće
redovno zasjedanje, Tuzla, 28 December 1945.
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B&H companies encountered, in the first years after the World War
II, with labor shortages. Therefore, the company admitted students from the
economy. They were mostly students without one or both parents, and it was
planned in Bosnia and Herzegovina to be introduced in companies 3,975
students from the economy, only in.42
In addition to the inclusion of students in businesses, mobilization of
front work brigades were often approached. Thus, only in May 1949 in Bosnia
and Herzegovina were included 315 separate front brigades with 29,183
froniers.43
Social development
The area of Srebrenica after the WW 2 was within the Tuzla District.
According to the Law on teritorrial division of PR B&H on districts, counties
and areas of local people’s boards, among other things, the Tuzla District was
established.44 In the Tuzla District. It was emphasized that from this District
“the following counties were excluded: Doboj, Maglaj, Gračanica and a larger
part of the Šamac County with municipalities Modriča and Odžak, and in they
established the new Doboj County“.45 This administrative-teritorrial division
was until 1949 when districts and educational regions were abolished.46 The
Srebrenica County was a part of the Tuzla District until December 1951 when
districts were abolished.47 According to the Law on teritorrial division of PR
B&H on counties, cities and municipalities, in 1952 a total of 66 counties were
established, including the Srebrenica County.48
42 Archive of Yugoslavia in Belgrade (hereandafter: AJ), fond: Komitet za socijalno staranje
Vlade FNRJ, 1946-1950. (33- 20-40). Ministarstvo rada FNRJ Komitetu za socijalno
staranje Vlade FNRJ. Prijem učenika u privredu. Beograd, 26 March 1949.
43 ‘’Plansko uključenje nove radne snage u privredu-neodložan zadatak organizacija
Narodnog fronta i sindikata’’, Oslobođenje, br. 810, Sarajevo, 31 May 1949, pp. 1.
44 ‘’Zakon o teritorijalnoj podjelii Federalne Bosne i Hercegovine na okruge, srezove, i
područja mjesnih narodnih odbora’’, Službeni list Federativne Bosne i Hercegovine, broj
11, Sarajevo, 18 August 1945.
45 ‘’Vanredno zasjedanje Okružne narodne skupštine za okrug tuzlanski’’, Front slobode,
godina III, br. 33, Tuzla, 5 October 1945, pp. 3.
46 ‘’Zakon o administrativno-teritorijalnoj podjeli Narodne Republike Bosne i Hercegovine
na oblasti’’, Službeni list NR BiH, broj 16, Sarajevo, 21 April 1949.
47 ‘’Ukaz oukidanju oblasti kao teritorijalno-administrativnih jedinica i prestanku rada
oblasnih narodnih odbora na teritoriji Narodne Republike Bosne i Hercegovine’’,
Službeni list NR BiH, broj 26, Sarajevo, 1 December 1951.
48 ‘’Zakon o podjeli teritorije Narodne Republike Bosne i Hercegovine na srezove, gradove
i opštine’’, Službeni list NR BiH, broj 11, Sarajevo, 5 May 1952.
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According to the 1948 list, there were 498,294 households and 2,565,277
residents in B&H, and in the Srebrenica County 6,600 households and 39,954
residents. The Srebrenica County consisted of 15 local people’s boards:
Bjelovac, Bratunac, Crvica, Fakovići, Karačić, Krasanovići, Kravica, Krnjići,
Luka, Osatica, Skelani, Srebrenica, Sućeska, Toplica and Žljebac.49
In the table 2 we presented residents according to gender and households
in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Srebrenica County according to the list
from 15 March 1948.50
Table 2.
The population of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Srebrenica County according to gender and
households according to the list from 15 March 1948
PR Bosnia
and Herzegovina

Area
km2

No. of households

51,221

498,294

Area

No. of permanent residents
Total

Male

Female

2,565,277

1,237,381

1,327,896

No. of households

No. of permanent residents
Total

Male

Female

the Srebrenica
County

-

6,660

39,954

19,553

20,401

Bjelovac

-

438

2,553

1,210

1,343

Bratunac

-

952

5,234

2,569

2,665

Crvica

-

190

1,517

769

748

Fakovići

-

324

2,188

1,073

1,115

Karačić

-

352

2,115

1,067

1,048

Krasanovići

-

360

2,248

1,102

1,146

Kravica

-

726

4,054

1,991

2,063

Krnjići

-

283

2,048

1,005

1,043

Luka

-

160

796

392

404

Osatica

-

297

1,668

826

842

Skelani

-

440

2,976

1,398

1,578

Srebrenica

-

1,110

5,983

2,932

3,051

Sućeska

-

383

2,194

1,099

1,095

Toplica

-

342

2,039

981

1,058

Žljebac

-

303

2,341

1,139

1,202

49 Konačni rezultati popisa stanovništva od 15. marta 1948. godine, knj. 1, Stanovništvo
po polu i domaćinstva, Federativna Narodna Republika Jugoslavija, Savezni zavod za
statistiku i evidenciju, Beograd, 1951, pp. 341-342.
50 Konačni rezultati popisa stanovništva od 15. marta 1948. godine, knj. 1, Stanovništvo
po polu i domaćinstva, Federativna Narodna Republika Jugoslavija, Savezni zavod za
statistiku i evidenciju, Beograd, 1951, pp. 341-342.
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From the data in the table we can see that majority of households and
residents lived in the local people’s board Srebrenica, a total of 5,983 residents
or 14.97% of the toal number of people in the Srebrenica County, then in
the local people’s board Bratunac lived 5,234 residents or 13.10% and in the
local people’s board Kravica 4,054 residents or 10.15% of the toal number
of people in the Srebrenica County. The least number of residents, 796 or
1.99% of the toal number of people in the Srebrenica County, lived in the local
people’s board Luka. Females were more numerous in the Doboj County with
51.06% of the total number of residents in this administrative-teritorrial unit.
There were a total of 51.76% of female residents in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The reason lied in the fact that many men got killed in the WW 2.
Members of different nationalities lived in the Srebrenica County:
Serbs, Bosniaks, Croats, Montenegrins, Slovenians and others.
In the table 3 we present the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina and
the Srebrenica County according to their nationality and gender in counties
(cities) according to the list from 15 March 1948.51
Table 3.
The population of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Srebrenica County according to gender and
households according to the list from 15 March 1948

BOSNIA
AND
HERZE
GOVINA

GENDER

TOTAL

YUGOSLAVS
Total

Bosniaks

Croats

Slove
nians

Macedonians

NonSlavs

Unknown

Total

2565277 2546749

788384

1136116 614142

4338

675

3094 12947

5338

193

Male

1237381 1228057

385014

551168 287219

2224

516

1916

6185

3046

93

Female

1327896 1318692

403370

584948 326923

2114

159

1178

6762

2342

100

NonOther Slavs
Slavs

Unknown

COUNTY- GENDER
TOTAL
CITY
SRE
BRE
NICA

Serbs

Other
Monte- Slavs
negrins

YUGOSLAVS
Total

Bosniaks

Serbs

Croats

Slove
nians

Macedonians

Montenegrins

Total

39954

39924

19671

20195

52

2

-

4

6

24

-

Male

19553

19537

9642

9862

27

2

-

4

2

14

-

Female

20401

20387

10029

10333

25

-

-

-

4

10

-

51 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, Narodna Republika Bosna i Hercegovina, Zavod za
statistiku i evidenciju, Sarejevo, 1954, pp. 44, 48. (hereandafter: Statistički godišnjak
1945-1953)
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The data show that in Bosnia and Herzegovina according to the 1948 list
there were 44.29% of Serbs, 30.73% of Bosniaks, 23.94% of Croats, 0.17%
of Slovenians, 0.12% of Montenegrins, etc. Women outnumbered men in
the Srebrenica County. There were 51.06% of women and 48.94% of men in
Srebrenica.
The second list after the WW 2 was conducted on 31 March 1953.
The area of the Srebrenica County then encompassed seven municipalities:
Srebrenica, Bratunac, Fakovići, Kravica, Krnjići, Osatica and Skelani. In the
table 4 we present the data on the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina and
the Srebrenica County according to gender and number of households.52
Table 4.
The population of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Srebrenica County according to gender and
households according to the list from 31 March 1953
PR Bosnia
and Herzegovina

Area
km2

No. of
households

51,221

572,456

The Srebrenica County

Area
km2

No. of permanent residents
Total

Male

Female

2,843,486

1,385,266

1,458,220

No. of
households

No. of permanent residents
Total

818

7,656

46,516

22,896

23,620

The city municipality of
Srebrenica

-

1,864

10,729

5,324

5,405

The municipality of Bratunac

-

1,684

9,652

4,738

4,914

The municipality of Fakovići

-

811

5,699

2,771

2,928

The municipality of Kravica

-

1,206

6,586

3,287

3,299

The municipality of Krnjići

-

422

2,962

1,466

1,496

The municipality of Osatica

-

767

4,672

2,290

2,382

The municipality of Skelani

-

902

6,216

3,020

3,196

In B&H, according to the 1953 list, lived 2,843,486 residents in the
area of 51,221 km2, and there were 572,456 households (74,162 households
more than in 1948). There were 51.28% of female residents. The Srebrenica
County had an area of 818 km2 and 46,516 people lived there. The number of
residents in Srebrenica was enlarged in comparison to 1948, for 6,562 persons.
There were 50.78% female residents in the Srebrenica County. There were
52 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 6, 16.
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also 7,656 households there (996 households more than in 1948). Majority of
households, 1,864, were in the city of Srebrenica, then in the municipality of
Bratunac, 1,684, and Kravica, 1,206. The least number of households, 2,962,
were in the municipality of Krnjići.
The end of WW 2 and the establishment of peace influenced, among
other things, the number of marriages and divorces in B&H and the Srebrenica
County. The data in table 5 show that.53
Table 5.
Marriages and divorces during the 1950-1953 in Bosnia and Herzegovin and the Srebrenica County
Year
1950
No. of
marriages
PR BiH
The
Srebrenica
County

1951

No. of
divorces

No. of
marriages

1952

No. of
divorces

No. of
marriages

1953

No. of
divorces

No. of
marriages

No. of
divorces

30,231

2,448

30,638

1,883

33,040

1,313

31,069

1,931

330

34

622

19

549

7

457

10

The state of number of marriages and divorces in B&H during the
1950-1953 changed slowly. In 1950 there were 30,231 marriages, and 2,448
divorces, while in 1953 there were 31,069 marriages and 1,931 divorces. The
number of marriages during that period increased by 838 or 2.77% and the
number of divorces decreased by 417 or 21.12%.
In the Srebrenica County the numer of marriages increased from 330
(in 1950) to 457 (in 1953). The number of marriages increased fro 127 or
38.48%, and the number of divorces decreased from 34 (in 1950) to 10 or
70.59% (in 1953).
The reason of the increase of marriages lies, among other things, in the fact
that the established peace provided conditions for family planning and future.
In table 6, we present the data on live-born persons according to gender
during 1950-1953 in B&H and the Srebrenica County.54

53 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 91- 94.
54 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 67-68.
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Table 6.
Number of live-born persons according to gender during the 1950-1953 in Bosnia
and Herzegovin and the Srebrenica County
Year

Total
PR BiH
The
Srebrenica
County

1950

1951

1952

Male Female Total

Male Female

Total

Male

102,662 53,174 49,488 92,316 48,110 44,206 112,216 57,656
1,915

956

959 1,697

894

803

2,226

1,130

1953
Female

Total

Male

Female

54,650 110,373 57,095 53,278
1,096

2,023

1,047

976

From the data in the table we see that in 1950 there were 102,662 liveborn persons, and 53,174 or 51.79% men and 49,488 or 48.21% women. In
1953 there were 110,373 live-born persons which presented the increase of
7,711 persons or 7.51%. In the Srebrenica County in 1950 there were 1915
live-born persons, and 956 or 49.92% men and 959 or 50.08% women. In 1953
there were 2,023 live-born persons, which was an increase of 108 persons or
5.64%. The number of live-born persons increased, among other things, due
to the increase marriages, but also due to the improvement of general life
conditions.
In table 7, we present the data on still-born according to gender during
1950-1953 in B&H and the Srebrenica County.55
Table 7.
Number of still-borns according to gender during the 1950-1953 in Bosnia and
Herzegovin and the Srebrenica County
Year
1950

PR BiH
The
Srebrenica
County

1951

1952

1953

Total

Male Female

Total

Total

Male Female

Total

Total

Male

Female

Total

829

507

322

740

442

298

863

544

319

840

472

368

7

6

1

3

2

1

6

5

1

7

1

6

The data in the table show that the number of still-borns also increased
in B&H during the 1950-1953. The number of still-borns in 1953 was larger
for 11 or 1.32% in comparison to 1950. Majority of still-borns, 863 persons,
55 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 69-70.

was in 1952. The state in the Srebrenica County was different in comparison
to B&H. The number of still-borns during 1950-1953 did not increase.
Cratfs were the forerunner of the industrial development in B&H after
the WW 2. It had an important role in economic and social development of
B&H and the Srebrenica County. It was especially visible in the first years
after the war when renewal of industry was not possible. Thus, crafts with
some handcraft represented an important segment of industry and the new
government paid a special attention to it.
The data on crafts shops and craft groups in B&H and the Srebrenica
County are presented in the table 8 below.56
Table 8.
Craft shops according to the craft groups in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Srebrenica County
Republic Year
County
Total

PR BiH

the craft activities groups
Metal Electro Chemi- Constru- Wood Paper Textile Leather Food Graphi- Personal
cal
ction proce- proce- proce- and rubber proce- cal
service
ssing ssing ssing processing ssing

1940 11,964 2,623
1946 6,932 1,516
1951 7,935 2,311

The
1940
Srebrenica 1946
County
1951

141
83
62

47
26
29

47
21
29

164
82
136

1,186
811
533

1,339
892
1,154

-

-

17
14
1

13
4
10

25 1,393
14
769
11 1,254
-

20
3
11

1,868 2,349
1,140 1,057
1,119
754
18
6
5

20
22
4

46
14
5

924
616
629

-

6
8
2

From the data presented in the table we can see that the number of craft
shops in B&H and the Srebrenica County after the WW 2 was lesser tha before
the war. In 1940 there were 11,964 craft shops, in 1946 there were 6,932, and
in 1951 there were 7,935 craft shops. Majority of craft shops, in 1951, was in
the metal processing industry, 2,311 or 29.12% of the total number of craft
shops in B&H, then in the textile processing industry, 1,254 or 15.80%, the
wood processing, 1,154 or 14.54%, etc. The least number of craft shops was
in the area of graphical industry, 5 or 0.06%.
In the Srebrenica County before the WW 2 there were 141 craft shops.
Majority in the area of construction, wood processing and metal processing
industry, and the least in personal services. In the area of Srebrenica, during
1950-1953, there were no craft shops in the electrical and chemical industry,
then graphical and paper processing industry.
56 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 285, 290.
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The number of craft shops increased slowly, and in the late March of
1951 there were 62 craft shops with an area of 1,508 km2 in the Srebrenica
County, the numer of machines for production were 26, and there were 703
residents per one craft shop.57
Craft shops were owned by the State, community organizations,
cooperative and private. There were 5 craft shops owned by the State, none
owned by community organizations, 11 cooperative-owned and 46 privateowned craft shops. A total of 180 persons worked there.58
Until 1949 the industrial production in B&H was in the phase of ascent.
It was based on the usage of found and renewed capacities, and reconstructed
capacities. Thus, in 1947, in the first year of the implementation of five-yearlong plan,the industrial production increased by 46% in comparison to 1946,
and in 1948 the increase was 33% in comparison to 1947. From 1949 to
1952, due to special circumstances (Informbiro, weapons, etc.), the industrial
production showed no increase, and it even had a certain stagnation and
decline in the total production.59
In the economic life of B&H and the Srebrenica County after the WW
2 an important place had watermills. This county was especially good for this
type of activity, due to numerous rivers. On 31 March 1951 in B&H were
15,175 watermills, and 4,242 (28%) were registered. There worked 16,817
persons.60
There were 299 watermills, and 178 registered ones (58%), in the
Srebrenica County. A total of 299 people worked in watermills. A total of 296
watermills were private-owned, and three community-owned.61
Trade was an important activity, both in B&H and the Srebrenica
County. Before the WW 2 in B&H were 11,989, and in the Srebrenica County,
207 shops. The war influenced negatively and, as many others, the number of
shops decreased significantly.

57 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 293.
58 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 299.
59 Senaid Hadžić, Historijski proces preobražaja bosanskohercegovačkog društva iz
agrarnog u industrijsko u vrijeme poslijeratne obnove i prvog petogodišnjeg plana.
Doktorska disertacija, Tuzla, 2007, pp. 241-243. Rukopis.
60 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 315.
61 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 316-318.
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table 9.

The data on shops in B&H and the Srebrenica County are shown in the

62

Table 9.
Republic

Trades in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Srebrenica County

County

Godina
1939

PR BiH
The Srebrenica
County

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

11,989

4,037

4,345

3,815

3,419

4,224

4,777

207

37

43

32

28

28

30

From the data in the table we see that the number of shops in B&H in
1948 decreased in comparison to 7,152 in 1939. There were numerous resons
for the decrease, but the fact that the new governement preferred the so-called
“social ownership“ in comparison to private should be emphasized, and that,
in addition to the war, surely influenced this very important activity.
In the Srebrenica County in 1948 were 37 shops, or 170 shops less
than in 1939. The number of shops varied in the following years, and in 1950
there were 32, and in 1953 there were 30 shops.63
A similar situation was also in the field of hospitality. In Bosnia
and Herzegovina on 31 December 1953 there were 136 hotels and inns, 745
restaurants and inns, 171 taverns and bars, 775 bars, 64 pastry shops and dairy
restaurants and 10 mountain resorts and homes. In the Srebrenica County at
the same time there were four hotels, three restaurants, two cafes and seven
buffets. There were no pastry shops, resorts and mountain homes at the time.64
In Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1953 there were employed 225,193
people. Most were employed in the industry and the mining industry, 108,183
or 48.04%, followed by construction, 42,857 persons or 19.03%, trade and
catering, 28,426 or 12.62% of people and traffic, 24,151 or 10.72% of the
total employees. In the field of craftsmanship were employed 8,688 persons
or 3.86%, 5,378 persons in agriculture or 2.39%, 3,855 utility service persons
or 1.71%, 2,460 to 1.09% state authorities or persons, and in the culture and
social activities 1,195 persons or 0.53% of total employment in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.65
62
63
64
65

Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 357-358.
Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 358.
Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 383-384.
Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 393.
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The rapid post-war development with emphasis on industrialization
and everything that follows such a process, caused a slowdown in agricultural
production. The dynamic growth of domestic demand for agricultural products
in the first phase of development contributed to the decrease of exports of
agricultural products and the decrease grew into an extensive importation of
agricultural products. The lack of export surpluses of agricultural products
existed until the early 1960-ies. Thus, for example, in 1952 the industry took
part in the total exports of Bosnia and Herzegovina with 86.2%, while the
share of agriculture and forestry accounted for 13.8%. The largest components
in the raw material and had a semi-finished products (over 60%).66
The Law on agrarian reform was carried out in the area of Srebrenica.
The population was prepared by the representatives of the “new government“
held the so-called Agrarian debates on which they justified the Law. Thus,
in Srebrenica, on 25 March 1946, in the premises of the Recreation Center
was held the first agrarian debate. There was “attacked“ a wealthy resident of
Srebrenica Mujaga Pašalić. He, as a trader, was accused of exploiting workers,
and in that way obtained the “large movable and immovable wealth“. Mujaga
Pašalić in the discussion said that he was a very humble man, that he was in
debt, and that his salary was very low. At the hearing, a decision was made
that Mujaga Pašalić and his brother Avdo be left only 30 acress of land, as
required by the Law, and that all over that amount be subtracted from them.
At the hearing, it was pointed out that the two of them had never practiced
agriculture.67
Moreover, during the agrarian debate there was a discussion held about
Hurko Begović’s estate, a merchant from Srebrenica, Anisije Popović, a dealer
and Hasan Gušića, a shoemaker from Srebrenica as well. At the hearing, it was
decided to Begović and Popović “be left 30 acres of land because they were
engaged in agriculture“. Hasan Gušić in the discussion said that he owned 60
acres of land, of which 45 acres he “would give voluntarily“ and left himself
15 acres of land. At the hearing also spoke Sreten Jovanović, who in his speech
stressed the importance of the Law on agrarian reform.68
66 Senaid Hadžić, Historijski proces preobražaja bosanskohercegovačkog društva iz
agrarnog u industrijsko u vrijeme poslijeratne obnove i prvog petogodišnjeg plana.
Doktorska disertacija, Tuzla, 2007, pp. 248. Rukopis.
67 ‘’Narod Srebrenice oduševljeno je pozdravio odluke agrarne komisije’’, Front slobode,
br. 59, Tuzla, 7 April 1946, pp. 3.
68 ‘’Narod Srebrenice oduševljeno je pozdravio odluke agrarne komisije’’, Front slobode,
br. 59, Tuzla, 7 April 1946, pp. 3.
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We should emphasize the fact that under the attack of the agrarian
reform were mostly Bosniak landowners. They were both economically
impoverished, and most of them remained without basic income. At the same
time, farmers’ communities failed to respond to the tasks.
In the area of Srebrenica County were undertaken extensive measures
in the field of agricultural production, the unique and specific plans were
elaborated and assignments were given in the local people’s boards. The 1949
Autumn sowing was not fully completed due to poor organization, particularly
in peasant communities, then due to lack of seeds and labor. Similar situation
was in the following years. Poor yields from the harvest, the problem of
the purchase and the like, caused famines in the Autumn of 1950. Peasant
communities were unable to respond to the tasks, and until the end of 1953
they were “liquidated“.
In the table 10, was shown a total area of land in the Srebrenica County
according to the categories of usage in 1952 1nd 1953 in acres.69
Table 10.
Year

Total area of land in the Srebrenica County according to the categories of usage in 1952 1nd 1953 in acres

1952

Total area
in ha

Arable
lands and Orchards Vineyard Fields Pastures Meres
gardens

Swamps
and
marshes

Forests

Infertile soil

83,935

17,.868

1,673

8

5,236

5,377

-

5

51,191

2,177

84,292

19,782

1,571

5

5,402

5,674

-

-

49,831

2,027

1953

From the data in the table it can be seen that the total area of land in
the Srebrenica County in 1952 and 1953, most belonged to the category of
arable lands and gardens, and forest land. A significant area occupied a barren
land, then orchards and pastures. A vineyard area was reduced from 8 acres
in 1952 to 5 acres in 1953. In the Srebrenica County, there were no ponds, in
this period.
After the Second World War in Bosnia and Herzegovina, a major
problem for the further development of state and society was a high percentage
of illiterate population.
The data on the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the
Srebrenica County by the level of education and gender, according to the lis
from 15 March 1948, are presented in Table 11.70
69 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 232.
70 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 50-54.
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Table 11.
The people of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Srebrenica County according to their
education level and gender according to the list from 15 March 1948

Total

w/o
school

Total

2,565,.277

1,903,264

533,190

78,987

25,463

4,013

360

Male

1,237,381

801,000

367,284

49,590

15,932

3,374

201

Female

1,327,896

1,102,264

185,906

29,397

9,531

639

159

Total

w/o
school

Gender
PR BiH

Gender
The
Total
Srebrenica
County Male
Female

elementary

elementary

Middle
school

Middle
school

High
school

High
school

College and
university

College and
university

Unknown

Unknown

Svega

39,954

33,001

6,682

208

57

6

Muški

19,553

14,373

4,960

167

47

6

Ženski

20,401

18,628

1,722

41

10

-

From the data in the table it can be seen that in Bosnia and Herzegovina
in 1948 without any education was 74.19% of the population, with primary
school 20.78%, with a middle school education 3.08% of the population.
A secondary school had 0.99%, and a college and university 0.15% of the
population. With an unknown level of education there were 360 persons or
0.01% of the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The total percentage
of illiterate population of Bosnia and Herzegovina, women accounted for
42.97% and man for 31.22%.
In the Srebrenica County without education were 82.60% of the
population, with primary school 16.72%, with a middle school education
0.52% of the population. A secondary school had 0.14%, and a college and
university 0.01% of the population. The total percentage of illiterate population
of the Srebrenica County, women accounted for 51.06% and men for 48.94%.
After the liberation of Srebrenica, on 11 March 1945, an organized
work to solve educational opportunities was initiated. The literacy of the
population was approached and it grew for regular education, and there were
many of the kind. In addition to the literacy of the population through literacy
courses, intensive work ws performed on how to incorporate as many children
in regular education.71
71 Senaid Hadžić, Sead Selimović, ‘’Društveni razvoj sjeveroistočne Bosne od 1945. do
1952. Godine’’, Zbornik radova Filozofskog fakulteta Univerziteta u Tuzli, br. 6, vol. 31,
Tuzla, 2005, pp. 85.
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In Srebrenica in March 1946 there were 149 lietracy courses in 21
local people’s boards. The courses were attended by 3,253 participants, of
which 1,785 were women and 1,468 were men. A great help in organization
and work of literacy courses provided the cultural society of Bosnias and
Serbs: ‘’Preporod’’ and ‘’Prosvjeta’’.72
The following table (Table 12) shows data on the elementary schools,
and middle schools from I - IV grade in the area of the
 Srebrenica County for
73
a period from 1946 to 1953.
Table 12.
The Srebrenica County
Elementary school, extension of elementary school and middle school from grades I-IV
Academic
year

School

Classes

Pupils
Total

Female

Teachers
Male

Total

Female

Male

1946/47

12

30

2,384

798

1,586

16

5

9

1947/48

17

58

3,058

587

2,471

24

7

17

1948/49

18

59

3,234

811

2,423

18

9

9

1949/50

20

53

3,215

819

2,396

28

7

21

1950/51

22

76

3,164

871

2,293

41

11

30

1951/52

24

74

3,139

924

2,215

39

14

25

1952/53

28

88

3.,276

1,061

2,215

48

18

30

From the data in the table it can be seen that the number of primary
schools was continuously increasing. Their number increased from 12 in
academic 1946/47 year to 28 in academic 1952/53 years. The number of
students was also continuously increasing, so that their number increased
to 2,384 in academic 1946/47 year to 3,276 in academic 1952/53 year, or
37.41%. However, there remained a large number of children outside the
process of education, especially of girls. The girls in the total percentage of
primary school pupils in academic 1946/47 year accounted for 33.47%, and in
academic 1952/53 year to 32.39%. In academic 1946/47 year the teaching was
realized by 16 teachers, five of them women, and in academic 1952/53 year by
48 teachers, 18 of which were women.

72 ‘’Na području Sreza srebreničkog radi 149 analfabetskih tečajeva’’, Front slobode, br.
56, Tuzla, 17 March 1946, pp. 3.
73 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 475-481.
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On the first of June 1951 in the Srebrenica County worked four secondary
schools which were attended by 608 students.74
Conclusion
Srebrenica was after the World War II demolished and looted with
broken international relationships. The new communist government, by the
population of Srebrenica was accepted with distrust. The Communist Party of
Yugoslavia at the end of 1945 in the Srebrenica area had fifteen party cells with
99 members. If we take into account the fact that in this area there were about
39,000 inhabitants populated in fifteen local people’s boards, it can be seen
that 0.25% of the total population of Srebrenica belonged to the Communist
Party of Yugoslavia belonged to 0.25% of the total population of Srebrenica.
Renovation of Srebrenica after the Second World War took place
slowly. Tasks on the renovation and construction of the settlement were not
implemented according to the plans of state and of county authorities. This
was mainly justified by ‘’large destruction of the country’’, but the inability of
those who were supposed to contribute to the realization of reconstruction was
not emphasized. Great success was achieved by building roads and bridges,
allowing the citizens of this area much easier everyday life.
In addition, the district and county government organized “percussive
weeks“ for the renovation and construction of roads, land cultivation and repair
lines. Thosem actions sought to achieve the trust between citizens of different
nationalities, mainly Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats, which was disrupted during
the Second World WarIn this period, companies also faced labor shortages. Therefore, the
companies admitted students from the economy. They were mostly students
without one or both parents. In addition, enterprises in the Srebrenica County
did not have not enough qualified workers. Trades, industry, trade and catering
failed to reach a level of development that was before the start of World War
II.
In the area of Srebrenica lived together Bosniaks, Serbs, Croats and
members of other nations, and the population was continually increasing.
Results in the field of agriculture were not satisfactory. Poor
organization, particularly in peasant communities, then the lack of seeds and
74 Statistički godišnjak 1945-1953, pp. 491-493.
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labor, were only some of the causes of the poor state of agriculture. Poor yields
from the harvest, the problem of the purchase and the like, caused famines and
peasant communities were not able to respond to the tasks, and they were by
the end of 1953 “liquidated“.
After the liberation of Srebrenica began an organized work to solve
educational opportunities. The literacy of the population was approached that
grew for regular education, and there were many of the kind. In addition to
the literacy of the population through literacy courses, intensive work was
performed on how to incorporate as many children in regular education.
In Srebrenica in March 1946 there were 149 literacy courses in 21 local
people’s boards. The courses were attended by 3,253 participants, of which
1,785 women and 1,468 men. Great help in organization and work of literacy
courses provided the cultural society of Bosniaks and Serbs: ‘’Preporod’’ and
‘’Prosvjeta’’.
In the Srebrenica County there were, in 1948, without education
82.60% of the population, with primary school 16.72%, with middle school
education 0.52% of the population. Higher A secondary school had 0.14%,
and a college and university degree had 0.01% of the population. The total
percentage of illiterate population of the Srebrenica County was: women
accounted for 51.06% and men for 48.94%. A college or university degree
had only six citizens of Srebrenica.
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APPENDICES

Aladin Husić

TREBOTIĆ AND FORTRESS KLIČEVAC DURING THE
OTTOMAN REIGN

Introduction
The fortress Kličevac has been the mistery for a very long time, as well
as the county Trebotić where it was situated. Unlike the town that has not been
mentioned in the medieval sources until today, Trebotić appeared conitnuously
in different charts from 1326 to 1426.1 Based on these, however, it was not
possible to even close determine the place and territory that belonged to the
county Trebotić, and as follows not even the locality of fortress Kličevac that
has been mentioned in the sources since the 15th century. A partial solution
of the problem of the county Trebotić, and later the nahya, was later possible
on the bases of some Ottoman sources. The 1468 list enabled the close
identification of the position of the mentioned nahya, but since it existed as an
administrative unit very briefly it was not mentioned in the succeeding lists2,
it territory remained undefined, H. Šabanović only pointed to those questiones
that remained open.3 In the same source was a fortress with the crew also
mentioned, whose locality was also unknown even after that. There was the
headquarters of the nahya Trebotić and according to H. Šabanović, as the only
fortified town with the crew, it was also the management center of the not
only nahya but also of the whole vilayet Kovač. Except for locality, additional
problem was its true name.
1

2
3

Pavao Anđelić, Ubikacija oblasti Trebotića i teritorijalno-politička organizacija
bosanskog Podrinja u srednjem vijeku, Studije o teritorijalno-političkoj organizaciji
srednjovjekovne Bosne, Sarajevo 1982, pp. 174-175. (hereandafter: Ubikacija oblasti
Trebotića...,);
Tahrir defteri za: 1485., 1489., 1516., 1530., 1640. godinu, Istanbul, Bašbakalik Aršivi,
(BBA) T.D., No. 18, 24, 56, ¸64, 211;
Hazim Šabanović, Bosanski pašaluk, postanak i upravna podjela, Sarajevo, 1982, pp.
135., (hereandafter: Bosanski pašaluk...);
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Based on those scientifc results, that presented the good base for
further research P. Anđelić removed many doubts about ubication and nahya
Trebotić, as well as the name and ubication of the fortified town in its area.4
Available and very valuable data for this issue return us again to the issue and
provide possibility of new observation in the light of less used or unknown
written sources.
1. Trebotić after the fall under the Ottoman reign
The time and manner of occupation of the water-flowing area of river
Zeleni Jadar and medieval fortress as the central point in Trebotić are not
precisely determined up to now. Eventhough it is located near Srebrenica,
there are no indicators that the town-fortress Trebotić fell in 1462, when this
mine-rich field with wider area permanently went into the Ottoman hands. If
the fortres in the valley of Zeleni Jadar had been taken at the same time when
Srebrenica, it would have been the part of nayhe Srebrenica, or the waterflowing area of Zeleni Jadar as a special nahye would have been the part of
Smederevo Sandjak, that included for the first five decades the left bank of
river Drina from Zvornik to Srebrenica.5 Accoridng to its geographical features
and position this fortified town could have remained longer and presented the
most prominent defense point before the final fall of Bosnia in 1463. This
indicates that the fortressm as well as majority of fortresses in Bosnia was
taken in the decisive conquest of the Ottomans in 1463. However, during the
attack of wider scope, from the north of Hungaria and the south of Herzog
Stjepan’s sons, son Vlatko managed to conquer several towns in the area
Pavlović and three towns of Kovačević, one near Srebrenica.6 Kličevac was
also one of them. If this presumption s correct, that state did not last for long
time becuae in the Summer of 1464 the Sultan managed to return lost places
in that part of Bosnia and rule over them. After the conquest of this fortress the
regin over the whole territory of county Trebotić was completely established
and it temporarily retained its administrative borders as the nahya as well. It
area however remained undefined for a very long time.
Only P. Anđelić ubicated the territory of the nahye so far, and pretty
successfully. In his research and determination of borders, due to the lack
of appropriate, first and foremost written sources, mostly relied on the
geographical features of the terrain. In the shortest, nahya Trebotić consisted
4
5
6
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Pavao Anđelić, Ubikacija oblasti Trebotića..., pp. 175.-203.;
Hazim Šabanović, Bosanski pašaluk..., pp. 168.;
Sima Ćirković, Istorija srednjovjekovne bosanske države, Beograd 1964, pp. 330.;

of river banks Zeleni Jadar, with the exception of several villages in the area
of its well. In some parts the borders of the nahye are completely clear, and
natural, such as borders towards Srebrenica and Ludmer, while the borders in
the upper flow of river Jadar and towards Birač are not.7
The area in question, judging by the number of found settlements, was
very inhabited in the Middle Ages. If county and nahye are completely identical,
which is very often, then the county before the Ottomans arrival consisted of
48 villages and four serf estates. It is not possible to determine even close
demographic state of the area based on those data, but, however, regradless of
the size of the settlement, that is the number of households in it, can be said
that it was intensively populated. The only registered settlement in 1468 there
was Sućeska with about 30 households. It encompassed the empty mezras
as well: Dubrovine, Klič, Kutuzero and Zedanjsko.8 In addition the found
villages as we managed to decifer them are: Mrčevo, Bogomilovo, Brnarevo,
Mokošić, Vukmanić, Vranić, Mrčanović, (or Mrđanović), Bobovo (or Popovo)
Vukinović, Lišnjarić, Ilijin Dol, Miliković, Mrđenović?, Radoslav Janjić, Ivko
Nahorić, Vučina Veselić, Vukša Trumišić, Radomir Zitnić, Radosav Vranić,
Radonja Vukić, Vučina Dragalić, Nalješković, Vrbova, Pomor (or Ponor),
Sidramlje, Vrbovo or the other name Krstjan, Bačine Klade (or Bačina Glava),
Hranovo Greblje, Slezenovići, Turšanovići, Hranković, Brajko Hvalić, Obrad
Mušić, Vuković, Gradivoj (or Kradivoj) Okosalić, Radašin Hrgović, Obrad
Veselić and ubicated and today known settlements and localities: Bilo Polje,
Nikolići, Sljivovo, Sedlari, Bačići, Stedra, Višnjica, Dubačko, Koprivno and
Lehovići.9
7
8

9

Pavao Anđelić, Ubikacija oblasti Trebotića..., pp. 178.;
Kutuzero and Žedanjsko are, today villages on the west of Srebrenica in the valley of
river Zeleni Jadar, near village Sućeska. Dubrovina is unknown. Klič could be read as
Čelić (Čelice). Since we could not find similar settlement or locality, we chose Klič
becuae we think it is closely related to name Kličevac.
Istanbul, Ataturk Kutuphanesi, (Mualim Cevdet Yazmalari), T.D., No. 0,76, fo. 156-157.
The process of ubication of these places is difficult for many reasons but we will mention
the basic ones: ortographic differences due to scriptor’s inabilities, inadaptability of
names to the Ottoman Turkish language, the absence of diacritics, the disappearance of
many settlements, the change of names of certain settlements especially with the arrival
of Vlachs – cattle-farmers and others. In this part we will emphasize the difficulties that
the ubication of Kličevac presented as the most known place in the nahye that the scriptor
registered as “Trabutić“. (fo. 156.) Thus we will at least try to give some indications
that we could find and that might ease or help reach final solutions. Mrčevo, unknown.
There is Mrčevci, a part of village Obadi, on the north-east of Srebrenica. According
to its position, it a slight is the possibility that it refers to it. In the later lists a village
Mrčevo was also mentioned in nahya Vratar, with the same ortography, and which does
not exist under such name today. Bogumilovo does not exist today. It is mentioned in
sources as Bogumilovo Selo, Bogumilovac, and the locality was near village Sućeska,
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on the west of Srebrenica. By the end of 16th century, it was mentioned only as an arable
land (mezra) used by villagers of Sućeska. Brnarevo, unknown. Mokošić, unknown.
Vukmanić, unknown. Vranik, today unknown, could be read as Vranić. Mrđanović,
unknown. Bobova, unknown. Vukinović or Vukanović, unknown. Lišnjarić, unknown
under this name. In the later list of 1485 it is written as “Istarić“. It is probably the same
name. Ilijin Dol, unknown. It is not mentioned in the later sources. Miliković, today
unknown. In nahya Vratar the pasture Ravne was mentioned and it was used by villagers
of Miljkovo. Thus the locality of this village should be searched on the south towards
nahya Vratar. The village Ravne also exist on the south-east of Vlasenica, and due to this
reason it is not probable that it referred to that village Ravne. Mrdenović, under this or
similar name, is unknown. Radoslav janjić, unknown. Ivko Nahorić, unknown. Vučina
Veselić, unknown under this name. In the late 16th century Štedrić was mentioned under
another name Veselić or Veselica, and the locality of this group of Vlachs should be
searched in the water-flowing area of stream Štedrić, on the south-east of Vlasenica.
Vukša Trumić, unknown. Radomir Žitnić, unknown. Radosav Vranić or Vranik, unknown.
Radojin Vukić, unknown. Vučina Dragalić, unknown. Since in 1485 Draganić appeared
in nahye Osat, then the locality of this village should be searched in the central part of
the flow of river Zeleni Jadar, somewhere near village Sućeska. Maybe the village under
such a name should be searched for in that area. Nalješkovi or Naljeskovi, a written
ortography, could be identified as Nešković, a part of a village Obadi on the north-east
of Srebrenica. Since it significantly exceeds the territorial frame of later county Trebotić,
such identification is impossible. In 1485 Liskovik was mentioned in nahya Osat, then
Nalješkovik could refer to present day village Ljeskovik, on the south of Srebrenica. By
its locality, in the well of river Jadar, it could have belonged to the mentioned county
and nahya Trebotić. Vrbovo, unknown. Ponor, unknown. Sidramlje, unknown. Vrbovo,
under another name Krstjan, unknown. In the later 1485 list only Krs was mentioned
as a mezra. Bačina Glava (or Klada), unknown. It could be today’s settlement Bačino
Brdo, a part of village Gradine on the east of Vlasenica. In the later sources it was not
mentioned under this name. Hranovo Greblje, today unknown. In the later sources it
was mentioned under similar names: Hranov Grob (1485) and Hranulov Grob or Ugor,
both unknown. Since one of the builders Ahmed (a builder from 1485-89), owned an
estate there, then it should have not been away from Kličevac. Slezenovići (islezenovići),
unknwon. Brajko Hvalić, unknown. Obrad Mušić?, unknown. Vuković, a village on the
east of Vlasenica. It could be read as Vukolić, but similar is unknown. Kradivoj Okosalić,
unknown. Radašin Hrković, unknown. Obrad Veselić, unknown. Bilo Polje, today exists
Bijelo Polje, on the south-east of Vlasenica. According to its position the menioning of it
in this source could refer to it. Since in 1485 the group of arable lands within the area of
villages Kutuzero and Palež encompassed also a mezra Bilino Polje, then it can refer only
to a locality Bijelo Polje on the south of village Kutuzero. Nikolić does not exist today
as a settlement. In the late 16th century it was a smaller village with seven households.
The name retained in a hydronym Nikolić-potok (potok in Eng. Stream) on the south
of village Kutuzero, on the west of Srebrenica. Šljivovo, a part of village Palež, on the
south-east of Srebrenica. Sedlari (Sedlarić), a part of village Osmače, on the south-west
of Srebrenica. The same spelling in the Ottoman language can be pronounced as Bakići
ir Bačići. Bakići is on the east of Vlasenica. Although there are three settlements Bačići
that could be considered, the most acceptable solution is to identify it with Bačići on the
south of Milići. Štedra, originally Ištedra, a village on the west of Srebrenica. Višnjica,
a village on the west of Srebrenica. Dubačko, on the east of Vlasenica. Koprivno, on the
easo of Vlasenica. Lehović, a part of village Babuljice on the north-west of Srebrenica.

The settlements registered after names and last names probably
presented the groups of former nomads (Vlachs). The complete ubication of
these settlements would make precise determination of medieval county, later
nahye, possible, but even on these bases it can be said that there are no major
differences from the area that P. Anđelić defined, except maybe in the well of
river Zeleni Jadar.
All the aforementioned villages were before or immediately after 1463
abandoned. The population moved to safer areas but the direction of their
migration is unknown.
It can be seen from the 1468/69 list that this area was completely
empty in the first decade of the Ottoman reign. Being unsettled was a general
characteristic of many parts of Bosnia that the Ottomans controlled immediately
after 1463. The total number of specially charted deserted villages in the
Bosnian Sandžak in 1468/69 amounted to 255 settlements. This is according
to N. Filipović the result of several factors: internal turmoil in Bosnia before
1463, frequent and prolonged intrusions of the Ottomans, the conquest of
1463, the Hungarian counter-offensive at the end of 1463, and the resistance
of internal forces.10 Recognizing all of the above reasons equally, it seems that
they still reflected differently in certain areas, which is especially evident in
the field in question. Of the total number of specially charted deserted villages
in the area around the Sanjak (255), almost one-half (104), accounting for
only three nahiyas: Trebotić, Uskopje and Lašva. Uskopje and Lašva in 1464
were the most prominent areas towards the Hungarian Jajce Banate. The
entire area of nahiya Lašva, in the upper course of the eponymous river, on
the northwest of Travnik, although under the military control of the Ottomans,
it was completely empty, unlike villages in the middle and lower flows of
Lašva. This indicates that the population of these two nahiyas fled, primarily
due to uncertainty in the zone of frequent clashes between the Ottomans and
the Hungarians and not only in the retreat before the Ottomans as it is often
highlighted. The influence of other factors seem to be negligible in the area.
Nahiya Trebotić, compared to Lašva and Uskopje, was at a considerable
disadvantage. Immediately after the fall of the Serbian despot (1459) the
Ottomans began to threaten the important places of Podrinje, Zvornik and
Srebrenica. Zvornik fell under the Ottoman rule, and already in 1460 it was
taken. This checkpoint was very important and all the campaigns started from
there in that part of the Drina valley. For these reasons, a wider band of the left
10 Nedim Filipović, Osvrt na položaj bosanskog seljaštva u prvoj deceniji uspostavljanja
osmanske vlasti u Bosni, Radovi Filozofskog fakulteta, III; Sarajevo, 1965, pp. 64-65.;

bank of the Drina river was rather uncertain. However, despite the complete
capture and rounding the territory under the control of the Ottoman Empire
until the middle of 1463, this area, due to frequent the Hungarian counterattacks, in the coming year could not be considered safe. After the loss of
Jajce and the north-eastern Bosnia, in a strong Hungarian counter-offensive
in 1464 the second defensive belt was established and organized in Jajce and
Srebrenica banates, from which the Hungarians threatened areas under the
Ottomans. Particularly frequent invasions in those years were organized in
Zvornik and Srebrenica, and the hardest was the siege of Zvornik in 1464 by
the Hungarian King Matthias Corvinus after which Srebrenica was completely
devastated.11 In these historical circumstances the degree of devastation of
Trebotić which was leaning against the mentioned area was far higher (47
villages), almost as much as in the two aforementioned nahiyas (61 village).
Where the population was protected and safe, those places survived after
1463. The only inhabited place in it, the village Sućeska, was located directly
next to the fort, which provided security to its residents.
The authorities in the catchment area of Zeleni Jadar fully stabilized
until 1468 but, the new administrative unit - nahiya, the area of Trebotić,
however, did not remain a compact unit for a long time and and already in
1485 that name was no longer mentioned.12 The territory that it encompassed
was divided between neighboring nahiyas Osat and Birče. The border of these
two administrative units went approximately to the locality of Vratnice, in
the middle course of Zeleni Jadar, so that the upstream region belonged to
Osat, i.e. today’s villages Zedanjsko and Kutuzero, and downstream villages
belonged to Birač, i.e. Stedra, Višnjica, Koprivno13 and others.
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Adem Handžić, Zvornik u drugoj polovini XV i u XVI vijeku, GDI BiH, XVIII/1968/69.
(1970), Sarajevo, 1970, pp. 154.;
12 Šabanović was of the opinion that it fully merged into nahiya Osat. However, later
sources give a much clearer picture of the administrative division of this space. Hazim
Šabanović, Bosanski pašaluk..., pp. 135.; Compare the 1485 list; T.D., No. 18, and
Opširni popis Bosanskog sandžaka iz 1604. Edited by: Snježana Buzov, Sv. II, Sarajevo,
2000, pp. 359-385, and pp. 577-623.;
13 The last three villages with soem other villages in the downstream of Zeleni Jadar, A.
Bejdić unjustifiably attributed to the nahiye Birče, probably due to partial similarity
of the spelling Birče and Barče. (See in: Alma Bejdić, Derbendžijska organizacija u
Bosanskom sandžaku početkom XVII vijeka, PII, XXII, 24 (1988), Sarajevo, 1988, pp.
73). It should also be noted that those cannot be equated because nahiye Barče is in the
south Serbia, between Nova varoš and Sjenica, and Birče is in the area of Vlasenica in
Bosnia.

2. Ključevac or Kličevac?
The existence of a fortified city and the crew was confirmed by
the above source from 1468/69 and also by several later ones.14 However,
it remained completely unclear the issue of real name. The appearance in
historical sources was a great revelation, since in professional archaeological
and historical literature it was not known even mentioned. This imposes
another question, was not a fortress built after the capture of the area where it
belonged and did not present a brand new fort that the Ottomans built after the
conquest of this area? The best answer can give archaeological research that
would according to the method of construction, characteristics of materials
and other elements provide an adequate response. Since there were no such
attempts, we are left to point out some other moments on the basis of which
that can be judged.
Most of the fortresses that were mentioned in the 15th and 16th centuries
lists, presented already existing fortifications. None, as far as it is known, was
built anew after 1463. If observed from the point of view of language, it is
clear that this word is of a pre-Ottoman origin, which means that the Ottomans
found the mentioned name and, therefore, the fort. The very location of the fort
and its fate at the end of the first half of the sixteenth century say, that it was
created in a place that was, by the choice of their locality, more characteristic
of the pre-Ottoman rather than the Ottoman period when it was the crews on
the main communication routes were taken into consideration including the
possible construction of new fortresses on them.
P. Anđelić said that the city according to the characteristics of the
relief where it was situated could also have had the name Sutjeska, which
remained in the name of the nearby village Sućeska.15 Without excluding such
a possibility in the earlier history of the fort, it can be said that such a name, if
it existed, before 1463 was completely repressed and forgotten. Whether there
were the existing double names or giving new ones, in the Ottoman sources
were regularly recorded both variants, for example: “Fenarlk nam-i diger
Kaštel“ (Fernalik, another name Kaštel) or “Belgrade nam-i diger Dlamoč“
(Belgrade, another name Glamoč). In places where appeared new names, with
obvious Ottoman origin, they were usually only translated into the Ottoman
language, such as Jezero (Golhisar-the Town Jezero), Belgrade (Akhisar-the
White City)16 and the like. Kličevac was not suitable for this kind of adaptation
14 Those are the 1485, 1489 and 1516 lists and the registar of fortresses from 1530.;
15 Pavao Anđelić, Ubikacija oblasti Trebotića..., pp. 176-177.;
16 Istanbul, BBA, Maliyeden Mudevver, No. 540. ;
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and it retained its former name. The fortress was, apparently, found at the time
of arrival of the Ottomans, but in the absence of medieval written monuments
it was difficult to find an adequate solution to its reading from the Ottoman
sources. Hence, given the specifics of the Ottoman language and different
possibilities of reading, and different varieties of writing, it was very difficult
to adequately solve its real name. Therefore, in certain phases of interest in
this fortified place came to different solutions. Historians Ottoman scholars
largely deciphered it as Ključevac,17 while P. Anđelić came up with something
different name - Kličevac.18
Since it was discovered thanks to the Ottoman sources, we will highlight
some of the specifics of writing names in them. In many cases, orthography for
specific places was not always written in the same way. If one adds the regular
absence of diacritical marks, then decryptation of some places, especially
those that no longer exist or are less known, seems to be even more difficult.
The same is the case with the name of a fortified city in Trebotić, whose name
in the Ottoman sources can be found in different variants. In the oldest source
that it was mentioned, the orthography was written as - Ključevac (Ključevać)
and it could not be read differently.19
In the 1485 defter, catalogers registered it significantly differently, in
the form in which it was logical to read the name as “Kličević”20 which in the
variant adapted to the Bosnian language could be something as Kličevac.
Only a few years later (1489) orthography received a different form,
which compared to the previous one in the last syllable received elif which
returned it to its original form with the ending “vac”.21 This could be read as
Kličevac.

17 Hazim Šabanović, Bosanski pašaluk..., pp. 42, 120, 134, 135. Nedim Filipović,
Historijsko-geografski rječnik, period 1301-1599, Sarajevo, 1980, the manuscript in the
Archives of BiH, pp. 21; Adem Handžić, O organizaciji vojne krajine Bosanskog ejaleta
u XVII stoljeću, sjeverna i sjeverozapadna granica, PII; XXIII, 24, (1988), Sarajevo,
1988, pp. 46; Adem Handžić, Tuzla i njena okolina u XVI vijeku, Sarajevo, 1975, pp. 39.
(hereandafter: Tuzla i njena okolina...);
18 Pavao Anđelić, Ubikacija oblasti Trebotića..., pp. 173-176.;
19 Istanbul, Ataturk Kutuphanesi (Belediye Kutuphanesi), Muallim Cevdet Yazmalari,
T.D., No. 0,76, fo. 1,97, 156. (The manuscript of the translation of this defter in the
Oriental Institute in Sarajevo: Ahmed S. Aličić. Ramiza Ibrahimović, Sumarni popis
Bosne (1468/69). The translators of this defeter read it in the same manner.
20 Istanbul, BBA, T.D., No. 18, fo. 111;
21 Istanbul, BBA, T.D., No. 24, fo. 446;
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The confusion in the possible final solution brought the 1516 defter
in which appeared two forms of this word and those are: (Kličevće) and
(Kličevac).22 Only in 153023 we find a unified way, occasionally present in
earlier sources from 1489 in one place, and in 1516 as follows: (Kličevac).
As it can be seen, vocals did not represent the only problem but also
consonants, which further aggravated decryptation.
Historians-orientalists have opted for a variant of the earliest sources
according to which it is possible to read it only as Ključevac. P. Anđelić considers
that such a characteristic entered the literature thanks to H. Šabanović and
that is the consequence of a heavy decryption of aforementioned source. We
believe that the selection of the first forms was influenced by somewhat wider
set of circumstances and not only the mentioned reason. By that we primarily
mean the lack of a sufficient number of sources from which it would be able
to spot the similarities that indicated and led to the original name. Another
circumstance, which seems more decisive, is that the medieval sources did not
mention it, nor did the historical literature know about it, and, therefore, the
first form was probably regarded to be correct and closest to the found name.
Using predominantly the defter from 1468 the same forms weare accepted by
N. Filipović24, as well as A. Handžić.25 Based on this source any other solution
was not possible.
Since today we have one source more, previously completely unknown,
which can be read only as Kličevac,26 it can be concluded that the orthography
was in time approaching its original form of a name, thanks to the probable
influence of the local people or their very participation in the lists. In all
variants from 1485, the first syllable was uniform “Klič...” so that the original
form “Ključ...” from 1468 could be a consequence of a disoriented clerk.
These are to date the only written evidence of the name of this city,
which are as can be seen from one list to another list became more uniform.
22 Istanbul, BBA, T.D., No. 56, fo. 1 and fo. 125;
23 Istanbul, BBA, Maliyeden Mudevver, No. 540, fo. 1 and 13. This source was the initiative
to resolve this dilema in a wider space.
24 Nedim Filipović, Historijsko-geografski rječnik..., pp. 21;
25 Adem Handžić, Tuzla i njena okolina..., pp. 39; Ibid: O organzaciji vojne krajine..., pp.
46;
26 This form was used in the latest two papers. See in: Aladin Husić, Tvrđave Bosanskog
sandžaka i nihove posade 1530. godine, Prilozi za orijentalnu filologiju 49/1999, Sarajevo,
2000, pp. 212. (hereandafter: Tvrđave Bosanskog sandžaka...); Ibid: O imamskoj službi i
u tvrđavama Bosanskog sandžaka u 15. i prvoj polovini 16. vijeka, Novi Muallim, God.
1, br. 4, Sarajevo, 2000, pp. 93;
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Both the name and the site in professional archaeological and historical
literature was completely unknown. P. Anđelić was conducted field research
in the area of Srebrenica and Vlasenica in 1975/76.27 A detailed examination
of the field, a check of topographic maps, followed by conservations with the
inhabitants of the surrounding villages, he found that only the name Kličevac
was used locally and concluded that it was the original form that was fully
preserved whereas the form Ključevac was the result of difficult reading of the
Ottoman alphabet. The variety of forms of ortography in the sources doid not
confirm of a part of such conclusion, but seemed to be an important difficulty
in the final solution of the name.
The topographic sign of a ruin and its name Kličevac entered the
Austro-Hungarian charts. This means that the Austro-Hungarican occupation
in 1878 found this kind of form.28 The site of the city itself was located near
the present village Sućeska, on the right bank of Zeleni Jadar.29
Based on the above emphasised Ottoman sources, especially the
fieldwork of P. Anđelića, Kličevac can be considered the only justified name.
3. Kličevac after the Ottoman conquest
On completion of the stabilization of power in the Bosnian Sanjak was
made the list in 1468 and therefore the area of Trebotić with its headquarters
in fortress Kličevac with a crew. Probably it was placed immediately after
the conquest of the fortress, but we cannot say anything about it for the time
being. Due to more ahead prominent historical circumstances 1463/64, it
can be assumed that the number of soldiers surpassed the number of those
registered in 1468 as a fief-holders which often represented only a part of
the military potential, located in individual fortresses, especially in the first
years after their seizure of the Ottomans. It is therefore not surprising that in
1468 Klicevac was located only 24 mustahfiz fief-holders. The commander of
that first crew was Resul and for his ministry he received an estate of 5,449
akchas. For unknown reasons, he was succeeded by Aydin jajabaša on 1 zu27 In those years a TV show „Caravan“ was broadcast by the former Television Belgrade,
fow which a reporter Milan Kovačević made a report on ruins of Kličevac. (See in:
Pavao Anđelić, Ubikacija oblasti Trebotića..., pp. 173); The data on Kličevac broadcast
in the show and those collected by P. Anđelić, were released thanks to Jusuf Hasić the
former director of the Spa Guber and Salih Salihović the ormer vice-president of the
Municipal Assembly of Srebrenica.
28 K.u.K. Militargeographisches Institut, Zone 29 Col. XX, 6362 Vlasenica und Srebrenica,
(ratio 1: 75.000);
29 Pavao Anđelić, Ubikacija oblasti Trebotića..., pp. 176-177.
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l-hidždžeta 876 (10 February 1472). His property consisted of: Cerovica,
Daljegošta in the nahya Osat, a village Sućeska with mezras (arable lands)
Kutuzero, Zedanjsko, Klič, Dubrovine, in the nahya Trebotić. The last also
represent the area in the vicinity of the fort.
The military structure of fief-holders crew Dizdars had regularly
had their deputies (ćehaja or kethuda), who, if necessary, changed them or it
also served as a preparation for promotion to the rank of commander. Such a
function in Kličevac exercised ćehaja Dogan and enjoyed the village Dobrak,
a part of the village of Brezovica and Karin, in nahya Osat, on the south and
south-east of Srebrenica. From these villages on behalf of annuities 2,176
akchas belonged to him.
Next, the required service that almost every fortress and crew had, with
possible rare exceptions, was the one of imam, which for this crew performed
Hamza-faqih. He and two other co-owners enjoyed villages Klokotovac, a part
of Brodčice, Beroševići, (Osat), D. Vrelo (Vratar) and Podbukovica. The total
annuitant income from these villages was 6,119 akchas. How much belonged
to him was not entirely clear, but, given the number of co-owners, on can
assume about 2,000 akchas. He performed this service at least until 1477.
As part of this crew was the job of cannons. Brothers Radivoj and Ifko?
Performed it. After the death of Radivoje, the service was succeeded again by
a non-Muslim, Jovan Pohvalić. Due to neglect of service, Ifko lost his military
status, and replaced by Vukašin and his brother, whose name is not known. No
matter how it looked unusual and even though not frequent, this phenomenon
was therefore present in the fortress crews already in 1468. It also instructs
us that those were members of local population, most likely from a narrower
area of Srebrenica, but also that the mentioned were earlier in these services,
in this or any other fortress in narrower or wider area of Srebrenica. Since for
this service something more complex education was necessary and in which
the selection was carried out by stricter criteria, those must have been welltrained and tested gunners, who continued family and military tradition even
after 1463, the truth is not so long. All previously mentioned changes were
made in a very short period, until 13 November 1471.
After the compensation that the members received in terms of the
amount of revenue allocated to the article it was not different from other crews
in Sanjak. From what can be seen, the smallest individual property was 1,900
akchas, while the collective, in the division on the number of co-owners,
amounted to 1,900 akchas or more. In this composition, with a few changes,
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the crew remained until about 1477. Apart from the already mentioned, instead
of the dead and Mustafa and Sahin other people were brought, while Dursun
due to the murder lost his status as a soldier and Ali from Lefče as given his
position.30
Since until the next mention in the sources, there were certain
administrative changes and Trebotić was divided, Kličevac was in the area that
belonged to the nahya Osat. A complete stability of the wider area strengthened
those changes for a longer period of time.
Although slightly, it seems that the stabilization of situation and
strengthening of government still partially reflected in the number of
Kličevac. In 1485 the crew there were a fewer number of fief-holders, 20 of
them headed by a dizdar Ahmed with income of 5,122 akchas from a village
Osatnica and Crni Vrh in nahya Osat. Jusuf was his ćehaja, with a significantly
smaller property compared to his predecessor, in the amount of 1,630 akchas
in a village Kupnice ?. Imam Junus enjoyed a village Zgonje from which
he levied in 1,562 akchas. Of other services we should also mention cannon
that Hoškadem performed and one Bylykbashi Karagoz, who with their coowners enjoyed villages Brložnik (nahya Vratar) and Dobrak (Osat). From
1485 properties of those crews were not as high as in 1468. Except for
dizdar, sums of all other property holders were considerably reduced.31 The
reduction of the number of crew and the amount they received for military
service were reflected in the number of settlements that were calculated into
properties of those crews. The revitalization of the economy reflected in such
changes much more, however, i.e. agriculture as its dominant branch, whose
increase of production of a small number of villages could reconcile in-kind
commitments to mustahfiz of fortress. Therefore, in addition to the village
Brložnik, all settlements from neighboring Vratar, compared to 1468, were
30 Istanbul, Ataturk Kutuphanesi (Belediy Kutuphanesi), Muallim Cevdet Yazmalari, T.D.,
No. 076, fo. 97-99.; The first crew conisted of: Hamza, Karagoz, Balaban (and enjoyed a
part of Brodčić, nahiye Osat), the other Karagoz (Ljeskovik, Bobetnica?-Osat), Mahmud
(Žabokvica-Osat), Jusuf (Sidače, Odrat-Osat, Nožići-nahya Vratar), Anadolac, (Anadolu)
Alija, the other Alija, Klokotovac-a part of Brodčica, Beroševići-Osat, Donje Vrilo,
Podbukovica-Vratar), Hamza, Karagoz (Đurđevica and Vućebil?-Osat) Hizr (Grabovikthe other part, Jasenica-Vratar, Mrčevo, Podlaznica, a part of Luke, Godomilje) Jusuf
from Toplice (Podžeplje-Vratar, Zgonje-Osat) Ishak and Hamza (Barnik, PodstranjeVratar a part of Zgonje, Pridvornica under another name Osatnica-Osat), Mustafa, Ismail
and Dursun (Stari Brod, under another name Milin Do, Podvidova Gora, LjubomišljeVratar, Peručica-Osat), Ismail (Pridol-Vratar), Mustafa and Šahin (Obrat, Toplice-Osat).
31 Istanbul, BBA., T.D., No. 18., fo. 111-112.; The rest of the crew consisted of: Murat,
Mustafa, Vukašin, Mahmud, Alija, Alija Kovač, Ishak, Ismail, Hamza, Balaban, Karagoz,
Čelebi, Iskender, Isa and Gazi.
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relieved of the obligation to Kličevac and the remaining needs of the crew
were covered from the income of the following villages in Osat: Osatnica,
Crni Vrh, Kupnica?, Zgonje, Raduđice (perhaps today’s Radovčići), Dobrak,
Brodčići, mezras Simun, Peručica, Draževići?, Šljivice, Daljegošta, Brankovo
and Ostojak.
The following information about this fortress dates from 1489. Its
crew number remained the same with slight changes in the composition but
with completely the same command structure, meaning dizdar Ahmed, ćehaja
Jusuf and Bylykbashi Karagoz. The former imam was replaced by a new
imam Hamza with the same amount of property and a village enjoyed by his
predecessor. Who exercised the cannon service that year is not entirely clear,
but it existed since it was mentioned later.32
By the end of the XV an even at the beginning of the sixteenth century
we can not see any significant changes both in terms of increase or decrease
and also in a structural sense. Among other crew members, according to their
functions dizdar Mustafa Arnaut (5,012 akchas-Kutizero, Osatnica), kethuda
Junus (1,625), imam Abduldžemil (1,400 akchas-G. Zgonje, Osat) gunner
Iskender, (mutual property) serbuljuk Orhan, son of Balaban (1,478 akchas,
Peručica) still stood out.33 After 1516 Orhan was promoted to ćehaja.
The period from the beginning of the 16th century, we can say was in
the sign of peace treaties with rival Hungary whose interests were significantly
affected by the presence of the Ottomans. Long-standing rivalries and decades
of military confrontation was somewhat diminished in the first decades of the
16th century, it seems more driven by other reasons than a real desire for lasting
peace. However, contracts from 1503 and 1519 at least declaratively heralded
a quieter period between rivals whose interests were refracted in the area of
Bosnia and the very Trebotić, who was frequently subjected to military action.
A new course meant some relief for Kličevac that at least when the fief-holders
were in question did not record changes but steady military contingent even in
time of arrival of Suleiman the Lawgiver on the throne, and his determination
that regardless of the contracts of his predecessor wnet into the final removal
of the Hungarian presence south of the Sava River. Nevertheless Kličevac
was still a part of the defense system established during the second half of
32 Istanbul, BBA., T.D., No. 24., fo. 446-450.;
33 Istanbul, BBA., T.D., No. 56., fo. 125-126.; The remaining crew members were: Alija,
a son of Surudža, Berrak, Ejnebegi, Islam, Jahja and Abdi – sons of Mustafa, Iskender
son of Ibrahim, Ilijas son of Alija, Ajas son of Alija, Mehemdi from Moreja (Moralu),
Mehemd, Arnaut, Mehmed, son of Mustafa, Hasan, son of Balaban, Halil son of Karagoz,
Husejn, son of Karagoz and Iskender, son of Hamza.
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the 15th century and was in it, even after the fall of Jajce Banate in 1527 and
1530 remained stationed numerically almost the same crew of 19 mustahfiz34
including seven from the previous composition (1516).35 This could point to
its not very great importance in both numbers and renewal of its composition.
The formation setup of the crew was completely identical and changes of any
kind were not visible at least as far as the part that was included in this list.
However, some services such as imam, or of cannons remained unmarked as
had happened before. But other required services were specified to carriers and
their backs. Thus, a property of dizdar Mahmoud of 5,012 akchas consisted
of villages Razdol, Kutizero, (Vratar) Crni Vrh, Obojak, Gostilj and Sidače.
Orhan served as ćehaja to 10 Ramadan 943 (20 February 1537) and later, after
his death, he was replaced by Piri. As till 1516, the amount of the property
of of the fortress was stabilized, it did not experience a significant correction
in 1530. Among the other members of the crew, except as those noted, only
one enjoyed one half of the basic property, thus 700, and all the rest of 1,400
akchas.
The continuity of the crew was not as evident and its composition
between 1530 and 1540, compared to the previous was essentially variable. It
seems that there was a certain relaxation and looser attitude toward military
service. Whether opportunities or the control contributed it, the rotation of
the individual services was more frequently. Whatever, Kličevac compared
to others did not represent an exception and those phenomena were present
in other fortresses. However, some remarks point to a certain relaxation
and negligence towards service. The shifts were much more frequent than
it could be seen in the earlier period. The reasons why sometimes property
was confiscated from individuals are the following: left the service, did not
perform the service, even for “making discord”.
Eventhough recruitment of local people in the crew was nothing new,
in towers it became common practice. “Bosniak Kurd” came in military
service who reconverted to Islam and since 1539 was on service in Kličevac.36
Historical circumstances at the end of the first half of the 16th century
were significantly different from those in the late 15th or early 16th century.
In the significantly changed circumstances during the forties the fortress
Kličevac had no longer had the military or the strategic importance and the
34 This crew was also briefly presented in another context. See in: Aladin Husić, Tvrđave
Bosanskog sandžaka..., pp. 212.
35 Alija, son of Sarudža, Islam, Orhan now ćehaja, Ilijas son of Alija, Ajas son of Alija,
Mehmedi from Moreja and Mehmed Arnaut.
36 Istanbul, BBA., MMV., No. 540., fo. 13.;
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crew was abolished. Thus, the long process of collapse and gradual decline of
this fortress began.
Conclusion
We tired with these on the basis of the archive material used to
complement previous research efforts and draw attention to the underlying
historical trends at the turn of two centuries in Trebotić and thereby expand
the basis for further studies.
Historical and social changes during the second half of the 15th and
early 16th centuries had a negative impact on the field Trebotić. Those changes
did not go in the affirmation direction, on the contrary, this area was pushed
to the margin of events, which ultimately resulted in the division between
neighbouring Osat and Birč. It seems that this was the consequence of an
evident migration movements resulting from the mid-15th century. In those
processes gradually weakened the importance of the fort Kličevac which by a
division of the parent space partly merged with neighbouring administrative
area, the nahya Osat. Originally intended role of administrative and military
center was temporary. As the administrative center it probably ceased to exist
after the division of the territory of Trebotić, but it was as a military checkpoint
detained a little longer, until the end of the first half of the 16th century.
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DOCUMENTS

Dr Vedad Gurda, Assistant Professor

JUDGEMENT TO ZDRAVKO TOLIMIR FOR GENOCIDE
IN SREBRENICA

Introduction
Zdravko Tolimir is one of the five high-raniking officers of the Army
of Republic of Srpska who were today convicted before the International
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) for the crime of genocide
against Muslims (Bosniaks) in Srebrenica in 1995.1
He was born in a village Popovići near Glamoč on 27 November 1948
where he finished his elementary school. He graduated from the Military
Academy in Belgrade, and was additionally educated abroad. During his
military career he served in many places throughout the former Yugoslavia.
During the outbreak of war in the SFR Yugoslavia he was in Split, and
left to Knin then. His superior officer there was ratko Mladić, with whom
he transferred to the Army of Republic of Srpska in 1992 to the position of
Assistant Commander for Security and Intelligence of the Headquarters of
the Army of Republic of Srpska. In June 1994 he was promoted to the rank
of Major General. He was one of seven assistants in the Headquarters of the
Army of Republic of Srpska, and his immediate superior was the Commander
of the Headquarters Ratko Mladić. He had very close relationship with Mladić.
Mladić often consulted Tolimir before making any decision, and witnesses
who testified before the ICTY in the case of Tolimir described him as Mladić’s
“right hand”, his “eyes and ears”.
1

In addition to Tolimir before the ICTY for the crime of genocide in Srebrenica were
also convicted: Radoslav Krstić, a Deputy Commander of the Drina Corps of the
Army of Republic of Srpska, Ljubiša Beara, Chief of Security of the Headquarters of
the Army of Republic of Srpska, Vujadin Popović, Assistant Commander of the Chief
of Security in the Drina Corps of the Army of Republic of Srpska and Drago Nikolić,
Chief of Security in the Zornik Birgade of the Army of Republic of Srpska.
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Zdravko Tolimir is charged with participating in a joint criminal
enterprise of killing and forcible removal and deportation of the Bosnian
Muslim population in the areas of Srebrenica and Žepa in July and August
1995. The first indictment against Tolimir was filed on 8 February 2005. On
the basis of this indictment, he was arrested on 31 May 2007 at the Drina River
near Ljubovija, while trying to illegally cross the border between Serbia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The arrest executed the Ministry of Interior Affairs
of Republic of Srpska in cooperation with the Ministry of the Interior Affairs
of the Republic of Serbia, which blocked the border crossing into Serbia.
On 16 October 2008, the ICTY Prosecutor’s Office issued the second
and on 4 November 2009 the third amended indictment againts Tolimir. Based
on this indictment on 26 February 2010 began the first instance proceedings
before the Trial Chamber of the ICTY, which ended on 12 December 2012.
According to the judgment of the Trial Chamber Zdravko Tolimir was
sentenced to life imprisonment for genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide,
crimes against humanity and violations of the laws or customs of war.
What is interesting to emphasize is that the present judgment is the
only judgment which one of the ICTY Chambers pronounced the accused
guilty of the crime of genocide in other parts of the country outside Srebrenica
also.2 Namely, the present judgment of the Trial Chamber pronounced Tolimir
also guilty of the crime of genocide in the area of Žepa, which was executed
causing serious bodily or mental harm to the Muslim civilian population of
Žepa during their forced displacement and killing of three Muslim leaders
in this area, and all with the aim to completely or partially destroy a group
of Bosnian Muslims in the area. However, based on Tolimir’s appeal by
judgment of 8 April 2015, the ICTY Appeals Chamber revoked a part of the
first instance verdict and acquitted him of responsibility for the genocide
against the Muslim population of Žepa.

2
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Except for the mentioned five, in the instance of proceedings before the Trial
Chamber of the ICTY for complicity in genocide by aiding and abetting in 2005 Vidoje
Blagojević, a Commander of the Bratunac Brigade of the Army of Republic of Srpska,
was also convicted. However, by the judgement from 2007 the Appeals Chamber
of the ICTY revoked the part of the judgement according to which Blagojević was
convicted of complicity in genocide. Also, according to the non-final judgement of
the ICTY Trial from 24 March 2016 Radovan Karadžić, the President of the Republic
of Srpska, was convicted for the crime of genocide. Both the Trial Chamber’s
convictions for genocide related to the Srebrenica genocide, although Karadžić was
also indicted for genocide in other municipalities in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Convictions for genocide and conspiracy to commit genocide in
Srebrenica and crimes against humanity and violations of the laws or customs
of war have been finally confirmed, as well as life imprisonment.
Zdravko Tolimir died on 8 February 2016, while awaiting transfer to
the country where he should serve his sentence.
Further in the text we give a summary of the judgement of the Trial
Chamber in the case againts Zdravko Tolimir. The original judgment of the
Trial and Appeals Chamber in this case can be found at: http://www.icty.org/
bcs/case/tolimir/4.
Judgement Summary for Zdravko Tolimir
Please find below the summary of the Judgement read out today by Judge
Flϋgge.
This Chamber is sitting today to pronounce the Judgement in the trial
against the Accused in this case, Mr. Zdravko Tolimir. To this end, it will
provide a summary of its findings of the charges against the Accused before
coming to its disposition. The Chamber emphasises that this summary is
not part of the Judgment. The only authoritative account of the Chamber’s
findings is to be found in the written Judgement, copies of which will be made
available to the parties at the conclusion of this sitting.
Mr. Tolimir was first indicted in 2005. In that year, his case was joined
with that of the accused in the Popović et al. case. On 15 August 2006—with
the Accused remaining at large—his case was severed from the joint case and
a separate Indictment was filed against him later that same month.
On 31 May 2007, the Accused was arrested and transferred to the
Tribunal the next day. Following his refusal to identify himself, and to enter
a plea at his initial appearance before the Chamber on 4 June 2007, a plea of
not guilty was entered on his behalf on 3 July 2007 in accordance with the
Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Tribunal. The operative Indictment
against the Accused in this case was filed on 4 November 2009. The trial in
this case commenced on 26 February 2010. The Accused elected to represent
himself, but had the assistance of legal staff, including his legal adviser, Mr.
Aleksandar Gajić, who had a limited right of audience before this Chamber.
The case ended earlier this year with the parties’ closing arguments held from
21 to 23 August.
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The Chamber sat for a total of 242 trial days, producing over 19,000
transcript pages. It admitted nearly 3,500 exhibits into evidence. The
Prosecution adduced the evidence of 183 witnesses; the Defence presented
four witnesses.
I take this opportunity to reiterate our appreciation to the parties for
their professional and respectful attitude towards one another, which no doubt
contributed to this trial moving along so efficiently. I also want to thank again
all those who have been working behind the scenes for the last—nearly three—
years, without whom none of the proceedings before this Tribunal would be
possible.
The Chamber will now set out the charges against the Accused, and
will then move on to summarise its main findings.
The Charges
Mr. Zdravko Tolimir was one of the Assistant Commanders of the
Main Staff of the Army of the Republika Srpska, and Chief of the Sector for
Intelligence and Security Affairs within the Main Staff. In this capacity, he is
charged as being a member of two joint criminal enterprises. The first: a joint
criminal enterprise to murder the able-bodied Bosnian Muslim men from the
enclave of Srebrenica, between approximately 11 July and 1 November 1995.
The second: a joint criminal enterprise to forcibly remove and deport the
Bosnian Muslim population from the enclaves of Srebrenica and Žepa, which
allegedly commenced with the issuance of Directive 7 in March of 1995 and
culminated in the actual removal of the populations from these enclaves from
July to August 1995.
The Chamber shall refer to the Army of Republika Srpska as the VRS,
and to the alleged joint criminal enterprises in shortened forms, as the JCE to
Murder, and the JCE to Forcibly Remove, throughout this summary.
The Accused is further charged with criminal responsibility pursuant
to the extended form of JCE, referred to as JCE III. These charges allege the
opportunistic killings of smaller groups of able-bodied men from Srebrenica,
(as a foreseeable consequence of both JCEs), the foreseeable targeted killings
of three Bosnian Muslim leaders of Žepa (as a foreseeable consequence of
the JCE to Forcibly Remove), and other persecutory acts (as a foreseeable
consequence of both JCEs). The Prosecution alleges that it was foreseeable to
the Accused that these acts would be carried out by Bosnian Serb Forces by
virtue of his membership in the respective JCEs.

The Accused is not only charged with commission of these crimes,
including through his alleged membership in the two JCEs, but also, pursuant
to Article 7(1) of the Statute, with planning, instigating, ordering, and otherwise
aiding and abetting in the planning, preparation, and execution of the charged
crimes.
These crimes set out in the Indictment covered in eight Counts with
which the Accused is charged. These are: Count 1, Genocide; Count 2,
Conspiracy to Commit Genocide; Counts 3, 4, and 6 through 8, the crimes
against humanity of murder, extermination, persecutions, inhumane acts
through forcible transfer, and deportation; and Count 5, murder as a violation
of the laws or customs of war.
On the basis of these charges and the evidence it has presented, the
Prosecution has requested a sentence of life imprisonment.
The Accused has taken the position that there is no credible evidence on
the basis of which this Chamber could find the Accused criminally responsible
beyond reasonable doubt, and that, therefore, he should be acquitted.
Summary of the findings - Factual
I first turn to the Chamber’s factual findings in this case. For the most
part, these are the findings made by the Majority. A dissenting opinion by
Judge Nyambe follows the main text of the Judgement.
The crimes charged in the Indictment relate to the months of March
through November 1995, in a relatively small area of eastern Bosnia and
Herzegovina. In particular, the crimes concern the enclaves of Srebrenica
and Žepa, which had been declared safe havens by United Nations Security
Council Resolutions in the spring of 1993. At the outset, it must be noted that
the alleged crimes cannot be considered in a vacuum. They followed years of
armed conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Chamber has remained aware
of this context throughout the case. The Chamber’s task, however, is not to
decide on the legitimacy of the war that took place between the Bosnian Serbs
and Bosnian Muslims in this region. The Chamber emphasizes that its role is
limited to the determination of the individual criminal responsibility of the
Accused, Mr. Zdravko Tolimir, for genocide, crimes against humanity, and
war crimes that took place within the context of this war.
The Majority has found that already in 1992, there was a policy in
place at the highest levels of Republika Srpska which sought to remove the
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Bosnian Muslim population from eastern Bosnia and Herzegovina, among
other locations. This policy was reaffirmed by Directive 7 issued in March of
1995, a directive signed by the President of the Republika Srpska, Radovan
Karadžić, who was assisted in its drafting by various sectors within the VRS
Main Staff. This included the Sector of Intelligence and Security Affairs,
headed by the Accused.
This Directive, in relevant part, called for the creation of “an
unbearable situation of total insecurity with no hope of further survival for
the inhabitants of Srebrenica and Žepa” to be achieved through “planned and
well-thought out combat operations”. This Directive further called for the
reduction and limitation of logistics support to the United Nations Protection
Force, abbreviated as UNPROFOR, in the enclaves as well as, “the material
resources for the Muslim population, making them dependant on our good will
while at the same time avoiding condemnation by the international community
and international public opinion”. The Majority has found, Judge Nyambe
dissenting, that the issuance of Directive 7 in March of 1995 signified the start
of an intensive period of activities by Bosnian Serb Forces—comprising both
the VRS and the Ministry of Interior—aimed at achieving the goals set out
therein.
The Majority has found that immediately following the issuance of
Directive 7, the VRS engaged in a system of restrictions on humanitarian
aid and UNPROFOR re-supply convoys to both the Srebrenica and Žepa
enclaves. These restrictions had the intended effect of making life for the
Bosnian Muslims inside the enclaves unbearable. Concurrent with the steady
increase of restrictions as of early spring 1995, by June that year, the VRS
had surrounded the Srebrenica enclave. While much of the VRS efforts
targeted members of the Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina, abbreviated as the
ABiH, who were operating from within the enclave, the Majority has found
that these military activities were also aimed at civilian targets and were
intended to terrorise the Bosnian Muslim population. By early July 1995, a
devastating humanitarian situation engulfed both enclaves. Also by this time,
the VRS attacks on the Srebrenica enclave became more overt as it launched
an operation called Krivaja 95 to “create conditions for the elimination of
the enclaves”, a goal that was expanded with the capture of Srebrenica town
within a matter of days. The Majority, Judge Nyambe dissenting, has found
that the VRS activities against the enclave, set out in full detail in the written
Judgement, were intended to remove both the Bosnian Muslim military, and
the civilian population from the enclave and were consistent with the goals
set out in Directive 7 to make life unbearable with no hope of survival for the
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enclaves’ inhabitants. Through its simultaneous restriction of humanitarian
aid and its military attacks on the civilian population, the VRS achieved these
goals.
On 11 July, Srebrenica fell. The VRS met with no resistance. High
ranking VRS officers and members of the 10th Sabotage Detachment of
the Main Staff took a triumphant walk through the town. VRS Main Staff
Commander Mladić declared that “the time has come to take revenge on the
Turks in this region” and “we give this town to the Serb people as a gift”. A
column of thousands of able-bodied Bosnian Muslim men, with some women
and children, had already started making its way through the woods towards
villages north-west of Srebrenica. From there, a decision was made by the
Bosnian Muslims to form a column and attempt a breakthrough to Tuzla, in
ABiH held territory. The column was comprised of some 10,000 to 16,000
Bosnian Muslims and was several kilometres long, with a concentration
of armed men heading the column in an attempt to provide security for the
civilians, including women and children. Meanwhile, thousands of women,
children, and elderly, instead of joining the column, made their way to seek
refuge at the UN compound in Potočari hoping for protection there; the
road along which they walked was shelled by the VRS. The Majority, Judge
Nyambe dissenting, has found this shelling to have been intended to further
terrorise an already frightened and vulnerable population.
Against the backdrop of these events, two meetings were held on the
evening of 11 July 1995 at Hotel Fontana in Bratunac. VRS representatives
attending these meetings included Mladić and Main Staff Intelligence officer
Radoslav Janković. On the UNPROFOR side, representatives of the Dutch
Battalion, abbreviated as DutchBat, Commander Karremans and officer
Boering attended. The meetings were intended to discuss the fate of the
Bosnian Muslim civilian population taking shelter at the UN compound in
Potočari. The Majority has found, however, Judge Nyambe dissenting, that the
meetings were a false demonstration of a good-faith effort by the VRS to find
a solution for the population.
The Majority has found that these meetings were held in a threatening
and intimidating atmosphere created by the VRS. Mladić, who led the meetings,
told a Bosnian Muslim school teacher who had been requested to attend as a
representative of the population, that the Bosnian Muslim population could
either “survive or disappear”. Mladić conditioned the survival of the population
upon the disarming of the members of the ABiH in the enclave.
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A third meeting was held at Hotel Fontana on the morning of 12
July. Mladić repeated his threat made the night before, telling the frightened
Bosnian Muslim representatives “[a]s I told this gentleman last night, you can
either survive or disappear”. Also at this meeting, the VRS made clear their
intention to “screen” the men amongst the crowd in Potočari for their alleged
participation in war crimes. Following this meeting, Karremans and Boering
approached Chief of Intelligence and Security of the Bratunac Brigade, Momir
Nikolić, and Svetozar Kosorić, Chief of Intelligence of the Drina Corps,
seeking clarification as to what was meant with the proposed screening of
men. Momir Nikolić told them that they should get lost, that everything had
already been agreed on and that the transportation of the Bosnian Muslims
from Potočari had already started.
By the end of 12 July, a total of approximately 25,000 to 30,000 Bosnian
Muslim civilians, mainly women, children and elderly, had sought refuge at
the UN compound in Potočari. On the morning of 12 July, Bosnian Serb Forces
took over Potočari, disarming members of DutchBat and mingling amongst
the crowd, cursing, mocking, and mistreating Bosnian Muslim civilians. Some
were handing out bread and water while being filmed by a Serb camera crew.
The moment the camera crew stopped filming, the forces stopped handing
out bread, and even took some of it back. As the Bosnian Muslim women and
children boarded the buses arranged by the VRS, their male family members,
including young boys as well as elderly and infirm men, were separated and
detained at several locations near the UN compound, most notably, in a house
known as “the White House”.
The Majority has found that by the end of 12 July, 9,000 Bosnian
Muslims had been forcibly transferred by bus from Potočari to Kladanj. Those
that remained, awaiting their forcible transfer on the next day, endured a night
that was described as hell; moans and screams resonated amongst the crowd.
Gunshots pierced the evening and members of the Bosnian Serb Forces
continued to take Bosnian Muslim men away, as they had done throughout
the day. Some men did not return. Conditions there were so miserable that
several Bosnian Muslim civilians committed suicide or attempted to do so.
By the morning of 13 July, everyone was desperate to leave Potočari. The
Majority has found, Judge Nyambe dissenting, that under these appalling
circumstances, the Bosnian Muslim population gathered in Potočari had no
choice but to leave.
The Bosnian Muslim men and boys who were separated from the
crowds in Potočari became the subject of the second joint criminal enterprise
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alleged in this Indictment. The Majority has found that early in the morning of
12 July, just before the start of the third meeting at Hotel Fontana, members
of the security organs, under the Accused’s professional command, referred
to a plan to murder these men, discussing possible locations for the planned
executions. The Majority, Judge Nyambe dissenting, has found that in keeping
with this plan, at least 1,000 men and boys, having been forced to leave behind
their belongings and identification documents, were detained at the White
House by Bosnian Serb Forces. There, they were kept in horrid conditions,
some of them physically mistreated, before being transported by bus to
Bratunac. The Majority has found that the plan to murder them had already
begun to materialise by this time.
In Bratunac, on 12 and 13 July, the men and boys from Potočari
were joined by thousands of Bosnian Muslim men from the column that had
started moving towards Tuzla, who had been captured by, or surrendered to,
the Bosnian Serb Forces. These men were detained in buildings and buses
throughout Bratunac where they suffered physical and verbal abuse. Some of
the men were murdered in Bratunac town and the Bratunac area.
On the morning of 14 July, following the massive logistical operation to
procure vehicles and fuel, thousands of Bosnian Muslim men were transported
north to Zvornik municipality where they were detained for a short period of
time before meeting their ultimate fate at the hands of Bosnian Serb Forces.
The Chamber feels compelled to highlight a number of such killing incidents.
In the late afternoon of 13 July, hundreds of Bosnian Muslim men
were transported from a meadow in Sandići by bus, and some directed by foot,
to a one storey building known as the Kravica Warehouse, in the Bratunac
area. When the warehouse was packed full, Bosnian Serb Forces started firing
at the men inside, using machineguns as well as hand and rocket propelled
grenades. They fired for hours, with intermittent lulls in the shooting in which
the wounded moaned and called out names. These executions continued into
the morning of 14 July. The Accused’s immediate subordinate, Beara, was
directly involved in the burial operation of between 600 and 1,000 Bosnian
Muslim men who the Chamber found had been murdered at the warehouse
between 13 and 14 July 1995.
On the evening of 13, and morning of 14 July, hundreds of Bosnian
Muslim men were transported by bus to a school in Grbavci located near
Orahovac. There, they were crammed into the gymnasium of the school
building. In the afternoon of 14 July, they were transported by bus to two
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separate killings sites nearby. Upon disembarking, they were shot by Bosnian
Serb Forces. Some of the wounded prisoners were cursed, and left to suffer in
agony before they were finally killed. One of the groups of prisoners included
a boy of approximately five to six years old, who, after being shot at, stood
up from the pile of bodies and called out for his father. Up to 2,500 Bosnian
Muslim men were murdered at Grbavci school on this day. They, too, were
buried in a mass grave.
On the morning of 16 July, hundreds of Bosnian Muslim men who had
been detained at a school near the village of Pilica were transported to a plot of
land known as the Branjevo Military Farm. Upon arrival at this location, they
were led down a path to a meadow, where they were shot at by Bosnian Serb
Forces. After each round of shooting, the forces asked whether there were any
survivors; those who answered were shot in the head. The executions lasted
until the late afternoon of 16 July, killing approximately 1,000–1,500 Bosnian
Muslim men. Following this massive execution, another approximately 500
Bosnian Muslim men were executed by Bosnian Serb Forces inside a Cultural
Centre in Pilica; there are no known survivors of this execution. These bodies
were transported to Branjevo Military Farm, where over the course of the next
day, they were buried together with the bodies of people killed at the Farm.
At least 1,656 Bosnian Muslim men were murdered at the Branjevo Military
Farm and Pilica Cultural Center.
The Chamber has found that the suffering these men went through
in the moments leading up to their deaths must have been unbearable. On
many occasions, those who were waiting to be shot saw others before them
executed. The few survivors who lived to provide their testimony before the
Chamber gave harrowing accounts of what they had to endure.
Following this murderous operation and the burial of the thousands
of bodies in mass graves, in September and October, Bosnian Serb Forces,
triggered by a Main Staff order, took measures to conceal these crimes. A
massive reburial operation was set in place. The victims from Kravica
Warehouse, those killed in Orahovac, Petkovci dam, Kozluk, Branjevo
Farm and Pilica that had been buried after their murder were disinterred and
buried again in secondary gravesites at, to name a few, Hodžići road, the
Snagovo–Lipje road, and a total of 12 sites along Čančari Road. Several of the
Accused’s subordinates, including Beara and Popović, played a central role in
this operation.
The Majority, Judge Nyambe dissenting, has found that from 13
July to sometime in August 1995, at least 4,970 Bosnian Muslim men who
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are the subject of the charges in the Indictment were murdered during the
implementation of the JCE to murder. The Majority emphasizes that this is a
conservative calculation of the minimum number. The Majority finds Judge
Nyambe dissenting, that the total number of Bosnian Muslim men from
Srebrenica who were killed is, at a minimum, closer to 6,000.
Following the forcible removal of the women, children, and elderly
from Potočari on 12 and 13 July, and concurrent with the start of the
implementation of the JCE to Murder by that same time, the VRS made
preparations to launch an operation against the nearby enclave of Žepa. This
attack followed the same pattern and course as the attack on the Srebrenica
enclave just days prior and included some of the same forces. The Bosnian
Muslim population from Žepa, in panic with the news of the forcible removal
from Potočari having started to spread, sought refuge in the hills above Žepa.
On 13 July, a meeting was held between the VRS and representatives of the
Bosnian Muslim War Presidency of Žepa, at which the Accused informed them
that the only alternative to the “evacuation” of the population was the use of
military force by the VRS. Attacks by the VRS against surrounding villages in
the weeks prior had already resulted in the destruction of at least 30 Bosnian
Muslim homes, further instilling fear in the Bosnian Muslim population.
On 14 July, following the refusal of this alleged “evacuation” on the
terms imposed by the Accused, the VRS shelled the centre of the enclave
and took control of UNPROFOR observation posts. In the days thereafter, the
VRS exerted pressure on the civilians hiding in the woods to return to Žepa in
order to be transported out of the enclave. Following the failure of a second
meeting held on 19 July, on 24 July, the Bosnian Muslim representatives were
forced to sign an agreement concerning the disarmament of the ABiH in the
enclave, and the “evacuation” of the civilian population. From 25 to 27 July,
under the direct authority of the Accused who was present in the enclave
throughout the entire operation, nearly 4,400 Bosnian Muslim women,
children, and elderly were forcibly removed from Žepa enclave. As with the
Bosnian Muslim population that had taken refuge in Potočari, the Majority has
found, Judge Nyambe dissenting, that they did not have a choice; their fate
was decided for them. Mladić appears on video-footage entering many of the
buses of tired, hungry, and frightened Bosnian Muslims telling them that he
was giving them their life as a gift. Meanwhile, with the news of the fate of the
men of Srebrenica having spread, the able-bodied men from the Žepa enclave
remained in hiding in the woods, with some of them making their way across
the Drina River into Serbian territory in fear for their lives.
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Summary of findings - Legal
The Chamber now turns to a brief summary of its legal findings.
The Chamber has found that there was a state of armed conflict in
Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time the crimes were committed, and that
these crimes were connected to this conflict. The Chamber has also found that
there was a widespread and systematic attack directed against the Bosnian
Muslim populations of the Srebrenica and Žepa enclaves, and the Majority,
Judge Nyambe dissenting, has found that the acts of the Accused were a part
of that attack. As such, the jurisdictional requirements set out in Articles
3 and 5 of the Statute have been met. On the basis of the factual findings
summarized above, the Majority, Judge Nyambe dissenting, has, moreover,
found beyond reasonable doubt that the two joint criminal enterprises charged
in the Indictment existed.
The Majority recalls, Judge Nyambe dissenting, that at least 4,970 men
and boys subject of the charges of the Indictment were murdered by Bosnian
Serb Forces. The Chamber has found that these forces carried out the murders
with discriminatory intent so as to constitute persecutions. During their
mistreatment, detention, and up to the moment of their murder, these men were
cursed and mocked, and often beaten for their affiliation to the Islamic faith.
Some were forced to sing Serb songs or sing pro-Serb slogans immediately
before their death. The Chamber has found that the harm inflicted upon these
men rises to the level of serious bodily and mental harm and constitute acts of
genocide.
Turning to the murders of the three Bosnian Muslim leaders of Žepa
— Mehmed Hajrić, Avdo Palić and Amir Imamović — the Majority has found
that these murders, similarly, constitute acts of genocide. These three men
were members of Žepa’s war presidency and important and prominent leaders
within the enclave. They were arrested shortly after the completion of the
operation to forcibly remove the Bosnian Muslims from Žepa. They were
held in detention for many days separately from others. The Majority, Judge
Nyambe dissenting, has found that sometime in the middle of August 1995,
Bosnian Serb Forces killed them and buried them in the same mass grave.
The Majority has found that while they were only three in number, in view of
the size of Žepa enclave, these three men constituted the core of its civilian
and military leadership. It has found that the killing of Avdo Palić, given his
status as a defender of Žepa’s Bosnian Muslim population, had a symbolic
purpose, signifying that there was no hope of survival for this population in
the enclave. The Majority has also taken into account the fate of the remaining
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population of Žepa. Their forcible transfer immediately prior to the killing
of three of Žepa’s most prominent leaders is a factor which supports the
Majority’s finding of genocidal intent. The Majority has found that in the case
of Žepa, removing its Bosnian Muslim civilian population, destroying their
homes and their mosque, and killing three of their most prominent leaders
was done with the purpose of ensuring that the Bosnian Muslim population of
this enclave would not be able to reconstitute itself. As such, the Majority has
found that Mehmed Hajrić, Avdo Palić and Amir Imamović were killed with
the intention to destroy this population.
The Majority has found, further, that the suffering of the women,
children and elderly who were forcibly transferred from the Srebrenica and
Žepa enclaves rises to the level of serious bodily or mental harm so as also to
amount to genocide.
In its determination of whether the Bosnian Serb Forces deliberately
inflicted conditions of life that were calculated to bring about the destruction
of the Bosnian Muslims in Eastern Bosnia and Herzevogina, the Majority,
Judge Nyambe dissenting, has considered the overall effect of not only the
forcible transfer operations of the women and children but also the killing of
the men. The Majority finds that the combined effect of the forcible removal
and murder operation had a devastating effect on the physical survival of
the Bosnian Muslim population of Eastern Bosnia and Herzegovina and is
satisfied that these operations were aimed at destroying this population.
In conclusion, the Majority, Judge Nyambe dissenting in part, finds
beyond reasonable doubt that the crimes of Genocide, Conspiracy to Commit
Genocide, Extermination, Persecutions, Inhumane Acts through Forcible
Transfer, and Murder have been established. The Chamber, however, did not
find that the crime of deportation was proved beyond a reasonable doubt. Its
reasons in this regard are set out in detail in the written Judgement.
Summary of Findings - Responsibility
I now turn to the summary of the Majority’s findings on the Accused’s
responsibility for the crimes charged.
Mr. Tolimir was the Chief of the Sector for Intelligence and Security
Affairs of the Main Staff of the VRS, a position to which he had been
appointed already in 1992, following almost 20 years of experience in this
area of work. In June of 1994, he was promoted to General Major. He was one
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of the seven Assistant Commanders in the Main Staff and directly responsible
to Main Staff commander Mladić, with whom he had a particularly close
relationship. Mladić often consulted the Accused before taking a decision, and
considered him to be a part of his “inner core”. Witnesses who testified before
the Chamber referred to the Accused as Mladić’s “right hand”, his “eyes and
ears” and “closer to being “an equal” to Mladić than a subordinate. The Chief
of Staff of the VRS Main Staff, Milovanović, testified that the Accused was
the best informed officer of the VRS, and that he “always knew more” than
his immediate subordinates, the Chief of the Intelligence Administration Petar
Salapura and the Chief of the Security Administration Ljubiša Beara.
Mr. Tolimir was responsible for implementing all security and
intelligence related orders issued by Mladić, and monitored this implementation
through his supervision of all subordinates in the security and intelligence
organs at the Corps and Brigade levels. One of his most significant tasks was
to prevent the leakage of information and, as described by one witness, to
“cover up the intentions of the VRS”. He was responsible for the assignments
issued to the Military Police, which fell under the professional command of
the security organs, and was duty bound to control the implementation of
these assignments. He was kept informed of the work of the Military Police
units on the ground. He was also responsible for the treatment and detention
of prisoners of war. He oversaw the work of the Main Staff affiliated units,
including the 10th Sabotage Detachment and the 65th Protection Regiment.
The Chamber has found that there was an efficient reporting system in
place within the VRS and that the Accused received daily reports, both written
and oral, from the subordinate intelligence and security organs. He took part in
daily meetings attended by the inner circle of command of the VRS, at which
the most important decisions would be taken. These meetings were attended
by corps commanders when decisions concerning activities on the operational
level would be made. At these meetings, Mr. Tolimir gave briefings on the
security situation in the Republika Srpska, provided intelligence information,
and made proposals for counter-actions. He was kept apprised of any orders
that Mladić gave directly to security and intelligence officers under his
professional command. Mr. Tolimir was, moreover, capable of exercising
general military command and could be dispatched to a command position,
as occurred in Žepa at the end of July where he assumed control over the
operation to forcibly remove the Bosnian Muslim population of the enclave.
He was one of the central contact persons for UNPROFOR with regard to
convoy matters relating to both enclaves and he was the counterpart of UN
generals Nicolai, Janvier, Smith, and Gobilliard.
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The Majority has considered the Accused’s specific role in the VRS
Main Staff when analyzing his acts and conduct. The Majority, Judge Nyambe
dissenting, has found that the Accused was a member of the JCE to forcibly
remove the Bosnian Muslim population from the enclaves from March 1995
onwards, and became a member of the JCE to murder the able-bodied men
from Srebrenica at the latest in the afternoon of 13 July. He had full knowledge
of the despicable criminal operations envisioned by these two enterprises and
shared the intent to further their goals. The basis of his knowledge and his
contributions to these JCEs is set out in full in the written Judgement.
For the purposes of this summary, the Majority shall highlight some
of the Accused’s actions from which it has inferred that the Accused shared
the intent with other members of the JCE to Murder and the JCE to Forcibly
Remove, and furthered these criminal operations. It must be stressed that this
is by no means an exhaustive list.
From March 1995 onwards, the Accused, and his subordinates in the
security organ, were closely involved in the process of approving or rejecting
UNPROFOR re-supply convoys and humanitarian aid convoys into the
enclaves of Srebrenica and Žepa which contributed to the steadily increasing
unbearable situations in the enclaves.
In communications with UNPROFOR in the days leading up to the
takeover of Srebrenica by VRS forces, he denied the VRS attacks on the
enclave, stalled communication on this issue and made false claims that the
VRS would do its best to calm the situation, while at the same time forwarding
to the Drina Corps on 9 July 1995 Karadžić’s order to continue operations to
takeover Srebrenica.
The Accused’s subordinate, Main Staff Intelligence officer Radoslav
Janković, took part in the Hotel Fontana meetings held on the night of 11
and the morning of 12 July 1995. The Majority has found that the Accused
was informed and had knowledge of the discussions held at these meetings.
Janković was present on the ground during the forcible removal of the Bosnian
Muslim population from Potočari on 12 and 13 July.
In the afternoon of 13 July, the Accused proposed that Bosnian Muslim
men who had been captured in the Kasaba area and who were being detained
along the main Milići–Zvornik road, be placed indoors to remove them from
sight. This proposal was followed up by an order by Mladić in line with the
Accused’s proposal. The Majority has found that the Accused’s proposal was
made with a view to concealing the murder plan.
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Also on 13 July, with full knowledge of the gathering of approximately
25,000 to 30,000 Bosnian Muslim civilians at the UN compound in Potočari,
and of the separation of able-bodied men, the Accused informed Chief of
Intelligence and Security of the East Bosnia Corps Milenko Todorović that the
preparations for the arrival of 1,000 to 3,000 Bosnian Muslim men at a prison
facility in Batković should cease. The Majority has found that the Accused, in
ordering that the preparations should be stopped, had knowledge of the fact
that these men would be murdered instead.
Following the completion of the forcible removal operation in Potočari,
at a meeting in Bokšanica on the outskirts of Žepa enclave on 13 July, the
Accused stated to those present that “Srebrenica has fallen and now its Žepa’s
turn”, adding that the only alternative to the “evacuation” of Žepa’s population
was the use of military force. Late that same evening, he proposed that Žepa
be captured within 21 hours in order to “avoid the condemnation and reaction
by the international community”.
On 21 July 1995, following days of intense shelling of Žepa by the
VRS, and aware of the fact that the civilian population of Žepa had already
sought refuge in uninhabited places, the Accused proposed that in order to
accelerate the surrender of ABiH forces, groups of fleeing Bosnian Muslim
civilians should be “destroyed”.
From 25 to 27 July 1995, he was present in Žepa and commanded the
forcible removal operation of the Bosnian Muslims as they were packed into
buses and driven to Kladanj, walking around with his pistol pointing up at the
sky, intimidating this vulnerable group of mainly women, children and elderly.
Through his position as Chief of Intelligence and Security, he had the
legal duty to protect prisoners of war. Despite being able to do, he did not.
Following the commission of crimes by Bosnian Serb Forces, including by
his subordinates, he failed to take any action against them, he did not distance
himself from their crimes, and instead, assisted in the cover up of the thousands
of murders committed by Bosnian Serb Forces.
Findings on the Counts
I will now turn to the Majority’s findings on the Counts.
In its determination of the findings on the counts charged, the Majority
particularly took into account Mr. Tolimir’s position within the Main Staff of
the VRS and his capacity as Chief of the Sector for Intelligence and Security
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Affairs. The Majority has, in addition, taken into account his education,
experience as an officer, and his general capabilities with respect to his duties
and responsibilities, stemming from his specific professional position.
The Majority has found that Mr. Tolimir had extensive knowledge
of the situation on the ground from March 1995 and onwards. The Majority
reiterates its finding that the Accused significantly contributed to both of the
JCEs charged, including through his failure to protect prisoners of war. The
crimes that were committed were massive in scale, severe in their intensity,
and devastating in their effect. The implementation of the two JCEs occurred
over a very short period of time in a small geographical area. The Accused
played a coordinating and directing role throughout the entirety of this period.
The Majority finds that he had knowledge of the genocidal intent of other
JCE members, including that of his security and intelligence organs, who the
Majority has found were extensively involved in carrying out the JCEs. The
Accused encouraged the use of derogatory terms, thereby provoking ethnic
hatred among members of the Bosnian Serb Forces, and sending out a message
that Bosnian Muslims were human beings of a lesser value. On 21 July 1995,
the Accused proposed to destroy “groups of Muslim refugees” with a view to
accelerating the surrender of the ABiH in Žepa. The Majority finds that this
proposal manifests the Accused’s own determination to destroy the Bosnian
Muslim population.
The only reasonable inference that the Majority can draw on the totality
of the evidence is that the Accused not only had knowledge of the genocidal
intent of others, but also possessed it himself. He is therefore responsible for
the crime of genocide. He is also responsible, pursuant to JCE III, for the
murders of the three Bosnian Muslim men from Žepa, which the Majority
has found constituted genocide. The Accused’s involvement, and that of his
subordinates, in the arrest and detention of these three men, on the basis of
which the Chamber has made its finding of his responsibility, are set out in
detail in the written Judgement.
Having found that there was an agreement between two or more
people to commit the crime of genocide, and that the Accused entered into
this agreement by the latest on the afternoon of 13 July 1995, the Majority also
finds the Accused responsible for the crime of conspiracy to commit genocide,
with respect to the murder of the able-bodied men from Srebrenica.
Having found, in addition, that a single, organised, and large-scale
operation to murder Bosnian Muslim males existed with the requisite intent
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to kill on a massive scale; that the Accused had knowledge of the scale and
scope of this operation and that he consciously and deliberately supported the
objective of this operation, the Majority finds beyond reasonable doubt, that
the Accused is responsible for the crime of extermination.
The Majority is, moreover, satisfied beyond reasonable doubt, that
through his participation in the JCE to Murder, including his failure to protect
the prisoners of war, the Accused had the requisite intent to murder the
able-bodied men from Srebrenica and is therefore responsible for the crime
of murder, as charged. The Majority further finds the Accused criminally
responsible for a number of murders that were pleaded as opportunistic and
foreseeable targeted killings, on the basis that they were reasonably foreseeable
to him, pursuant to a mode of liability referred to as JCE III.
With respect to the crime of Persecutions, the Majority recalls its
findings that the murders of the able-bodied Bosnian Muslim males, the cruel
and inhumane treatment of the Bosnian Muslim population, the terrorisation
of the civilian population, the destruction of homes of the Bosnian Muslims,
and the mosques, in Srebrenica and Žepa, and the forced removal of women,
children, and elderly out of the enclaves were all committed with the intent
to discriminate on political, racial or religious grounds and amount to
persecutions. The Majority concludes, beyond reasonable doubt, that the
Accused possessed the requisite discriminatory intent as he furthered the goal
of the two JCEs, resulting in the crimes that have been established.
Finally, the Majority recalls its finding that the Accused, having been
found to be a member of the JCE to Forcibly Remove from its inception in
March of 1995, shared the intent with other members of the JCE to remove the
Bosnian Muslim populations from the enclaves, and significantly contributed
to the realisation of this common purpose. The Majority finds that the Accused
possessed the requisite intent to forcibly displace the Bosnian Muslim
population within a national border, and is therefore criminally responsible
for inhumane acts, through forcible transfer, as a crime against humanity.
The Chamber did not find, however, that the transfer of Bosnian
Muslim males to Bratunac and Zvornik, as charged, constituted the crime of
forcible transfer, nor, as it indicated before, that the movement of the Bosnian
Muslim men from Žepa to Serbia constituted the crime of deportation, for
reasons set out in full in the written Judgement.
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Sentencing Considerations
Before turning to its disposition, the Majority summarizes, in short,
the main factors it considered when determining the sentence. Bound by the
Statute and the Rules, the Majority determined the gravity of the offences
of which the Accused has been found guilty, as well as any aggravating or
mitigating circumstances. In assessing the gravity of the offence, the Majority
has considered, in particular, the Accused’s contribution to the horrific mass
execution of thousands of men and boys as part of an organized operation
aimed at destroying the Bosnian Muslim population. It has, furthermore,
considered the extreme suffering of the approximately 30,000–35,000 women
and children forcibly removed from both enclaves, and their inability to live
a normal and constructive life, to this day. The irreparable impact of these
crimes on the victims, and the Accused’s responsibility for their suffering,
have to be taken into account.
With respect to aggravating circumstances, the Majority has considered
in particular the Accused’s high rank and central position within the VRS Main
Staff; his duty, and failure, to ensure the safety of the thousands of prisoners of
war following the fall of Srebrenica; his deliberate and active involvement and
pivotal role in two JCEs; and the Accused’s abuse of his position in covering
up the crimes that were committed.
The Majority considered several factors in mitigation, none of which
it placed any weight on, save for the Accused’s good behaviour in detention
and following the start of the trial phase. The Majority notes, however, that
this sort of behaviour should be commonplace and, viewed with the Accused’s
obstructive behaviour during the pre-trial proceedings, gives this good
behaviour little weight.
Disposition
This completes the summary of findings. I shall now read out the
disposition.
Mr. Zdravko Tolimir, would you please stand.
The Chamber, by Majority, Judge Nyambe dissenting, finds you,
Zdravko Tolimir,
GUILTY, pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Statute, through commission
of the following crimes:
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Count 1: Genocide under Article 4(3)(a) of the Statute;
Count 2: Conspiracy to Commit Genocide under Article 4(3)(b) of the
Statute;
Count 3: Extermination, a crime against humanity under Article 5(b)
of the Statute;
Count 5: Murder, a violation of the laws or customs of war under
Article 3 of the Statute;
Count 6: Persecutions, a crime against humanity under Article 5(h) of
the Statute;
Count 7: Inhumane Acts through forcible transfer, a crime against
humanity under Article 5(i) of the Statute.
In relation to the following count, on the basis of the principles relating
to cumulative convictions, the Majority does not enter a conviction:
Count 4: Murder, a crime against humanity under Article 5(a) of the
Statute.
The Chamber finds you, Zdravko Tolimir, NOT GUILTY and thus
acquits you of the following count:
Count 8: Deportation, a crime against humanity under Article 5(d) of
the Statute.
The Majority has set out in the written Judgement the factors it has
taken into account in its determination of the sentence.
Zdravko Tolimir, you are hereby sentenced to life imprisonment.
You are entitled to credit for the time served in detention until the day of this
Judgement, and the period pending the finalisation of arrangements for your
transfer to the State where you will serve your sentence. You shall remain in
the custody of this Tribunal until the day of your transfer. You may be seated.
The Registry shall now hand out copies of the Judgement to the parties.
This concludes the proceedings. We adjourn.
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